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ABSTRACT  
Using education as an examplification of practical development aid, 
this project aims to challenge the dominant perception that 
development is closely linked to altruism. By means of Discourse 
Analysis, the ‘development discourse’ connected specifically to 
education, is unveiled; said discourse emanates from the United 
Nations and the Danish NGO called IBIS. Subsequently, the results 
from the discourse analysis are discussed from the two dominant 
theoretical positions within the critique of development: critical theory 
and poststructuralism. It is concluded that in spite of the perhaps 
altruistic intentions of development, the discursive construction of the 
concept still brings with it an unequal distribution of power, 
reinforcing the hegemonic position of the First World. 
 
 
 
 
 
DANISH SUMMARY  
Formålet med dette projekt har været at inddrage et kritisk perspektiv 
på udviklingsarbejde i den Tredje verden og udfordre den brede 
opfattelse af udvikling som et ufejlbarligt altruistisk koncept. 
Ydermere er et lands status som “udviklet” ofte tæt forbundet med 
koncepter som modernitet og industrialisering; denne opfattelse vil 
også blive uddybet i projektet. Den overordnede måde hvorpå 
projektet søger at udfordre disse naturaliserede ideer om udvikling er 
ved at foretage en diskursanalyse af hvad der vil blive omtalt som 
‘udviklingsdiskursen’. Formålet med denne diskursanalyse er at 
identificere de underliggende magtstrukturer i italesættelsen af 
konceptet ‘udvikling’. 
For at opnå en fyldestgørende forståelse af udviklingsarbejde, der går 
ud over en rent teoretisk diskussion, omfatter projektet kun 
uddannelsesaspektet af udviklingsarbejde og inkluderer desuden rent 
praktiske eksempler på den diskursive italesættelse af denne type 
udvikling; der er derfor inkluderet et officielt dokument fra de 
Forenede Nationer (FN), et dokument fra udviklingsorganisationen 
IBIS, samt et interview med en koordinator fra samme organisation. 
Tilsammen giver de tre tekster et billede af den generelle diskurs af 
det aspekt af ‘udviklingsdiskursen’ der er fokuseret fokuseret på 
uddannelse; en diskurs, der synes at udspringe fra FN på et 
internationalt plan og forplanter sig på selv det lokale danske plan i 
teksterne fra IBIS. Diskursanalysen og den efterfølgende diskussion af 
resultaterne fra de to relevante teroetiske perspektiver, kritisk teori og 
poststrukturalisme, afslører, at udviklingsdiskursen, på trods af sit 
beundringsværdige udspring i ønsket om at hjælpe, rent faktisk 
medvirker til at opretholde en ulige magtbalance, hvor Vesten 
fastholder sin kraftigt hegemoniske og dominante position i den 
globale sammenhæng. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Development is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon comprising 
several branches, as for example poverty, hunger, gender, governance, 
education and the like. In the light of the ‘First’ world’s sustained and 
extensive efforts to help the ‘Third’ world ‘develop’, it seems 
appropriate to take a critical look at what the concept of 
‘development’ actually entails. Often, the concept is taken for granted 
as ‘pure’ and altruistic – a perception that may be coined the sacred 
notion of development. Being the dominant in the public at large, this 
perception rarely leaves room for other opinions on this concept of 
development.  
  
This project sets out to investigate and challenge the dominant notion 
of development – that is, development as a concept solely tied to 
altruism. It will focus on the way in which the concept of 
development is discursively represented; a discourse that will be 
referred to as the development discourse.  
As will be elaborated in the project, notable theorists within the 
critique of development argue that the concept is intrinsically tied to 
modernity and industrialisation, and thereby, to Western standards and 
structures.  
In order to dig deeper into this investigation, the way in which actual 
“development” is carried out, implemented in “non-western” contexts 
and discursively represented will be exemplified through a focus on 
education – in particular child-centred education- and through the 
discursive construction of development in relation to this term both on 
the international scene of the United Nations, and on the national 
Danish scene in the work of the NGO called IBIS.  
 
This discursive construction of the concept of educational 
development and the implications of such development - the 
‘development discourse’ - will be unravelled in order to identify the 
underlying power structures that are, arguably, inextricably part of 
any discourse. 
Finally, the results of the analysis of the ‘development discourse’ will 
be discussed with the help of the two most relevant theoretical schools 
within the critique of ‘development’: the critical theory and post-
structuralism. The discussion will challenge the sacred notion of 
development and contemplate whether, at its current stage, 
developmental aid functions as a different and more covert way than 
for example colonisation, to discursively reinforce the superiority of 
the First world and thus reinforce an unequal distribution of power.  
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PROBLEM DEFINITION 
How can the dominant altruistic perception of development be 
challenged and what would this unveil? 
 
WORKING QUESTIONS 
What is the dominant perception of development? 
 
How is this perception challenged by poststructuralists and critical 
theorists? 
 
What links development and education? 
 
Is there a corresponding development discourse present on all 
organisational levels  
(UN level, national level, NGO level)? 
 
 
Does the development discourse reproduce unequal power structures? 
 
 
Why development?  
 
 
 
MOTIVATION 
The motivation for this project stems from the simple realisation that 
as a matter of fact people are suffering or dying in this world due to 
unacceptable life conditions. This suffering, nevertheless, occurs not 
on an equally dispersed global scale, but is concentrated on the so 
called ‘Third World’. Despite the long-lasting western dedication to 
development and the concept’s ‘sacred’ or altruistic notion, the world 
seems to persist in a rather hierarchical order; some being 
significantly worse off than others. This realisation inevitably leads to 
a more attentive and critical look at the current dominant reputation of 
Western development. In view of the problematic worldwide 
situation, questions related to the actual role, mechanisms and 
procedures of the First World in the field of developmental work 
inevitably turn up and become relevant to analyse critically.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
The aim of this project is to challenge the current dominant altruistic 
notion of development. The subject matter will be approached in three 
steps, represented by three chapters. The first one takes place on a 
solely theoretical level. In this regard relevant theoretical approaches 
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will enable a different perspective on development and help 
understanding and incorporating an additional dimension to the 
generally accepted notion of development. The theoretical approach 
lays the foundation for the next step; an investigation of development 
on a more practical level. The practical level will be dealt with in the 
second chapter. It is comprised by a number of relevant policy 
documents and a report (interview) regarding actual developmental 
work. The consultation of these various documents will provide a 
multileveled understanding of the work of development in practice. 
Furthermore it provides the material for a close textual analysis. The 
second chapter functions as a preparation for the third and last 
chapter. The aim of the third chapter then is to apply the theoretical 
considerations onto these specific examples from reality and in this 
stroke to deconstruct the development discourse and reflect upon the 
obtained information.  
As has been established previously, development is a very complex 
concept. In order to remain on a comprehensible level and work 
within a manageable scope of investigation the focus will lie on a 
single field of developmental work. Education will function as an 
exemplification and contribute to a more comprehensible and tangible 
understanding of development. The intention is to leave behind the 
abstract level, narrow down the large scale of development and 
eventually carry out an analysis, which thanks to its delimited subject 
matter allows for a more profound analysis. In addition to the 
delimitation to one specific field of development, the focus will also 
lie on the work of one specific Danish NGO. This makes a thorough 
examination of educational development more possible. IBIS mainly 
works within the realm of educational development and a closer look 
at its work will provide an impression of educational development in 
practice. In this regard a qualitative interview with IBIS’ coordinator 
of educational programmes has been conducted. In order to allow a 
necessary freedom for interaction, the explanation of ideas and the in-
depth study of concepts and programs, while still remaining within the 
frame of relevance for this project, the approach of a semi-structured 
interview was chosen and applied. This was done with the help from a 
preliminary elaborated interview guide, based on the reformulation of 
relevant working questions (Kvale, 1996:129-132). 
 
As mentioned above, the first chapter of this project represents the 
theoretical approximation to development.  In order to analyse the 
notion of development on a theoretical level it seems relevant to 
choose the two theories of critical theory and poststructuralism since 
they are the best representatives of what this project aim to critique 
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and thereby will function as the best representatives of this critical 
approach. In virtue of their suitability, this project will naturally be 
delimited to the exclusive use of these two theories. Critical theory 
questions and analyses societal and cultural structures and thus allows 
to challenge what it regards as the dominance of Western culture 
within the domain of development. Poststructuralism strictly opposes 
the idea of the existence of an ultimate truth and criticises self-evident 
societal structures. Additionally, it provides a helpful tool in the 
deconstruction of the development discourse. It will therefore be 
helpful in the unveiling of power structures within this discourse.  
The second chapter turns its focus gradually onto the practical side of 
educational development. Here, three relevant documents - one taken 
from the UN and two from the NGO IBIS, herein the above-
mentioned interview – form the background for a discourse analysis.  
The third chapter builds upon this textual discourse analysis. The 
results of the textual analysis will be approached from the two 
theoretical perspectives in order to investigate the way in which 
underlying unequal power structures possibly could be transmitted 
through discourses in the texts. Bringing together theory and practical 
experience will lead to a more open discussion, which will be based 
on the theoretical arguments and will challenge the understanding of 
development revealed through the discourse analysis. It will be 
investigated in how far the constructions found within the policy 
documents and interview reveal corresponding criticisable notions and 
structures, which are raised by the two theoretical schools in view of 
the development discourse. This open discussion will additionally 
incorporate a reflection on the theories themselves and their 
significance in regard to the current problems of development.   
This project can thereby be said to centrally be founded upon a 
hermeneutical approach as it sets out to investigate the group, as well 
as poststructuralism and critical theory’s stance that the sacred notion 
of development can be challenged with reason. It is therefore founded 
upon a theory, which is developed and argued for throughout the 
project. In order to be open  
to new knowledge and perspectives and thereby achieve the most 
truthful results through an opposition, deliberation and discussion of 
these various perceptions, a research should rarely solely be based on, 
and aimed at proving a theory. However, this paper being based on the 
assumption that the positive aspects of development have been 
transformed into a dominant, sacred notion, opposing the arguments 
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of the project with already well-known arguments in favour of the 
dominant discourse of development seemed unnecessary. Therefore, 
the project carries a phenomenological dimension in the fact that it 
was motivated by an observation of societal structures (the dominant 
discourse of development), but otherwise remains within the 
hermeneutical approach.  
The project is empirical, however, in the sense that arguments have 
been found through the research of books, documents and articles in 
libraries and on the internet, as well as through the realisation of an 
interview.  
 
DEFINITIONS 
 
Due to the many possible understandings of the term, the project 
solely addresses development as the relation between what is coined 
the First and the Third world. The former refers to the bloc of 
democratic-industrial countries within the American influence sphere 
(Web 8), thus having liberal and democratic societal and political 
structures. The term ‘Third’ world is used in this context to describe 
the First world’s discursive construction of those countries that are not 
seen as being part of this industrialised and modern First world. In 
spite of the realisation that these two terms are not value-neutral, but 
instead, as will be explained in the project, part of a discourse of 
unequal power relations, for the sake of convenience and clarity they 
will still be used and applied in the paper. 
Having defined these important terms it has to be mentioned that the 
two terms First world and West will be used interchangeably 
throughout the project.  
 
 
DIMENSIONS 
 
The semester project covers the dimensions of Text and Sign and 
History and Culture. As it was already established in the 
methodological part above, a close textual discourse analysis is made 
and therewith covers the Text and Sign dimension.  
Additionally, the dimension of History and Culture is covered since 
we touch upon the historical background of western values and the 
intervention of one culture into another. 
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DELIMITATIONS 
We assume that there is a dominant notion of development as being 
ever-positive and sacred. The aim of this project is to investigate the 
ways in which this perception can be challenged. Therefore, the focus 
will be on counterarguments to this discourse, and attention will 
barely be turned towards arguments in favour of it.  In other words, 
the project ventures to tackle the notion of development by taking the 
rather negative perceptions of development found within the two main 
aforementioned theories as a starting point. Theories and arguments in 
favor of the current dominant notion are not included. 
Due to the limited scope of this project, the multidimensional 
complexity of the concept of development, and consequently the aim 
to conduct the analysis on a comprehensible and tangible level, the 
critical analysis will narrow down its focus on education as an 
exemplification of development.  
The methodological aspect of education will be delimited to the 
pedagogy of child-centred education, as it is assumed that child-
centred education represents the most common form of pedagogy 
applied in Western societies and thus significantly determines the 
work of Western NGOs within their educational programs in the Third 
World. 
To limit the scope of the discussion of development, the critical 
analysis of educational development is restricted to the work of one 
specific NGO. The conclusions drawn from the discourse analysis are 
thus not representative of all educational development as such or of all 
developmental initiatives. Three organisational and policy levels are 
included to arrive at a somehow more general conclusion, but the 
focus lies on one specific Danish NGO.  
 
ASSUMPTIONS 
 
The project builds upon the assumption that development is generally 
perceived as an altruistic phenomenon. It is based on the premises that 
development serves as a ‘helping hand’ to improve the lives of the 
citizens in the developing world. This fact that development solely is 
positive, is not to take for granted as we recognise that development 
has, and has had, its failures despite its underlying philosophy’s goal 
of helping those in need.  
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Another assumption of the project is that child centred education is 
arguably perceived by the West as being the best to educate pupils. 
This assumption is centrally based on the literature of, and from, 
NGOs studied in the project. Since this project is focused on 
development through the means of education we have assumed that 
the pedagogy argued for in child centred learning is genuinely 
accepted as a rewarding method of teaching.  
 
CHAPTER 1:  
A THEORETICAL CRITIQUE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 
 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
This first chapter of the project will present the theoretical basis that 
should underlie the investigation of development. In this regard it 
seems to suggest itself to consult two specific schools of thought, 
namely critical theory and poststructuralism. Both are relevant in the 
light of critically approaching and challenging the concept of 
development the way it is commonly perceived. 
Two up-to-date scholars, Vincent Tucker and Arturo Escobar, and 
their approaches to development will constitute the main theoretical 
framework that will later on be consulted to discuss the current 
discourse of development. 
Firstly, a historical overview of the emergence of developmental work 
and James Ferguson’s considerations about development as progress 
will be outlined. Taken together they function as a preliminary and 
introductory section in order to better understand the two main 
theories. 
The second part will depict key aspects of critical theory and in this 
light Theodor Adorno and Marx Horkheimer’s theory followed by 
Jürgen Habermas’ conceptualisations will be presented. The concept 
of hegemony has to be clarified in order to avoid any ambiguities in 
regard to Vincent Tucker’s considerations. This extensive introduction 
will then eventually lead up to Vincent Tucker’s approach to 
development. 
The third and final part will outline the school of poststructuralism 
and its main theorists. In this regard Michel Foucault constitutes a 
major figure and the basis to better understand Arturo Escobar’s 
ensuing approach to the concept of development. 
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1.2. THE HISTORICAL EMERGENCE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 
In order to get a fuller understanding of the concept of development as 
it is applied and perceived today, it can be helpful to take a look at the 
concept’s historical emergence. 
The roots of development can be traced back to the French 
Revolution, the era of Enlightenment, and the Industrial Revolution in 
the so called Western world. The occurrence of these historical events 
contributed to the formation of the idea of the modern democratic 
state with a concomitant modern economy.  The modern state with its 
values of rationality, industry, liberalism, and democracy held the 
status of being advanced. Countries having other “structural 
characteristics which made their economies different from those of the 
more advanced industrial countries” (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002:16) were 
perceived as distinct.  In 1919 the League of Nations officially gave 
the modern West the “responsibility for those ‘peoples not yet able to 
stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern 
world’” (Tucker 1999:5). 
The acceleration of economic growth was a primary goal of the 
Western world, as demands were rising in the industrial states. 
Therefore international trade became a way to “fill the gaps between 
the resources available and those required to achieve accelerated 
investment and growth” (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002:17). The Western 
values of modernity found expression in the famous Truman doctrine. 
1949 the American president pronounced: 
 
“[...] What we envisage is a program of development based on the 
concepts of democratic fair dealing. Greater production is the key to 
prosperity and peace. And the key to greater production is a wider and 
more vigorous application of modern scientific and technical 
knowledge” (Truman in Escobar 1995:3). 
 
The Truman doctrine marked a new era on the international terrain 
and regarded capital, science and technology as the leading tools and 
principles in order to spread the Western “dream of peace and 
abundance” (Escobar 1995:4) over the globe. In his speech Truman 
goes on to describe the people in the Third world as backward and 
helpless in contrast to the Western world as possessing the relevant 
knowledge to help them overcoming their miserable situation. 
 
“Their food is inadequate, they are victims of disease. Their economic 
life is primitive and stagnant. Their poverty is a handicap [...] For the 
first time in history humanity possesses the knowledge and the skill to 
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relieve the suffering of these people ... I believe that we should make 
available to peace-loving peoples the benefits of our store of technical 
knowledge in order to help them realise their aspirations for a better 
life [...]” (Truman in Escobar 1995:3) 
 
It can be argued that the Truman doctrine mirrors a way of proceeding 
that aims at the sole implementation of Western standards, making the 
Third world becoming a passive receiver. 
The United Nations formulated specific policies for the economic 
development of underdeveloped countries (Escobar 1995:4) that 
mirrored a will to “transform drastically two thirds of the world in the 
pursuit of the goal of material prosperity and economic progress” 
(Escobar 1995:4). 
It can be argued, however, that a significant underlying ulterior 
motive was the confiscation of Western prosperity. In the 1960s a 
global plan of action was drawn up by the United Nations, which led 
to a number of successes in the light of economic growth all over the 
world. Nevertheless, in the 1980s a worldwide recession put great 
pressure on the poorer ‘underdeveloped’ world. “Tough policies of 
structural adjustment were enforced by the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank” (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002:19) aiming 
at the adoption of neo-liberal economic policies. This immense 
pressure on the poorer countries cushioned their developmental 
successes significantly. 
Whereas the concept of development between World War II until the 
1970/80s was predominantly concerned with economic growth, it 
made a shift towards the ‘human basic needs approach’ during the 
1990s. The importance of “human needs, education and primary 
health care [and the] process of widening choices and strengthening 
human capabilities” (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002:19) were regarded as a 
necessary component in the strife for prosperity. Thus an interest in 
human development as such was added to the predominantly 
economic approach for measuring developing countries’ progresses. 
With the beginning of the twenty-first century four main principles of 
development policy were established. Firstly, poverty reduction, 
secondly, seizing benefits of globalisation while minimising its risks 
and costs, thirdly, moderating inequalities within and between 
countries, and fourthly, strengthening the commitments to human 
rights and human development (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002:20). These 
goals should be “worked out through democratic processes, local 
participation and political leadership” (Kirkpatrick et al. 2002:20). A 
plurality of different actors of global society is expected to work 
jointly, including for example non-governmental organisations, 
international institutions, local governments, or civil society 
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organisations. Nevertheless, today the global community is confronted 
with and struggles with disastrous political, social, and economical 
problems in a majority of the poorer countries. 
 
1.3. JAMES FERGUSON: 
DEVELOPMENT AS A HISTORICAL 
PROGRESSION TOWARDS MODERNITY 
 
James Ferguson is a professor at the department of Anthropology at 
Stanford University. His work and research mostly revolve around 
Africa, the concept of development, and how discourses of 
“development” and “modernity” are present in, and influence people’s 
lives (Web 13). Since the beginning of his academic carrier, the works 
of Foucault represented a strong source of inspiration for the 
development of Ferguson’s theories; theories characterised by their 
critical perspective on development and the discourses organised 
around it (Web 5). As the following quote indicates, this theorist is not 
radically against the idea of development, but the aim of his research 
is to question and make a constructive critique of it in order to help 
developing new and so-to-say correct ways of thinking about the 
concept: 
 
“I don’t say everything is bad. I say that everything is dangerous.” 
That’s very different. Because when things are dangerous, we have to 
watch them closely. We have to attend to them. (…) And I think one 
wants to approach the things that we value (politically or socially) in 
that kind of spirit: being attentive to the way that they can lead us 
astray, to the way that we can end up producing effects that are not the 
ones that we had in mind (Web 5) 
 
As will be presented in the following part, this he sets off doing by 
decomposing the concept of development and thereby asking 
questions about the foundation on which the most common 
understanding of development is built: 
 
“One of the things that bothers me about a lot of what I read in the 
social sciences that’s, as you say, ‘globally oriented’, is that it seems 
to start with a bunch of certainties, a bunch of assumptions – a kind of 
Western liberal common sense – that we know how countries ought to 
be organised. They ought to be democracies; they ought to respect 
human rights; they ought to guarantee the rule of law; they ought to be 
at peace with their neighbours. And then you look at, say, a country in 
Africa and all you’re able to see is a series of lacks – of things 
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that should be there but aren’t. And you end up constructing huge 
parts of the world as just sort of empty spaces where things ought to 
be there but aren’t. And it leads to a kind of impoverished 
understanding, I think, because you don’t really understand what is 
going on here” (Web 5). 
 
As a way of fighting these taken-for-granted assumptions, (Web 3) 
Ferguson wrote the article Decomposing Modernity: History and 
Hierarchy after development. This article focuses on development and 
how discourses around it are deeply rooted in the concept of 
modernity. With its emphasis on the history of development and its 
underlying structures, this article proves to be of high relevance to the 
project as well as a good starting point to the following section, since 
Ferguson, with his theories consisting of both critical theoretical, and 
poststructuralist ideas, manages to establish a strong ground and a 
useful introduction to central aspects underlying both critical schools.   
 
1.3.1. Development as a two-dimensional process 
The aim of Ferguson’s article, Decomposing Modernity: History and 
Hierarchy after development, is to go beyond the debate about which 
countries are to be called “developed”, “modern”, or even 
“alternatively modern”, and instead go into depth with the underlying 
idea behind development, its link to modernity, how these conceptions 
influence world views, and what the questioning of these fundamental 
perceptions could bring about. 
 
The article builds upon the central claim that development, as it is 
currently understood across the globe, is inseparable from modernity. 
A country’s level of development and “hierarchical position” in the 
world order depends on its level of modernity. This level of modernity 
is perceived as something in constant movement towards the better, 
and therefore it is only a question of time before Third World 
countries (and other countries still “developing”) reach the same 
social status as the Western World: 
 
With the world understood as a collection of national societies, global 
inequalities could be read as the result of the fact that some nations 
were further along than others on the ladder to a unitary “modernity”. 
In this way, the narrative of development mapped history against 
hierarchy, developmental time against political economic status (Web 
3: 3). 
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Put more simply, development hereby more or less equals modernity, 
a modernity which, as shown in the following figure, consists of two 
interrelated variables; time and status. 
 
 
The Time of Modernisation (Web 3:4) 
 
 
According to this perception of development and modernity, if some 
countries are behind, it is not because they are not modern, it is 
because they are not modern yet. Modernity and thereby also progress 
in global hierarchy will almost by itself come with time. Patience is 
what is needed for “backward nations” and “primitive societies” (Web 
3: 3,4). 
Ferguson explains that this perception of development appeared as a 
new concept during the nineteenth century and developed to a great 
extent in the mid twentieth century. Preceding this, for centuries, the 
dominating belief on global hierarchy was founded on what A.O. 
Lovejoy calls “The Great Chain of Being”(Web 3:4). This idea builds 
upon a rating of the transcendental relationship between the 
creature/human being rated, and God. The closer an 
individual/animal/object is to God, the higher he/she/it can be ranked 
in the global hierarchy. In this way, humans are (following God and 
angels) at the top of the hierarchy, and inanimate matters at the 
bottom (Web 3:7). This hierarchy and ranking not only exists between 
humans and non-humans. It also exists amongst humans and amongst 
human “races”: “The doctrine of polygenism held that the different 
“races” were created separately by God, and that they held -- by 
nature and by divine plan -- different ranks in the overall scheme of 
things.”(Web 3:7). In this way, white-skinned christian humans would 
typically be considered as being superior to dark-skinned as the latter 
were either pagans (which was the worst thing one could be because 
of the distance to God) or seen as descendants of Noah’s cursed son, 
Ham. 
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The important thing to note here is that this hierarchical ranking was 
divine. It was something immovable, something fixed. God had 
created the world this way because he wanted it to be this way (Web 
3:8). Historical or evolutionary progression was therefore not seen as 
a possibility. Therefore, the shift from the trust in the Great Chain of 
Being to the idea of a time-based progressive evolution was a radical 
intellectual transformation. A radical transformation that became a 
political, economic and historical transformation in the new world 
order following the Second World War and in the aftermaths of 
decolonisation, as this narrative governed and justified the ““nation-
building” and “economic development” programs of the new, post-
independence elites” (Web 3:9). 
However, during the past decades, belief in this narrative of time-
bound progression has with a few exceptions generally declined 
across the Globe. Humans and nations have lost patience and trust in 
this idea of development, in this modernisation theory. (Web 3:11,17).   
Instead, there has been a move towards the first axis in Figure one 
(status) and away from the idea of progression over time, as the 
concept of alternative modernities has appeared (Web 3:13). This 
concept allows “traditional” elements of a society or a culture to fit 
together with elements that are typical of, and expected from a 
modern industrial society without any necessary contradiction. 
The problem with this move away from temporal progression is that it 
 goes along with a loss of belief in progression in general. To a certain 
extent, it falls back to the idea of bound fixity, inherent in the Great 
Chain of Being. Third World countries are no longer trying to “catch-
up” with the West, they have the risk of being considered and start 
considering themselves as simply “less” or “behind” (Web 3:19). 
There is accept of other cultures and other ways of doing things 
(plurality, fragmentation, contingency), but in the meantime, barriers 
are built between countries, as the “status” axis still exists (as opposed 
to the “progression/time” axis), and therefore, as countries intake their 
fixed positions in the hierarchical world order. As Ferguson puts it, 
“Once modernity ceases to be understood as a telos, the question of 
rank is dedevelopmentalised, and the stark status differentiations of 
the global social system sit raw and naked, no longer softened by the 
promises of the “not yet”.” (Web 3:15).  Here, key questions cease to 
revolve around development and sequence. They instead have to deal 
with spatialised and political issues such as borders, barriers and walls 
(Web 3:22). 
In this sense, Ferguson’s claim is that the recent move and emphasis 
on plurality and non-ranked cultural difference is not an 
unproblematic solution, but instead only covers over grave problems 
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such as the question of a radically worsening global inequality and its 
consequences (Web 3:23). 
 
In the light of this critical approach to development as it is commonly 
understood today with its link to modernity and with the new 
challenges facing it, it is now possible to investigate into other critical 
perspectives in this domain. The understanding of development as 
level of modernity is a shared ground between the two dominating 
schools within the critique of development; post structuralism and 
critical theory. Thanks to this introduction to the matter at hand, it is 
now possible to move into the presentation of these theories.     
 
  
1.4. CRITICAL THEORY 
 
As clarified above the following section aims at providing the 
background for Vincent Tucker's critique of the notion of 
“development”. 
Vincent Tucker's approach belongs within the school of critical 
theory. Therefore, the next section will depict relevant aspects within 
critical theory as developed by some of the most influential thinkers 
of the so-called first and second generation. 
Critical Theory “designates several generations of German 
philosophers and social theorists in the Western European Marxist 
tradition known as the Frankfurt School” (Web 2).  
Though it derives significant basic ideas from the Marxist tradition, 
some of the key concepts within Marxist theory (e.g. superstructure, 
class struggle etc.) have lost importance. However, Critical Theory is 
devoted to the intended change of the structures of society, as the 
theorists believe the individual's self-fulfilment to be dependent on the 
societal conditions. Only in a “rational” society, meaning free from 
oppression, the individual can achieve a state of happiness (Landmann 
in Tar 1977:vii).   
Critical theory is therefore both descriptive and normative in nature, 
as it aims at understanding current social oppression in order for it to 
be rectified (Web 2). 
 
1.4.1. ADORNO AND HORKHEIMER 
 
1.4.1.1. A Critique of Modern Reason 
Theodor Adorno (1903-69) and Marx Horkheimer (1895  - 1973 ) are 
considered, among others, to be two of the most important thinkers 
that have shaped Critical Theory.   
According to Horkheimer, a theory can be considered critical to the 
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extent that it aims at the individual's emancipation and “to liberate 
human beings from the circumstances that enslave them” (Horkheimer 
in Web 2). In general, a main concern of the two German thinkers has 
been the structures of capitalist society and their effect on the 
individual members of society, meaning the connection between 
social domination and capitalistic economic structures. Their critique 
of capitalism is extensive and an underlying feature of their theory. 
With regard to Tucker it seems of less importance to go into detail 
here. However, the connection between capitalist modes of production 
and (mass) culture as conceptualised by Adorno and Horkheimer 
(A&H) may be of interest as it illustrates entwined relation between 
rationality and domination, two important concepts within Critical 
Theory. 
According to Adorno and Horkheimer, “the basis on which 
technology is gaining power over society is the power of those whose 
economic position is the strongest. Technical rationality today is the 
rationality of domination” (A&H 2002: 95). In modern society the 
individual cannot escape mass culture. The economic structures and 
technological advancement have made it possible to design products 
fulfilling the purportedly needs of every societal group. As the modes 
of production are controlled by the dominant class in society, the 
cultural products inevitably reflect their ideology and thus reproduce 
domination. Choice and difference are merely illusions. Adorno 
criticises that “[n]o mechanisms of reply has been developed” (A&H 
2002: 96), and hence the individual becomes a passive receiver with 
restricted agency. This represents a tangible example of how societal 
structures and the well-being and (un)freedom of the individual 
members of society are interlinked. 
A&H's Critical Theory has been affected by the historical events of 
their time. While in the beginning they took an optimistic stand that a 
society of free individuals is achievable, the experiences of the rise of 
German National Socialism and the Holocaust changed their views in 
a highly pessimistic direction. 
“Dialectic of Enlightenment”, a jointly written work in exile in the 
US, sets out to answer the question of how a modern society can 
collapse into a state of fascism. Their work represents a critical 
investigation of the genesis of modern rationality.   
A&H argue, that enlightenment (enlightenment here refers to the 
set(s) of beliefs developed within that time, rather than Enlightenment 
as period of time as such) which sought to liberate human beings from 
ignorance (Web 2) and “dispel myths, to overthrow fantasy with 
knowledge” (A&H 2002:1) has itself become a myth.  
According to them, “Enlightenment is totalitarian” (A&H 2002: 2) 
because reason has become irrational. Enlightenment  attempted to 
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exclude anything irrational from reason. As a consequence, “reason 
becomes incapable of understanding what makes rationality itself 
possible, the non-rational element which reason depends on” (Jarvis 
1998: 14). By dismissing the counterpart (i.e. irrationality and myth) 
rather than reflecting on it, reason itself becomes mythical and as a 
consequence turns into a mere tool. This “unreflective rationality” is 
termed “instrumental reason” (Jarvis 1998: 14) and lies at the core of 
their critique of modernity. Reason as a means to an end, namely 
man's self-preservation is inevitable attached to domination; the 
domination over nature, and self-domination and social domination 
are entangled (Jarvis 1998: 27). 
 
1.4.1.2. Social Inquiry, Knowledge and Ethics 
Critical theory is a critique of “traditional theory”. Whereas the latter, 
often associated with e.g. Descartes or Husserl conceives of theory as 
a coherent system of propositions from which knowledge can be 
logically deduced, critical theorists oppose the application of such a 
conception and method inspired by the natural science onto society 
and man (Tar 1977: 30).   
According to A&H the task of (traditional) science is to ensure the 
unity of the theoretical system and empirical facts. The dominant 
understanding of science as it has evolved within the Enlightenment 
represents a belief in science's objectivity and possibility of access to 
absolute truth derived from reason. The Kantian notion of reason as 
transcendental which enables such objective claims to truth is opposed 
by A&H.  
Reason, they claim, cannot be conceptualised as an independently 
existing means to gain true knowledge. According to their view, 
“reason is the agency of calculating thought” (A&H 2002: 65). 
Reason works with a purpose; it is a faculty that has at its aims the 
self-preservation of its bearer, and therefore is “instrumental”, as 
already mentioned earlier. 
The equation of science with truth is thus contested. According to 
A&H the enlightenment understanding and system of science lacks 
self-reflection.   
Critical theorists claim that the scientist and his/her investigations are 
always “integrated into the social apparatus” (Tar 1977: 30). 
Therefore, science becomes part of the reproduction of society's 
existing structures. Claims to objective knowledge as seen within 
traditional theory are contested since science is not independent of 
societal mechanisms (Tar 1977: 30). 
The scientist should acknowledge and reflect on his/her position of 
being embedded within society, a premise for arriving at knowledge 
about “social facts” according to the critical theorists.  By strictly 
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adhering to the natural science in sociological matters inevitably 
means the separation of knowledge and ethics. But Adorno claims that 
social facts are never value-free. 
Thus, Critical theory's aim is to allow the entanglement of fact with 
value to become visible, by  showing up both the way in which tacit 
valuations are present in all apparently purely factual descriptions, and 
the way in which apparently pure valuations always presuppose 
descriptive models (Jarvis 1998: 48). 
Adorno is opposed to “present social relations which are historical and 
produced as though they were simply objects 'given' to sociological 
study in the same way that data are arguably given to natural science” 
(Jarvis 1998: 45). To investigate how present social structures and 
relations have developed, i.e. their history is thus a premise to gain 
true understanding. Social experiences must be  understood in their 
context, i.e. the context of societal totality. “One must investigate the 
reciprocal interconnections of social phenomena and see them in a 
connection with the historical laws of the movement of society” (Tar 
1977: x). Theory and knowledge conceptualised as a coherent 
mathematical system is rejected, as it reduces complexity and 
differences (A&H 2002:4).  A dialectical way of understanding, 
meaning between the particular and the whole, subject and object, is 
advocated. 
 
1.4.2. JÜRGEN HABERMAS 
This following section will resume the foregoing elaboration on 
Critical Theory by introducing the ideas of the German philosopher 
and sociologist Jürgen Habermas (1929-). Whereas Adorno and 
Horkheimer are said to belong to the so called first generation of 
Critical Theory, Jürgen Habermas represents one of the major 
characters of the second generation of the school. The differentiation 
into two generations within the same school of thought stems from a 
number of differences between the Frankfurt School of Adorno and 
Horkheimer and Habermas’ considerations. Nevertheless, both taken 
together should constitute a theoretical background for the theory by 
Vincent Tucker, which will later on in this project function to 
critically examine educational development. 
The following section will thus firstly draw on fundamental 
concurrent elements within Habermas’ considerations, which he 
agrees on with the first generation of Critical Theory. Secondly, 
existing different perceptions of Habermas will be outlined. In this 
regard aspects of Habermas’ so called ‘Theory of Communicative 
Action’ will be introduced. It should be mentioned, though, that the 
focus will lie only on a limited selection of aspects, namely those that 
are relevant to this project. 
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1.4.2.1. The Critique of Rationality 
As it has already been made clear in the foregoing section, critical 
theory has at its core the critique of the status of reason in the Western 
world, which has emerged during the Enlightenment. The school sets 
itself the task to critically question the rational worldview as being the 
leading principle in modern Western society. The Western world 
inevitably connects reason with knowledge. Reason holds the claim 
for objectively valid standards (Eriksen et al 2003: 1). And by holding 
a universal truth the Western knowledge system becomes equipped 
with incontestable legitimacy. Habermas makes it clear when he states 
that “[w]e are implicitly connecting a claim to universality with our 
Occidental understanding of the world” (Habermas 1984:44). By 
means of logical positivism the Western world claims to reach a 
knowledge that is of an ultimate truth. 
Jürgen Habermas contests the logical scientific positivism that 
functions as the ultimate methodological means in order to arrive at 
such knowledge and its resulting claim of holding a generalised 
objectiveness and rationality. Habermas stresses the dynamic that 
surrounds knowledge and tackles its ontological image by saying that 
“[r]ationality has less to do with the possession of knowledge than 
with how speaking and acting subjects acquire and use knowledge” 
(Habermas 1984:8). It is the process and the conditions of “creating” 
or gaining knowledge that he considers being of greater importance. A 
decisive point he makes is that knowledge is anything but ultimate 
and fixed, but can be challenged and criticised, as it is fallible 
(Habermas 1984:8-9). 
Although he criticises the Western concept of rationality, he does not 
give up on the idea. For him a ‘proper’ rationality can be achieved 
through the “ability to let one’s actions be guided by a common 
understanding of reality, a consensus established through linguistic 
dialogue” (Eriksen et al.: 2003:4). Habermas here speaks of a 
communicative rationality, which contests the rather one-sided 
positivistic approach which mainly draws on objective facts. 
 
1.4.2.2. Differences to Horkheimer and Adorno 
The idea of a communicative rationality depicts a fundamental 
difference to Adorno and Horkheimer. In Habermas’ opinion the first 
generation holds a solely negative attitude towards the reason of 
Enlightenment, referring to their view that “the ideals of 
Enlightenment turn into their own opposites as they end up in the 
total, manipulative dominion of instrumental reason” (Eriksen et 
al.2003: 6). Habermas criticises that Horkheimer and Adorno take on 
a too pessimistic view of reason, as they just look at it as an 
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expression of the capitalist system and take no account of all those 
aspects in life where people creatively interact with each other (How 
2003:115). “The economic paradigm does not provide an adequate 
approach to understand the very basis of social life” (Eriksen et al. 
2003: 11). In his view people follow different cognitive interests; just 
one of them would be guided by the interest in manipulation and 
control in order to conquer the natural world (How 2003:116,118). 
This interest would originate from the fundamental need to survive; ”a 
need which ultimately produces science” (How 2003:118) and in this 
regard gives way to a positivistic approach. But according to 
Habermas, attention must also be paid to other ‘cognitive interests’, 
especially the interest in mutual understanding. “Humans are social 
beings and therefore have a need to work cooperatively to ensure their 
well-being” (How 2003: 118). Adorno and Horkheimer would present 
a too limited explication. In pointing to a communicative approach 
Habermas makes it clear that he does leave room for a so called 
‘communicative proper rationality’. “Maintaining a form of openness 
around the conclusions, they can always be challenged, criticised, and 
tried again” (Eriksen et al. 2003:4). The “communicative rationality 
[…] constitutes a possibility – a possibility which in fact contributes 
to increasing the scope of rationality and freedom” (Eriksen et al. 
2003:6). Nevertheless, it should still be mentioned that Habermas is 
also aware that “power and strategic interests [usually] play the 
leading part in the coordination of political processes today, not 
dialogic, communicative action” (Eriksen et al. 2003: 8). Being aware 
of this aspect he introduces his idea of how to reach a “consensus 
established through linguistic dialogue” (Eriksen et al.: 2003:4) within 
his ‘Theory of Communicative Action’. The following part will give a 
limited overview of the basic components of Habermas’ concept and 
consequently elaborate on his idea of a ‘communicative proper 
rationality’. 
 
1.4.2.3. The Theory of Communicative Action 
“[…] The concept of communicative rationality has to be analysed in 
connection with achieving understanding in language” (Habermas 
1984: 75). Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action represents a 
hermeneutic approach in order to draw up a concept of reaching 
mutual understanding. Habermas speaks in favour of a 
decentralisation of our understanding of the world (Habermas 
1984:75), which weakens the almost all determining legitimacy that 
surrounds the Western scientific objective facts nowadays. It is us, the 
human species, which would create the ‘objective world’. There 
would be nothing such as an autonomous ontological world, which 
can be given independent absolute truth. The scientific theories are 
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“produced by us: they are the product of our critical and creative 
thinking” (Habermas 1984:77). 
The process of “knowledge production” takes place in the light of a 
shared background knowledge. Following the aim of reaching 
understanding or agreement “the agent draws on the available cultural 
store of background knowledge to arrive at situation definitions 
capable of consensus” (Habermas 1984:80). Habermas uses the term 
‘lifeworld’ to refer to a ‘stock of knowledge’ that provides a 
‘culturally ingrained preunderstanding’ (Habermas 1984:100), which 
social human beings all possess. The concept of a shared lifeworld is 
of significant importance as it “forms the background for 
communicative action” (Habermas 1984:82). Although it brings with 
it a certain way of perceiving and understanding the world, which we 
might not be consciously aware of, it is not absolutely stable. Its 
sharing character is seen as an important premise to make a mutual 
understanding possible, as a communicative act “takes place against 
[this] background of a culturally ingrained preunderstanding” 
(Habermas 1984:100). In the course of reaching understanding only a 
fragment of this stock of knowledge is contested to finally reach an 
agreement. Habermas’ hermeneutic concept of communication holds 
the idea that “[b]y means of linguistic communication two subjects 
have the opportunity to present their respective interpretations of [a] 
situation, as the aim is to negotiate common definitions of the 
situation” (Habermas in Eriksen et al. 2003:36). 
 
 
 
1.4.2.4. The Three-World-Theory 
In order to free rationality from its objective universal character, 
Habermas draws on the existence of what he terms ‘three worlds’; 
three spheres in which knowledge is created. Human beings are 
exposed to the realms of the first or objective world (existing states of 
affairs), the second or social world (shared values), and the third or 
subjective world (inner, personal experiences). The view that these 
three worlds are intermingled is of great importance within Habermas’ 
theory. “[T]aken together the worlds form a reference system that is 
mutually presupposed in communication processes” (Habermas 
1984:84). The ‘proper’ rational human being is able to simultaneously 
experience and relate to all three worlds. Here it becomes visible how 
the Theory of Communicative Action represents a concept that takes 
away the independent and autonomous status of the objective 
scientific realm and concomitantly its sole claim of truth, legitimacy 
and of course defining what is to be considered as rational. 
“[Participants in communication do not only refer to the objective 
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world, but] to things in the social and subjective world as well” 
(Habermas 1984:84). The concept of the three worlds constitutes the 
underlying framework in the process of arriving at a valid commonly 
shared knowledge by means of communication. 
 
1.4.2.5. Action Concepts 
For a communicative action to result in a mutual understanding that 
can say to hold ‘proper’ rationality, an imperative that actuates the 
understanding process is also of necessity. The communicative theory 
of action holds “the viewpoint that speakers, in employing sentences 
with an orientation to reaching understanding, take up relations to the 
world [...] in a reflective way” (Habermas 1984: 98).  The 
communicative rational concept is “complex enough to distinguish 
between [all the] three different forms of reality experience” (Eriksen 
et al. 2003:28). 
 
“Speakers integrate the three formal world-concepts [...] 
into a system and presuppose this system in common as 
a framework of interpretation within which they can 
reach an understanding” (Habermas 1984:98). 
 
‘Proper’ rational utterances are expressed in relation to the above 
introduced complex framework of the objective, social, and subjective 
world. Habermas makes it clear, however, that there is an important 
premise for a communicative action to be possible. There are a 
number of validity claims that equip an utterance with seriousness and 
only if these validity claims are fulfilled language can be given a 
“rational action coordinating power” (Eriksen et al. 2003:37) and 
hence be initiated. 
 
1.4.2.6. Validity claims 
For a communicative action being inaugurated, three specific validity 
claims function as important incentives, namely “(1) that the 
statement made is true, (2) that the speech act is right with respect to 
the existing normative context, (3) that the manifest intention of the 
speaker is meant as it is expressed” (Habermas 1984:99). Habermas 
then says that the communicative rationality is additionally 
supplemented by the inclusion of these validity claims, because the 
“actors themselves […] seek consensus and measure it against truth, 
rightness, and sincerity” (Habermas 1984:100).  Agents have to raise 
certain validity claims, which are fundamental to actuate a 
communication act aiming at an understanding. “[…] [P]articipants 
[…] reciprocally raise validity claims that can be accepted or 
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contested” “through intersubjectively recognising the validity claims 
they reciprocally raise” (Habermas 1984:99). It is then that the Theory 
of Communicative Action can “suggest[...] a rationally motivated 
agreement among participants that is measured against criticisable 
validity claims” (Habermas 1984: 75) This agreement is seen to be of 
‘proper’ rational character, as the participants involved relate to all 
three worlds and thus create a process of mutual understanding in a 
self-reflective manner under consideration of validity claims. 
Habermas summarises his idea, when he says: 
 
“For both parties the interpretive task consists in incorporating the 
other’s interpretation of the situation into one’s own in such a way 
that in the revised version “his” external world and “my” external 
world can- against the background of “our” lifeworld- be relativised in 
relation to “the” world, and the diverged situation definitions can be 
brought to coincide sufficiently” (Habermas 1984:100). 
 
Within the framework of Habermas’ communicative theory then the 
definition of what is to be seen as a rational way of proceeding and 
what is to be claimed true is freed from its dominating top-down 
character. “[T]he communicative process of reaching an 
understanding must be based on open argumentation without the use 
of external or concealed forms of coercion” (Eriksen et al. 2003: 37). 
 
 
 
1.4.2.7. Possible Objections 
Jürgen Habermas, however, does not push to the back of his mind that 
in reality actions are more than often carried out in a utilitarian 
manner aiming at (individual) ends. They follow strategic principles 
and are not free of manipulation, because they aim at ensuring power 
positions and control (Eriksen 2003:8). Manipulation processes are 
not rare and quite often work successfully and Habermas thinks that 
“[b]eliefs and intentions come to consciousness […] only when there 
is in the objective world no corresponding state of affairs that exists or 
is brought to exist” (Habermas 1984:91). So one could say they come 
to exist in a non-reflective social environment. “[The manipulative 
production of false impression] remains dependent on a public that 
[…] fails to recognise its strategic character” (Habermas 1984:94). In 
the light of this remark, the concept of communicative action and 
consequently the “interpretive accomplishments […] represent [the 
theoretical consideration of [a] mechanism for coordinating action” 
(Habermas 1984:101). Habermas’ concept points to the rational 
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ability of the agents to act in a self-reflective manner, as he or she is 
able to equally address the objective, the social, and also the 
subjective world in the process of reaching understanding. 
Agreement or consensus and concomitantly the idea of including at 
least two voices or participants in the process of mutual 
understanding, is the leading paradigm within Habermas’ theory. The 
agents involved subordinate teleological intentions in favour of 
reaching a shared agreement. Looking at reality it can be said that 
“[s]tability and absence of ambiguity are rather the exception in the 
communicative practice of everyday life” (Habermas 1984:100). 
Nevertheless Habermas says: “In our daily social coexistence we have 
to strive to understand each other’s meaningful expressions” (Eriksen 
et al. 2003:18). And to come back to the decisive aspect that stands 
out against Horkheimer’s and Adorno’s convictions, Habermas clearly 
believes in the possibility of change. In his view 
 
“[e]lements of the lifeworld content can at all times be subjected to 
critical examination and re-evaluation. In this way that meaning 
relation which the lifeworld constitutes can be changed gradually, but 
we cannot change everything at once” (Eriksen et al. 2003:47). 
 
 
1.4.3. THE CONCEPT OF HEGEMONY 
In order to better grasp Tucker's critique of development, the concept 
of hegemony will be shortly introduced. According to Tucker, the 
West holds hegemony in the domain of development, which is 
conceived of as part of the problem. The concept of hegemony has 
been coined by Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937), who was part of the 
Marxist movement in the beginning of the 20th century. Though his 
conception aimed at understanding the power struggles between 
classes, and thereby the enduring existence of capitalism, this notion 
of hegemony is transferable to the relation between the “First and 
Third World”, which will be elaborated on in the end of this section. 
Hegemony refers to the domination of one class over another by 
consent. It is thus a non-coercive form of subjugation, as it is accepted 
by the dominated class (Heywood 2007: 207).   
Hegemony exceeds the principle of class alliance or cooperation in 
order to exercise power. Successful hegemony, which is termed 
“expansive hegemony” by Gramsci implies creating a collective will 
of the classes, and therefore the creation of a unity of interests. The 
dominated class' concerns are acknowledged and integrated (Mouffe 
1981:223); it is processes of inclusion that allow the dominant class to 
reach and maintain their powerful position.  
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“ [Hegemony] is no longer a question of a simple political  alliance but 
of a complete fusion of economic, political,  intellectual and moral 
objectives which will be brought about  by one fundamental group 
[ referring to either the bourgeoisie  or working class] and groups 
allied to it though the  intermediary of ideology” (Mouffe 1981: 222). 
 
Hence, the dominant class has to make sacrifices in favour of the class 
over which power will be exercised, in order to gain their consent to 
domination. However, it is of high significance that a concern for the 
dominated class' interests involves more than mere cooperation.  
The dominant class' ideology is spread throughout the whole of 
society by means of the ideological apparatus (the unity of different 
hegemonic apparatuses which include school, media, street names and 
the like) (Mouffe 1981:227). Though the diffused values and norms 
reflect the attitudes of the dominant class, by means of hegemonic 
processes a common world-view and collective will is created, and the 
ideology consequently appears to be in advantage of the whole 
society.  
Gramsci argues, that subjects and subjectivities are products of 
ideology, meaning ideology shapes their way of understanding and 
acting (Mouffe 1981:226), which makes the principle of hegemony 
effective.  
 
Thus, when Tucker speaks about the hegemonic status of the West 
within development, it therefore implies the critique of an accepted 
form of domination. Though Gramsci's conception of hegemony 
addressed the exercise of power over classes, the nature of such 
hegemonic relations is comparable to those between ‘First World’ and 
‘Third World’ countries. Tucker argues that it is significantly the 
West which has shaped the discourse of development. It therefore 
includes Western values and standards of what it means to be 
developed. The discourse is of a world-wide nature, and 
industrialisation and modernisation have become commonly accepted 
and became naturalised goals. The dominance of the discourse, and 
the supposedly altruistic incentive of the West within development, 
namely to help the Third World have lead both First and Third World 
to commonly accept development. According to Tucker “[...] some 
cultures find themselves overdetermined by Western representations” 
and “saturated with imposed meanings, ambitions and projects” 
(Tucker 1999:13). And this explains why development is “[r]egarded 
as natural [and] is accepted without question because it bears its own 
legitimisation” (Tucker 1999:2). Hence the Third World perceives of 
itself to be situated in a position of need and help. The discourse of 
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development has created a world-view which represents the Western 
standard to be desirable, and presupposes a universal strife to achieve 
such status. The domination inherent in and resulting from such a 
discourse is concealed by taking into account the Third World's 
interests; their interest in developing. 
The next section will now present Vincent Tucker’s perceptions and 
considerations about the concept of development in depth. 
 
1.4.4. VINCENT TUCKER AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
1.4.4.1. Introduction 
The foregoing sections introduced relevant key aspects of critical 
theory in order to constitute a theoretical basis for a better and fuller 
understanding of Vincent Tucker’s theory of development. Having 
laid this theoretical foundation this section will now outline Tucker’s 
critical stance on the concept of development. The scholar is said to 
belong to the field of critical theory and draws upon ideas of 
Habermas, but also shares basic assumptions with Adorno and 
Horkheimer, when he calls for a different approach to the concept of 
development and a reconsideration of the values attached to it. Within 
his work ‘The Myth of Development: A Critique of a Eurocentric 
Discourse’ the scholar upsets the apple-cart of the seeming positive 
reputation that development holds by explaining how a more intense 
focus on the cultural sphere can reveal a perception of development as 
a “powerful culturally constructed [Western] myth […]” (Tucker 
1999:2) that functions to legitimise a Western domination in the so 
called ‘Third World’. Tucker’s theory will later be consulted in order 
to critically approach the policies and work of a Non-Governmental 
Organisation that operates within the field of developmental aid. 
 
1.4.4.2. The Western Myth of Development 
Vincent Tucker ventures to tackle the idea of development and claims 
that the way it is currently applied by the Western world is anything 
but simply altruistically motivated. 
He construes development as a myth. The Western discourse which 
constructs development as a natural and necessary process mystifies 
the fact that it is involves processes of domination (Tucker 1999:1).  
 ”[T]he ‘developed’ countries manage, control and even create the 
Third World economically, politically, sociologically and culturally” 
(Tucker 1999:1). This is made possible due to a Western hegemony in 
the domain of development. Tucker views development as a discourse 
that has been created by the West in order to legitimise specific ways 
of proceeding within the ‘underdeveloped’ countries. 
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Tucker argues that once it is understood that “the practices that we 
call development depend on shared beliefs rather than on nature or 
destiny, it becomes possible to challenge them” (Tucker 1999: 3). 
This reflects the core of Adorno and Horkheimer's critical theory. The 
myth of development has to be critically analysed, in order to identify 
false assumptions which have been taken for granted. This represents 
the premise for the initial goal, namely to alter the societal structures 
in order to enable the “emancipation” of free individuals; a society 
free from oppression. Critical Theory “has as its object human beings 
as producers of their own historical form of life” (Horkheimer in 
Bohmann 2002), a primary concern of Tucker within his critique of 
development: “The central issue here is control over destinies” 
(Tucker 1999: 3).   
The Western discourse imposes meaning on those, who are considered 
to be in need of development. The “other” is denied his/her 
subjectivity, and own history. Development underlies “an implicit 
belief that all peoples share the same destiny, that they are essentially 
oriented towards the maximisation of material and social goods” 
(Tucker 1996: 4).  
Therefore, it becomes crucial to complement economic and political 
theory of development with cultural analysis.   
  
 “[…] the meaning of development cannot be taken for granted. 
Without consideration of culture, which essentially has to do with 
people's control over their destinies, their ability to name  the world 
in a way which reflects their particular experience,  development is 
simply a global process of social engineering whereby the 
economically and militarily more powerful  control, dominate and 
shape the lives of others for their purpose” (Tucker 1999:4). 
 
1.4.4.3. Modernity: Rationality and Progress 
Based on the aforementioned considerations Tucker therefore 
especially stresses the importance of the cultural dimension within the 
discourse of development, because it is the hegemony of the Western 
culture that “produc[es] cultural meanings and symbols” (Tucker 
1999:2) that create the discourse of development and consequently 
make the myth of development work. Within the cultural sphere of 
Western society the idea of modernity constitutes the all determining 
feature that defines a ‘developed’ country. This idea, however, finds 
its origin solely in Western history. Attached to modernity are its 
“norms of reason and progress” (Tucker 1999:7).   
With the era of Enlightenment rationality came to be seen as the 
leading paradigm within the Western world. In the light of 
industrialisation rationality is predominantly defined in teleological 
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ways; having economical profit at its heart. As mentioned earlier, 
Adorno and Horkheimer already explained that reason works with a 
purpose; it is a faculty that has at its aims the self-preservation of its 
bearer, and therefore is ‘instrumental’. “[R]eason is the agency of 
calculating thought” (A&H 2002:65). The two scholars already 
opposed the idea that this rationality would be of transcendental 
character. It is predominantly the Western historical evolution that 
brought to existence this form of instrumental rationality. 
Nevertheless, it is “this Eurocentric concept of rationality [that is] 
regarded as universal” (Tucker 1999:5). Just like his predecessors 
Tucker points out that the idea of development is almost entirely 
shaped by and based on the Western knowledge system and thus 
historical experience, referring to the transformation into ‘modern’ 
states and its concomitant instrumental reason. As a consequence 
other cultural perspectives and in this regard other histories are 
repressed. 
“A Europe-centred development discourse has considerable difficulty 
in imagining that other ways of organising the world, other forms of 
rationality, other ways of life, can possibly provide coherence or 
satisfaction for their adherents. It tends to colonise and destroy the 
imaginary of others” (Tucker 1999:7-8). 
 
The suppression of other imaginaries has led to a concept of 
development that is predominantly concerned with economic aspects 
that are measured against methods inspired by the Western natural or 
mathematical science. Adorno and Horkheimer argued that theory and 
knowledge being conceptualised as a coherent mathematical system 
reduces complexity and differences (Horkheimer and Adorno 2002:4). 
Within the discourse of development, however this static Western 
system of scientific truth provides the norm against which to measure 
truth and success. Thus the leading principle underlying 
developmental aid for the ‘Third World’ is to reach the Western 
industrial technological standards, as these would define a 
‘developed’ or ‘modern’ state. The hegemony of the Western point of 
view causes that “[o]ur myths are taken for granted, seen as natural 
truths, and used as a standard for measuring the performance of other 
peoples’ social imaginaries” (Tucker 1999:21). Tucker concludes that 
what results out of this approach is the construction of the “false 
polarities of ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’” (Tucker 1999:8). 
 
1.4.4.4. “Traditional” Societies 
Tucker explains how the notion of progress lends an evolutionary 
character to the concept of development, meaning that development is 
always understood as moving along a timeline. The status of countries 
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is measured in terms of stages they go through in a progressive way to 
reach the ultimate end, the Western standard. At the bottom the 
‘traditional’ underdeveloped form is situated and at the top the 
‘modern’ developed one. The Western history is characterised by the 
transformation into ‘modernity’ that produces prosperous and 
flourishing societies. Because of its monopoly within the cultural or 
development discourse it functions as the leading and supposed 
universal example. Tucker goes on and says that development is 
portrayed as a ‘natural process’ or a ‘scale of progress’ (Tucker 
1999:8) made up of a number of developmental stages ‘traditional’ 
countries have to go through. Thus reason and progress as 
determinants position the Western world at the top of a progressive 
timeline and hierarchical order measured against the idea of 
modernity. 
“Societies that deviate from the European techno-economic standards 
are designated as ‘traditional’ or ‘primitive’” (Tucker 1999:8). Other 
‘non-modern’ countries are put in contrast to the Western standard.  
Within this cultural discourse the Western ‘modern’ countries are 
depicted as ‘complex’ and ‘dynamic’ and their standards constructed 
as a destiny whereas the rest is constructed as ‘simple and 
unchanging’ (Tucker 1999:9) and thus can be labeled backward. 
Tucker makes it clear that this perception originates in the 
“Europeans’ own mythic self-image rather than a dialogue with other 
historically grounded cultures and societies” (Tucker 1999:8). 
Consequently development has at its core a deeply Eurocentric 
worldview and is based on a one-sided Western knowledge system 
calling for instrumental reason and progress.  “It is this one-sidedness, 
this tendency towards monologue rather than dialogue” (Tucker 
1999:10) that Habermas already puts at the centre of his critique when 
he argues for a “decentralisation of our understanding of the world” 
(Habermas 1984:75) in order to reach a shared and ‘mutual 
understanding’. 
Tucker states that this one-sidedness reduces “[t]he Other [...] to an 
object to be appropriated to the consciousness of the [Western] 
subjects of history and progress” (Tucker 1999:6). This voiceless 
object is inflexible, not dynamic and stuck in a ‘traditional’ stage of 
being from which it can only be freed off with external Western help.  
The monopoly of the Western cultural discourse is “rooted in the 
unequal power relations that still characterise the social production of 
knowledge” (Tucker 1999:10). In this regard political and economic 
positions of power of course significantly contribute to the specific 
unequal hierarchical world order.  Unequal power relations within the 
production of knowledge must be dismantled, as these “reinforce 
inequality in politics and economy” (Tucker 1999:13). Cultural 
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reproduction and economic and political structures are interlinked. 
Though Adorno's theory about the production of culture has addressed 
societal classes, his line of thought is arguably transferable to the 
unequal power relations between “developed” and “underdeveloped” 
countries, as presented by Tucker. Cultural reproduction refers to the 
production of meanings, symbols and knowledge (Tucker 1999: 8). It 
is essentially the West holding the hegemonic position and thus 
“ownership and control of the whole infrastructure of the production 
of knowledge” (Tucker 1999:13). Therefore, the “other” becomes a 
passive receiver of the Western ideology, and is consequently denied 
to shape his/her destiny. 
 
1.4.4.5. Development: A Universal Human Destiny? 
Tucker criticises that the concept of modernity and concomitantly 
reason and progress bestows development with a claim for universal 
legitimacy and thus gives way to Western hegemony and domination. 
As made clear before Habermas says that “[w]e are implicitly 
connecting a claim to universality with our Occidental understanding 
of the world” (Habermas 1984:44). In a certain way Vincent Tucker 
takes up Habermas’ idea that “[t]he manipulative production of false 
impression remains dependent on a public that [...] fails to recognise 
its strategic character” (Habermas 1984:94), when he writes: 
 
“Regarded as natural [development] is accepted without question 
because it bears its own legitimisation. It is, rather, a set of practices 
and beliefs that has been woven into the fabric of Western culture and 
is specific to it” (Tucker 1999:2). 
 
Development is generally accepted as the appropriate method, 
because of the naturalness that is evoked due to the solely Eurocentric 
point of view that it is based on. Tucker is concurrent with Habermas 
when he says that “‘[d]evelopment’ is not a transcultural concept that 
can claim universal validity”. He argues that development has reached 
“the status of natural law, objective reality and evolutionary 
necessity” (Tucker 1999:1), although it is actually a Western 
imaginary exclusively defined within Western historical experiences.  
Development has become taken for granted or seen as a natural 
human ‘destiny’ and consequently “escaped critical scrutiny” (Tucker 
1999: 7). Unequal power relations within the process of knowledge 
creation have ensured the Western world a monopoly within the 
domain of development. “As a result, some cultures find themselves 
overdetermined by Western representations” and “saturated with 
imposed meanings, ambitions and projects” (Tucker 1999:13). To use 
terms found within Habermas’ considerations “there is little dialogue, 
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little exchange of views, little mutual recognition and respect” 
(Tucker 1999:13). The non-Western participants of the development 
process are made silent; sometimes without even consciously 
recognising it. 
 
1.4.4.6. Dialogue instead of Monologue 
As Tucker makes it clear the way development is practiced now “it is 
part of the problem rather than the solution”  (Tucker 1999:1), 
because “[a]fter more than three decades of development, many areas 
of the world are worse off today than they were thirty years ago, 
despite development programmes and aid” (Tucker 1999:1). Hence 
the scholar calls for a reinterpretation of the concept of development; 
one that is characterised by a “plurality of discourses, a plurality of 
audiences and a plurality of terrains” (Said in Tucker 1999:15) and 
one that replaces the monologue of the “scientific discourse of the 
West” (Tucker 1999:15). Habermas’ idea of communicative action is 
mirrored within his appeal to replace monologue by dialogue in order 
to make room for “considerable mutual criticism” (Tucker 1999:14). 
This criticism equals Habermas’ suggestion to reach a “rationally 
motivated agreement among participants that is measured against 
criticisable validity claims” (Habermas 1984:75). The discourse of 
development needs to be freed off its Eurocentric or Western-centred 
perspective “that appears as objective disembodied ideas [and 
incorporate] the experience of other peoples, other perspectives and 
other cultures [which] engage each other dialectically in a process of 
mutual criticism and mutual correction” (Tucker 1999:16). It is 
Horkheimer and Adorno’s suggestion of a dialectical way of 
understanding between the particular and the whole, subject and 
object that finds expression in this train of thought, but it also reminds 
of Habermas’ idea of the three worlds, namely the objective, social, 
and subjective world, in which knowledge is produced. Tucker takes 
up these considerations and contests the universal status of current 
development when he says that “[d]iscourses are [...] the product of 
social action and interaction [and] the process of negotiation takes 
place in a variety of sites in our lives” (Tucker 1999:17). What he 
argues is that discourses are anything but disembodied, objectively 
free floating ideas. They are concretely produced by people in daily 
life. 
In this regard Habermas’ idea of a shared ‘lifeworld’ constitutes an 
important influential aspect. Tucker does not leave out of account the 
risk of perceiving the dialectical process of knowledge production as 
an “encounter [between] two discrete worlds facing each other” 
(Tucker 1999:16). He views the incorporation of multiple perspectives 
as taking place within and between “social worlds that are part of each 
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other yet constituted differently” (Tucker 1999: 16). Different social 
worlds are seen as being part of an overall shared ‘lifeworld’.  As 
Habermas suggests, the attributes of this shared ‘lifeworld’ are not of 
stable nature. Parts of the stock of knowledge are open to criticism 
and negotiation. Tucker also holds the opinion that people “inhabit 
different discourses which frequently overlap or are in conflict with 
each other” (Tucker 1999:16-17). This thought stresses two of 
Habermas arguments. On the one hand it makes it clear that the 
Western discourse is not inherent within people; a perception that is 
easily evoked due to the Western monopoly in the domain of 
development. It appears as natural, is taken for granted, and thus 
seems to hold an objective truth. On the other hand it exemplifies how 
the creation of cultural discourses takes place on the background of a 
somehow shared ‘lifeworld’ in concrete places within the everyday 
life of people that enables an equal negotiation and translation of 
culture. “Development thinking must be underpinned by 
conceptualisation of culture as a dynamic and conflictual process” 
(Tucker 1999:17), thus it is anything but stable or incontestable. At 
the end of such a form of plural negotiation would be the creation of a 
successful shared conceptualisation of development, as it would not 
be exclusively based on Western history. A shared conceptualisation 
is of inevitable necessity, as “[p]rogrammes of development in which 
recipients are merely objects will always be perceived as alien and 
will be resisted”  (Tucker 1999:6) by the people inhabiting the so 
called ‘Third World’. 
According to Tucker the dilemma of development stems from the 
oppression of “a people’s right to define their own development in the 
face of outsiders who claim a monopoly of truth and enlightenment” 
(Tucker 1999:6). It is of great importance to make room for other 
cosmologies, as “development [and concomitantly the paradigm of 
instrumental reason] for non-Western peoples often means being 
consigned to meaninglessness” (Tucker 1999:20). If the true intention 
underlying development would be to support other countries in need, 
then a new concept of development would have to be worked on 
within a process of equal negotiation among all participants. Despite 
these realisations, however, the current reality still follows the myth or 
idea of “[t]he modernisation of ‘traditional societies [and thus] 
involve[s] the colonisation of the imagination of other societies” 
(Tucker 1999:21) by the Western world, as the aim of managing, 
controlling and dominating the economic, political and cultural 
spheres of the “Third World” is salient. 
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1.4.4.7. Hermeneutics 
For Tucker hermeneutics or more specifically Habermas’ theory of 
communicative action provides a possible tool for “rescu[ing] myths 
from the ideological abuses of doctrinal prejudice [...] or totalitarian 
conformism” (Tucker 1999:22). Horkheimer and Adorno already 
claimed “Enlightenment is totalitarian” (Adorno and Horkheimer: 
2002:2), as the form of rationality that emerged is of unreflective 
character and thus has become ‘instrumental reason’ rather than 
‘proper reason’. 
Nevertheless, by suggesting a different and multidimensional 
approach to development Tucker, just like Habermas, takes into 
consideration possible ways of changing the current dilemma of 
development. The foregoing section introduced the concept of 
communicative action that regards possible the existence of a ‘proper’ 
rationality. Habermas’ theory regards mutual understanding as the 
leading paradigm in order to initiate progressive action that would be 
based on and result in a shared knowledge. According to Tucker the 
most urgent task would be to contest the exclusive Eurocentric 
perspective within the development discourse. “A [...] hermeneutics 
requires that we critically assess the content of each myth, the 
intentions that animate [development] and the interests it serves” 
(Tucker 1999:22) and consequently we would be able to “rid 
ourselves of concepts of culture that are elitist [or] holistic” (Tucker 
1999:22). If the way development currently is applied is taken for 
granted, viewed as holistic and natural, it is equipped with an 
objective validity that seems to be incontestable and to represent the 
natural order of things. Consequently, the concept and discourse of 
development as it is right now “prevent[s] us from seeing the 
dynamism of cultural exchange and the power relations embedded in 
it” (Tucker 1999:22). These would be revealed in a process of 
reciprocal dialogue. 
An inevitable premise in order to achieve improvement within the 
field of knowledge production and culture creation is, however, the 
change of the unequal economic and political structures. Only then the 
danger of a totalitarian way of proceeding, as already feared and 
criticised by Adorno and Horkheimer, can be revealed and prevented. 
As a matter of fact the political and economic domains should not to 
disregarded, since “[t]he economic, political and cultural spheres are 
intimately intertwined” (Tucker 1999:24). But Habermas provides a 
decisive realisation that Tucker takes up and puts at the centre of his 
considerations. Habermas says that “[t]he economic paradigm does 
not provide an adequate approach to understand the very basis of 
social life” (Eriksen et al. 2003:11). Therefore Tucker points to the 
cultural sphere of development and explains that the analysis of this 
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domain significantly contributes to a better and improved 
understanding of the mechanisms of development. 
 
As a scholar within the field of critical theory Vincent Tucker 
challenges the concept of development and does not take it for 
granted. Despite the immense deficiencies he points out, he does not 
give up on the idea of development in general. Nevertheless he makes 
it clear that the current conceptualisation is in need of great 
modifications in order to be successful. Economic and political theory 
needs to be complemented by the dimension of culture, in order to 
fully dismantle power relations, and acknowledge and incorporate the 
subjective experiences of those who are affected by development. 
Corresponding considerations that depict significant similarities to 
Habermas’ ideas function as suggestions to deconstruct the current 
discourse of development and reinterpret it. “The deconstruction of 
hegemonic discourses, is usually the first and most fruitful domain of 
action in the struggle against domination and exploitation” (Tucker 
1999:24). Once, the first task, namely the deconstruction is applied, 
room should be given to a plurality of voices involved in the process 
of development. The outcome would be a shared conceptualisation of 
development equally including other viewpoints than the Western. As 
this concept then would be based on a mutual process of negotiation it 
could guarantee success rather than failure within the affected 
countries. 
This section firstly outlined the key ideas of a number of scholars 
within the field of critical theory and then illustrated how these are 
consulted in order to deal with the current dilemma of development. 
The following section will introduce a poststructural perspective on 
development. In this regard the thoughts of Michel Foucault and 
Arturo Escobar will be outlined. In contrast to the critical theoretical 
standpoint, poststructuralists do not believe in the possibility of 
successful development, as they predominantly perceive any 
standpoint, not just the Western, as a form of discourse that has 
underlying power structures and consequently works in rather 
teleological ways. 
 
1.5. POSTSTRUCTURALISM 
1.5.1. Introduction 
In order to grasp the overall thoughts of poststructuralism this section 
will briefly reflect on the historical and philosophical precursors in 
this line of thinking. The Renaissance is assigned the origin of modern 
thought that developed further in the wake of the Enlightenment when 
human consciousness was conceived to be autonomous and the 
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primary prerequisite for understanding history and human actions in 
general. Structuralism followed to which poststructuralism is both a 
supplement and a counterpart. This will subsequently be touched 
upon.  
Many different thinkers have significantly contributed to the theory of 
poststructuralism and because of the diversity of contributions 
different stands are embedded within the movement (Peters & 
Burbules, 2004). The essential idea of poststructuralism though is that 
everything is discursively constructed and that the self changes 
through history and changing cultural contexts.  
Poststructuralism replaces the notion of ontology by genealogy. 
Genealogy is a way of historicising ontology, due to the belief in the 
discontinuity of structures. Human consciousness cannot be 
autonomous in that it is only constituted through the interaction with 
the surrounding human beings, the various contexts that it encounters 
and its proximity and difference to what is met. 
The idea of constitution through difference originates from Ferdinand 
Saussure, an influential Swiss linguist, who formulated the idea that a 
sign or an object can only be identified by identifying what it is not. 
This notion became the very foundation of structuralist thought and is 
passed on to poststructuralist thinking. The important aspect to note in 
this regard is that, in contrast to structuralists, poststructuralists view 
dichotomies or binary oppositions as neither foundational nor 
exclusive. One major difference between structuralism and 
poststructuralism, as the French philosopher Gilles Deleuse has 
pointed out, is that difference is a necessary element in the process of 
creating social and cultural identity (Deleuse, 1962). The French 
philosopher Michel Foucault agrees with this notion in his description 
of discursive formations. According to Foucault we look for factors 
that group certain elements under the same discursive unity. This is 
done in order to establish differences external to this specific 
discursive unity. Subsequently, the similarities stand out more clearly 
(Foucault 1969:36). 
Poststructuralism questions the epistemological foundationalism put 
forward by structuralism, which – resting on the Enlightenment norms 
of objectivity and truth, advocates a static and definitive 
understanding of the nature of things. In other words, the very 
essentialist worldview, which was dominant during the 
Enlightenment, holding that it is reasonable to speak of single, 
objective truths, has been highly contested once poststructuralism 
gained its foothold. Consequently, an emphasis on different 
perspectives in interpretation became crucial. Following this 
promotion of diverse perspectives, poststructuralism assumes an anti-
realist position. The school of thought holds the opinion that 
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knowledge cannot be regarded as an accurate representation of an 
ontological reality. Reality and truth will, in this respect, always be 
relative. Meaning is always constructed around the proximate contexts 
that surround the matter in question. 
In contrast to that a very distinct and obvious feature of structuralism 
is the belief in the necessity of, which points towards the belief in 
stability and fixity. Lévi-Strauss believed cultures and societies to be 
organised by structures, in the same way that grammar structures 
language (Lévi-Strauss 1958). In this way, he argued, social practices 
and institutions have gained meaning and coherence. He believed 
systems to be the necessary foundation of the creation of meaning. 
An important aspect of poststructuralist philosophy is the ever 
possible and crucial critique of the dominant discourses and 
institutions or with other words the non-recognition of stability and 
fixity. Foucault was the one making the critique of dominant and thus 
tackling any form of naturalness attached to dominant discourses. He 
introduced his method of sharp analysis of discourse, power and the 
production of knowledge and meaning. According to him, the way in 
which we claim something to be true is closely linked to social 
practices and the naturalisation of the regimes of truth is established 
through exactly those practices (Foucault in Escobar, 1995). The more 
dominant or common a discourse or an institution becomes the more 
naturalised and universal it will be, which often leads us to an 
acceptance of conditions without the necessary skeptic. This notion 
will be thoroughly elaborated in the next section in which Foucault’s 
main thoughts are explained.  
The French philosopher and literary theorist Jean-François Lyotard 
believes that there exists a meta-narrative. This grand narrative is 
totalising in nature and defines other smaller and less significant 
narratives and consequently has brought forth the occurrence of the 
phenomenon Foucault believes in. The meta-narrative is created and 
reinforced by power structures of a certain culture as well as it 
justifies the existence of these structures. Meta-narratives appeal to a 
transcendent and universal truth, which, from a poststructuralist 
perspective, is not a way of legitimising power, as they have been left 
uncontested for so long that they become naturalised.   
Consequently, if meta-narratives like the development discourse are 
not questioned, the objective conception of truth prevalent during the 
Renaissance finds its revival.   
 
   1.5.2. FOUCAULT 
1.5.2.1. Power, Knowledge and Truth 
Michel Foucault (1926-1984) can be argued to be one of the founding 
fathers of poststructuralism. His notions of truth, knowledge and 
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power are some of the central themes in his writings and that makes 
him relevant in the investigation of development. This part aims to 
introduce Foucault’s general ideas while bridging these to the central 
topic of the project, namely the alleged truthism of the development 
discourse.  
 
To Foucault the social world is a prison without walls. (Ransom, 
1997) 
 
1.5.2.2. Foucault and the individual   
Foucault argues that individuals are shaped and manufactured through 
disciplines. “The disciplinary techniques introduced for criminals 
became the model for other modern sites of control (schools, 
hospitals, factories etc.)” (Cutting 2005: 81). According to Foucault,  
individuals are disciplined into the dominant discourse through the 
institutions of society, schools, hospitals, universities, media and the 
like. Disciplines are areas of power formations that act as ‘a will to 
power’ in the way individuals are subjugated but also nurtured into a 
dominant and normative discourse. Power formations are the 
strategies put in place i.e. disciplines. Through the subjugating 
process, individuals become subjects that are produced in a specific 
context; the discipline. That is to say, individuals are created and 
formed externally by the technician of each discipline.  
The disciplines operate through practices and experiences by creating 
a normative discourse. Everything is compared to and measured 
against this normative discourse that is set by the discipline. Power is 
in this case distributed through the right/wrong and good/bad 
evaluation dictated by the discipline through the means of 
subjugation. Consequently, the discipline shapes the individual by 
creating the measures of what is regarded as normal/abnormal. 
The subjugating process is put in place to produce docile bodies that 
do what is wanted them to do in a specific predefined way. The docile 
bodies, the subjugated, are shaped by three means: ‘hierarchical 
observation’, ‘normalising judgment’ and ‘examination’ . In this 
context, ‘normalising judgment’ and ‘examination’ deserve the most 
attention. “Individuals are judged not by the intrinsic rightness or 
wrongness of their acts but by where their actions place them on a 
ranked scale that compares them to everyone else” (Cutting, 2005:84). 
Normalising judgment and examination become means of control and  
hence tools of power. The means of ‘examination’ combines 
‘hierarchical observation’ and ‘normative judgement’ and is “a 
normalising gaze that establishes over individuals a visibility through 
which one differentiates them and judges them” (Foucault in Cutting 
2005:86). This is what Foucault describes as the marginalisation of 
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the subject.  
All in all the discipline defines the discourse that dictates truth. 
Foucault wants to challenge the truth and questions ‘the foundation on 
which its establishment rests’. In this regard the scholar is interested 
in deconstructing the notions we have come to accept as natural. As 
stated before, individuals are created by power and so too, is the truth 
about them.  
 
”’Truth’ is to be understood as a system of ordered procedures for the 
production, regulation, distribution, circulation, and operations 
through statements. Truth is linked in a circular relation with systems 
of power, which produces and sustains it, and to effects of power, 
which it introduces and which extends it. A regime of truth” (Foucault 
in Rabinow 1984:74). 
 
“Foucault, however, is precisely questioning this alleged truism” 
(Cutting 2005:35). What Foucault finds fascinating, is the way in 
which the production of individuals (amongst others) and their 
perceptions in general, become naturalised and true. He argues in 
order to question the truth one must understand how it came into 
being. This is done by the method of genealogy, a domain within 
historical studies, having the purpose of producing critical effects in 
the present. The task of genealogy is to  
“separate out, from the contingency that has made us what we are, the 
possibility of no longer being, doing, or thinking what we are, do, or 
think […] It seeks to give new impetus, as far and as wide as possible, 
to the undefined work of freedom” (Foucault in Ransom 1997:100). 
 
Foucault is interested in what is going on outside the mind. Here he 
refers not to the happening itself,  but to the structures that make it 
possible. In relation to the development discourse, which this project 
tries to grasp, a Foucaultian interest lies within the organisation of 
development, its structures, and of how the development discourse 
came into being and sustained itself.  
“Foucault begins with the fact that, at any giving period in a giving 
domain, there are substantial constraints on how people are able to 
think” (Cutting 2005:32). Additionally “he thinks that individuals 
operate in a conceptual environment that determines and limits them 
in ways of which they cannot be aware” (Cutting 2005:33). This is to 
say that Foucault recognises that ‘the truth of development’, the truth 
about anything in fact, has been created in a specific historical frame 
of time and place; just like the ground for the discourse that came to 
be the framework of development. “Foucault’s genealogies likewise 
deconstruct, by showing their real origin, official meanings and 
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evaluations involved in a society’s self-understanding” (Cutting 
2005:49). In order to connect this to the disciplines described above, 
one can argue that we are disciplined by the truths of the development 
discourse. 
To sum up this part, Foucault argues that individuals and their 
opinions are created by external means and so too are their 
perceptions of things, referring for instance to perceptions of the 
world around them and the truths about these. 
To briefly mention the concept of power in this context , Foucault 
does not aim to portray the role of power but rather to recognise that 
the exercise of power is never neutral but it is however ubiquitous. 
Also, power is not bad or morally wrong, nor is the unavoidable 
shaping and constraining that goes with it. However, power produces 
and forms knowledge and thereby discourses everywhere in the social 
body and these discourses then shape the subjects.  
 
1.5.2.3. The development discourse – the regime of truth 
As argued above, Foucault says that truth is never objective but 
produced within the giving discourse by positions of power and 
knowledge. The truth, in other words, is produced discursively and 
changes alongside the changes of the discourse it exists in. Hereby, 
truth is an agent of power and Foucault argues:  
 
“There is a battle ‘for truth’ or at least ‘around truth’ –it being 
understood once again that by truth I do not mean ‘the ensemble of 
truth which are to be discovered and accepted’, but rather, ’the 
ensemble of rules according to which the true and false are separated 
and specific effects of power attached to the true’, it being understood 
also that it’s a matter not of battle about the status of truth and the 
economic and political role it plays. It is necessary to think of the 
political problems of the intellectual is not in terms of ‘science’ and 
‘ideology’ but of ‘truths’ and ‘power’” (Foucault in Rabinow 
1984:74).  
 
In the Western society the political economy is dominated by five 
traits of truth: scientific discourse, economic and political incitement, 
and diffusion and consumption (Rabinow 1984:73). 
 
”Each society has its own regime of truths, its ‘general politics’ of 
truth, that is, the types of discourse which it accept and make function 
as true, the mechanisms and instances which enable one to distinguish 
true and false statement, the means by which is sanctioned; the 
techniques and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; 
the status of those who are charged with saying what counts as true” 
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(Foucault in Rabinow 1984:73).  
 
Foucault further argues that the problem is not to change the 
consciousness of oneself but the political, economic, institutional 
regime of the production of truth (Foucault in Rabinow 1984:74). 
Additionally, it is a matter of detaching the power of truth from the 
forms of hegemony, social, economic and cultural circumstances in 
which it operates (Rabinow 1984:74). 
In terms of the development discourse the regime of truth is a product 
of the Western discourse. The Foucaultian argument is that the West 
creates and dictates a discourse about underdevelopment that is 
internalised by the rest. Foucault alongside Arturo Escobar, argues 
that the positions of truth and power must be pointed out in order to 
understand the power structures embedded in the development 
discourse. By means of genealogy this can be achieved.  
 
“The genealogist interrogates the past from an openly biased position, 
“I’m well aware that I have never written anything but fictions. I do 
not mean to say that truth is therefore absent. One fictions history on a 
basis of a political reality that makes it true, ‘fictions’ a politics not 
yet in existence on the basis of a historical truth” (Foucault in Ransom 
1997:95). 
 
If individuals in the social worlds expose themselves to the dominant 
discourse of the institutions,  the social world becomes a prison 
without walls. The regime of truth alongside development strategies 
of the discourse will be elaborated on in the discussion in the third 
chapter. 
 
1.5.3. ARTURO ESCOBAR AND DEVELOPMENT 
The American anthropologist Arturo Escobar is one of the critics of 
the dominant development discourse. He holds the opinion that 
development as it is mainly understood refers to the relationship 
between ‘First’ and ‘Third World’. This relation has been argued to 
create a hierarchy of superiority and inferiority. By ‘the discourse’ we 
refer to the reproduction of this hierarchical relationship and the 
consequences this has embarked on the Third World.  
Escobar argues that the Third World has been shaped by the 
development discourse through the practices of the institution of 
development. His thoughts about truth, power and knowledge go in 
line with Michel Foucault, by whom he is significantly inspired. 
Escobar constitutes the main representative of poststructuralism in this 
project. Considering this poststructuralist perspective, it is important 
to notice, however, that even by opposing the development discourse 
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one becomes part of the discourse. 
Development was initiated by the US and the UN in the post WW2 
period, when they called for a focus on the ‘under-developed 
societies’. It was, and still is, seen as a naturalised social imaginary, 
meaning values and symbols connected to development are perceived 
as natural. As a result development has become a regime of truth from 
its inception onwards. That means that oppositions to the idea of 
development have become unthinkable and only the performance of 
development has gone through some alteration. This, Escobar argues, 
was a result of the reigned altruistic philosophy of development 
alongside the fact that no consequences of development (unforeseen 
consequences of Western interference in non-Western communities) 
were yet encountered at its initiation.  
Despite the fact that development projects often did not, and do not, 
lead to improvement, and at times caused deterioration, the regime of 
truth did not allow for scholars to successfully oppose the premise of 
the altruistic development philosophy. According to Escobar  
 
“[r]eality, in sum, had been colonised by the development discourse, 
and those who were dissatisfied with this state of affairs had to 
struggle for bits and pieces of freedom within it, in the hope that in the 
process a different reality could be constructed” (Escobar 1995:5). 
 
The altruistic discourse of development shed a positive and humane 
light on the phenomenon. As seen in a speech by Truman: 
 
“[…] Their food is inadequate, they are victims of disease. Their 
economic life is primitive and stagnant. Their poverty is a handicap 
and a threat both to them and to more prosperous areas. For the first 
time in history humanity posses the knowledge and the skill to relieve 
the suffering of those people… I believe we should make available to 
peace-loving peoples the benefits of our store of technical knowledge 
in order to help them realise their aspirations for a better life” 
(Truman in Escobar, 1995:3) 
 
What Escobar does in ‘Encountering Development’ is to tell the story 
of the dream of development “and how it progressively turned into a 
nightmare”.  “The book can also be read as the history of the loss of 
an illusion, in which many genuinely believed”:  
 
“The discourse and strategy of development produced its opposite: 
massive underdevelopment and impoverishment, untold exploitation 
and oppression. The debt crisis, the Sahelain famine, increasing 
poverty, malnutrition and violence are only the most pathetic signs of 
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failure of forty years of development” (Escobar, 1995:4).  
 
To the poststructuralists, development is merely a discourse. It is used 
as a means to create a specific knowledge, the Western one-
knowledge system and to have monopoly on this knowledge. Thus it 
becomes a will to power an consequently ends up being a power 
formation and an institution that creates a relationship between 
inferior and superior actors. As argued by Foucault, the interplay of 
knowledge and power leads directly to the creation of truths. 
Development is a discourse that disciplines individuals to perceive it 
as a definite truth and thus subjugates them to this very notion. 
According to Escobar, development is such a discourse. And by 
viewing development as such, one is able to grasp the domination 
embedded in the phenomenon.  
Escobar argues that one is able to detach oneself from the 
development discourse by deconstructing it by means of a discourse 
analysis. He sets out to oppose this alleged truism, by ‘separating the 
truth from the regime’. He argues that deconstruction and 
reconstruction shall be carried out simultaneously. Since he is a 
poststructuralist, he opposes the entire development discourse and the 
concomitant hierarchical relationship among ‘First’ and ‘Third World’ 
or West and non-West. Escobar’s opposition to the development 
discourse does not mean that he believes the non-West not being able 
to develop – it means, the latter is not able to develop within the 
context of the development discourse solely established by the West. 
Escobar instead suggests that development should come from within 
the affected countries and communities themselves. This can be done 
by means of social movements, which he calls cultural struggles. This 
project will not go in depth with this idea, because it is another 
theoretical framework that is not relevant for the argumentation here. 
However, it is important to notice that the poststructuralist perspective 
does not cut off the possibility for countries to progress.  
 
“I argue that instead of searching for a grand alternative model or 
strategies, what is needed is the investigation of alternative 
representations and practices in concrete local settings, particularly as 
they exist in contexts of hybridisation, collective action, and political 
mobilisation” (Escobar, 1995:19) 
 
The ground perspective of development rests on, as Ferguson states, 
the idea of a direct connection between development, time and 
modernity. The perception is therefore that development leads to 
modernity. The problem of not being developed in a modern sense 
became the leading paradigm, resulting from the Western 
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development discourse. Hence the intent of becoming ‘developed’ in 
the Western way has become the dominant goal in the Third World. It 
can then be argued that the development discourse has created the 
Third World in the sense that the peoples there began to see 
themselves as being ‘underdeveloped’ and in need of external help: 
 
“I pay closer attention to the deployment of the discourse through 
practices. I want to show that this discourse results in concrete 
practices and thinking and action through which the Third World is 
produced” (Escobar 1995:11).   
 
Hereby Escobar argues that the West produces the Third World and 
that it is continuingly reproduced in virtue of the development 
discourse: 
 
“[...] [M]ainstream development literature, in which there exist a 
veritable underdeveloped subjectivity endowed with features such as 
powerlessness, passivity,  poverty, and ignorance usually dark and 
lacking historical agency, as if waiting for the (white) Western hand to 
help subjects along and not infrequently hungry, illiterate, needy, and 
oppressed by its own stubbornness, lack of initiative and traditions” 
(Escobar 1995:8). 
 
According to Escobar, such statements only make sense from a 
Western perspective. The fact that they exist points towards signs of 
power and not of truth. It is a way of colonising reality. Consequently 
it becomes difficult to think of the Third World “in terms other than 
those provided by the development discourse” (Escobar 1995:12). The 
realm of anthropology has significantly contributed to the creation of 
specific signifiers that we draw upon when imagining the Third 
World.  Another Foucault advocate proposes: 
 
“We need the anthropologies of the West: show how exotic its 
constitution of reality has been; emphasise those domains most taken 
for granted as universal [...] show their claims of truth are linked to 
social practices and hence have become effective forces in the social 
world” (Rabinow in Escobar 1995:12) . 
 
Foucault alongside Escobar, argues that the positions of truth and 
power must be pointed out in order to understand the power structures 
existing in the development discourse that determine the relationship 
between the First and the Third World. In a Foucaultian manner 
Escobar describes the three axes of the development discourse: 
knowledge, power and subjugation:  
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“The forms of knowledge that refer to it and through which it comes 
into being and is elaborated into objects, concepts, theories and the 
like: the system of power that regulates its practices: and the forms of 
subjectivities fostered by this discourse, those through which people 
come to recognise themselves as developed or underdeveloped” 
(Escobar, 1995:10). 
 
To grasp how the phenomenon became an unquestioned 
naturalisation, Escobar makes use of Foucault’s Genealogy to get a 
historical and holistic angle. He states that the US and the UN 
initiated the development discourse, to fight ‘underdeveloped 
societies’ and what was perceived as backwardness in Asia, Africa 
and Latin America.  
Whereas Foucault is a historian, who questions naturalised 
perceptions of knowledge, power and consequently the truths this 
generates, Escobar is interested in not only questioning but also 
altering the regime of truth. Foucault inspires him but where Foucault 
has his limits, i.e. simply and exclusively depicting power formations, 
Escobar takes the next step and wants to fight the power formation of 
the development discourse to its demise.  
Escobar further argues that the hierarchical notion embedded in the 
development discourse can be referred to as ‘the colonialist move’. 
The colonialist move is a will for ‘spatial power’ and continues the 
power structures from the colonial past, exemplified in expressions 
such as First and Third World. According to Escobar, the hierarchical 
power structures - the discourse – development, create political, 
economic and cultural consequences for developing countries. 
Escobar is especially critical towards the one knowledge system – the 
Western, which dominates and determines the discourse and 
reproduces the biased relationship inherent in ‘development’. 
The aim of Escobar’s approach to development is to  
 
“contribute to the liberation of the discursive field so that the task of 
imagining alternatives can be commenced (or perceived by 
researchers in a new light) in those spaces where the production of 
scholarly and expert knowledge for development purposes continue to 
take place” (Escobar 1995:14). 
 
As stated in this elaboration on Arturo Escobar, development is seen 
as a discourse. It is a discourse put in place by the West to maintain a 
power position over the rest of the world. The development discourse 
produces specific knowledge, power and truths. This makes 
development a strong power formation also called a regime of truth, 
which has been accepted by not only the West - but by the entire 
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world.  
 
Having thoroughly introduced the theory underlying this project and 
thus the critique of the common reputation of development it is now 
possible to move towards the investigation of development in practice 
in the following chapter. 
 
CHAPTER 2: DEVELOPMENT DISCOURSE 
IN PRACTICE 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The foregoing chapter laid a theoretical foundation for the project. 
This foundation was aimed at enabling a further critical and 
meticulous examination of developmental work. This aim, however, 
first requires a primary understanding of the methods and concrete 
implications found in such developmental work. The following 
chapter will therefore enable the theories’ application to reality, by 
setting out to investigate how development is carried out  in practice. 
Linked to this matter are the questions of why developmental work is 
being conducted, what exactly is being done in order to help other 
people developing, but also what significant underlying principles 
define and determine development aid. 
Development aims at changing and, in this stroke, improving peoples’ 
lives. However, an analysis of development as a whole is seen as 
being too extensive and to exceed the scope of this project. In virtue 
of this fact, a specific example in the domain of development should 
provide a tangible aspect to work with and examine more thoroughly. 
As education is assigned an important role in regard to the process of 
changing people’s lives, it appears to be suitable.  
“Education is a fundamental human right. It is the key to sustainable 
development and peace and stability within and among countries and 
thus an indispensable means for effective participation in the societies 
and economies of the twenty-first century, which are affected by rapid 
globalisation. [...]”(Web 18). 
Through education certain values are mediated and thus it influences 
how the individual perceives, interprets, but also interacts with his/her 
environment. Hence, education creates the future of individuals and, 
concomitantly, society. Considering the limited scope of this project, 
but more importantly the influential character of education, it should 
function as one specific exemplification of developmental work here. 
Hence, various debatable considerations the field of educational 
developmental work will be thoroughly analysed in order to arrive at 
possible answers. 
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In order to move closer to the analysis of educational development 
work in practice, a few explanations about the societal and formal 
context, in which this work is embedded, are necessary. This will 
contribute to a more comprehensible examination and also 
understanding of the current organisation of this field of development.  
Therefore the educational method of child-centred education will be 
looked into, since it mirrors Western societal values and therefore 
significantly influences the way education is perceived in the Western 
world today. It is argued to contribute to the design of educational 
developmental work and is consequently spread out on a global scale 
when developmental work is being carried out. Furthermore, a short 
historical overview of the emergence of Non-Governmental 
Organisations and a description of how they work will provide helpful 
insights into the organisation of work in the field of educational 
development. The United Nations’ conceptualisation of educational 
development is of notable importance in this context, for they define 
and provide the very basis in this realm. Finally, the work of a specific 
NGO called IBIS, will be put in focus. By means of  Discourse 
Analysis the aim is to deconstruct the overall discourse on 
development, in order to challenge its common sacred and altruistic 
reputation. In this regard, the construction of four relevant concepts, 
namely ‘development’, ‘education’, ‘learning’, and ‘child’, will be 
examined in three specific texts: the official UN document ‘Education 
For All’ (1990), the IBIS concept paper ‘‘The Quality Imperative: 
Promoting and Advocating for the Right to Quality Education’ (2008), 
and an interview with a member of IBIS (2012). These texts are used 
in order to get an exact impression of how development is perceived 
and implemented within these organisations. The deconstruction of 
the four concepts is directed towards a discussion of ‘development 
discourse’, applying the theoretical basis that has been laid in the 
foregoing chapter.  
 
 
 
 
2.2. A WESTERN PERSPECTIVE ON 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 
CHILD-CENTRED EDUCATION 
 
As already mentioned, education defines an important part of 
development. At the same time, according to the theories in the 
previous chapter, the West is the prime force behind most of the 
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promotion of development. But in order to find out what type of 
education is spread out in the world, a closer look at the underlying 
educational methods that are being used in contemporary Western 
society is of need, since these are arguably very much reflected in 
educational development As these Western methods are based on 
Western values and perceptions, a further insight into the principles 
and core values that mark Western society are necessary. Taken 
together, both the inclusion of basic Western values and the resulting 
Western educational methods should lead to a better and fuller 
understanding of current educational developmental work.  
The following section will firstly explain the educational situation in 
the contemporary Western society, and subsequently elaborate on the 
roots of the particular branch of pedagogy called child-centred 
education. The presentation of the latter will also include a summary 
of the core elements of child-centred education. Eventually, the 
ideological Western background of the concept will be pointed out, 
and it will be discussed whether the implementation of child-centered 
education in the Third World concomitantly means an implementation 
of Western ideas.  
 
 
 
2.2.1. Western education in the 21st century  
Globalisation is in full swing and leaves deep traces wherever it 
passes and it does not spare the educational sector. Due to the 
increasing everlasting competition, the preparation for a “good start” 
in the competitive society is already made in the very beginning of a 
child’s life. Measurement and performativity are constant elements of 
nearly all educational institutions; children have to assert themselves 
in all different daily circumstances. Even before their birth, children’s 
lives are being prepared and arranged. Early language-, music- or 
sports classes intend to equip the child with necessary skills to keep 
up the pace with other mates in the following years and additionally to 
stay in the moving middle of the young society.  
Today there exists a wide knowledge of pedagogical principles and 
practices and professionals possess a variety of different skills that 
have been collected throughout the last centuries and decades. Even 
though many different branches of pedagogy exist in the Western 
world, the most common and widespread values in the domain of 
education arguably seem to correspond with those promoted in child- 
centred education. This form of pedagogy focuses on educating the 
whole child, body and mind, whereby the child is placed at the centre 
of his/her own education, and the educator functions merely as a 
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guide. But where does this child-centered perspective exactly come 
from and what are the predecessors of it?  
 
2.2.2. The emergence of child- centred education 
Before the time of the Enlightenment, the old puritan assumption that 
“all children from the moment of birth, are in a state of fallen grace 
from which they need to be saved” (Doddington & Hilton 2007:xiv) 
was the most prevalent. So to say, the sinful child needed to be 
controlled via discipline and strictness which would save them from 
Devil’s influence. This belief lasted a very long time as a core element 
of education until Enlightenment gave rise to a more nuanced view.  
Three western philosophers played an important role in the spread of a 
view on children as subjects. John Locke started questioning the 
aspect of ‘authority’, Johan Pestalozzi saw the child as an active 
learner and Friedrich Froebel invented the Kindergarten, emphasising 
‘play’ as an important aspect in the child’s development (Doddington 
& Hilton 2007:13). 
Still, by the end of the 19th century, there were two oppositions to 
find; Froebelianism focusing on the child and the 19th century school 
orthodoxy. For further information on this subject matter, see 
appendices. 
 
2.2.3. The core elements of child- centered education 
Within the field of child-centered education, all children are seen as 
unique individuals with a natural right to education. They are 
considered active participants in their own education and development 
and they are to be mentally involved and physically active within their 
learning process. Furthermore, the way children themselves encounter 
their world (ideas, people) as well as their prior experiences are to be 
taken into account (Doddington & Hilton 2007:100). Their beliefs are 
to be taken seriously and their expression of genuine concerns - things 
that matter – is to be encouraged (Doddington & Hilton 2007:66). The 
teacher/educator must serve as a “sensitive and supportive intervener 
with clear commitment and appreciation of how to work out the 
principles and values in their own particular teaching and learning 
contexts for the maximum benefit for each child” (Doddington & 
Hilton 2007:110).  
 
 
2.2.4. Ideological background 
As already mentioned, child- centred education is a pedagogical 
branch that arose in the West and bears Western ideas and values in 
its core- elements. It is a pedagogy specifically related to the West and 
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can thus be called a Western construction. First of all, child- centred 
education can be seen a tool for change in education and society. 
“Teaching methods (such as learner-centeredness) transferred from 
core to periphery states also transmit a way of thinking” (Tabulawa in 
Carney 2008:44) that is soaked with Western values. So even though 
child-centered education is presented as ‘value free and merely 
technical’, it can become an ideological project (Tabulawa in Carney 
2008:44) that is based on existing Western deemed and valued ideas 
in the moment it suppresses other educational methods. It encourages, 
for example, aspects like open-mindedness, individual autonomy and 
tolerance for alternative viewpoints (Tabulawa in Carney 2008:45). 
Here, the naturalised belief that individualism and democracy are the 
best and most plausible solutions becomes visible: “All these [values] 
are in line with the individualistic Western culture and are also 
character traits deemed necessary for an individual to survive in a 
pluralistic, liberal, democratic, capitalist society” (Tabulawa in 
Carney 2008: 45). 
It can be argued that child-centred education implies these Western 
ideas in its practice and exercise, since “the west can disperse its 
ideas, sensitivities, habits and structures, in the process marginalising 
alternative value systems and indigenous forms of knowledge” 
(Tabulawa in Carney 2008: 40). 
In accordance with a more critical viewpoint and in allusion to 
educational development it can also be seen as an 
“international agenda’ aimed at improving educational systems in 
ways that might support the spread of advanced capitalism and global 
democracy. Here, such pedagogical reform is viewed as a form of 
cultural imperialism where key forces in the west attempt to change 
subjectivities in the ‘south’ via seemingly political neutral technical 
interventions” (Carney 2008:40).  
In the realm of development, the practice of child-centred education 
can therefore be equated with a distribution of Western values and 
ideas about education and the learner. Especially terms such as 
democracy and the valuation of individualism are mirrored in its 
principles. The apparent universality attached to the concept of child-
centred education might lead to the suppression of other perceptions. 
 
   “The symbolic universe of the sovereign learner taking charge of his 
or her own destiny becomes a template both for international 
acceptance and legitimacy, and a vague road map for local action. 
Divergency from the vision is and must remain possible because the 
alternative implies heavy-handed external intervention and 
domination, and the predictable local resistance that has always 
followed in such cases.” (Carney 2008: 45-46) 
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Having outlined the emergence of the currently dominating structures 
of Western education and its underlying influential values and 
principles, it is now possible to move on to a presentation of the 
agents that actually work in the field of educational development. 
Most developmental aid is carried out through NGOs or government-
NGO partnerships. Since NGOs are the most active participants in the 
field of educational development and as the amount of NGOs is 
apparently increasing, they can be said to be representative for 
developmental work. Non-Governmental Organisations make it their 
own task (among other forms of developmental aid) to improve the 
educational conditions in developing countries in order to improve 
people’s lives. The organisations are non-profit, thus essentially build 
their work on principles of helping and not aiming for any form of 
dominance in the Third World countries. The NGO’s Western origin 
and dominance in the field of development, complemented by their 
altruistic approach makes their educational work become an 
interesting matter to investigate. Since their work as Western 
organisations in the domain of education must inevitably draw upon 
the above outlined Western principles, it is interesting to examine 
whether they rather implement these Western values in the Third 
World or if their work proofs to be solely altruistic and value free, and 
in this respect predominantly make allowances to other different 
cultural contexts in this respect.  
Hence, the following section will focus on the representative actors in 
the field of development; Non-Governmental Organisations. In this 
regard their historical emergence and their work, but more importantly 
their educational work in the Third World will be presented.  
 
2.3. NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANISATIONS AND THEIR INFLUENCE 
IN THE THIRD WORLD 
2.3.1. A presentation of NGOs 
The term Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) first appeared in 
1945 along with the creation of the United Nations (UN). Until then, 
most organisations which later would go under this title, had been 
labelling themselves as international institutions, international unions, 
or simply international organisations. However, due to the need for 
clarifying the relation between the UN and private organisations, 
along with the need for a differentiation between intergovernmental 
specialised agencies and international private organisations with 
respects to participation rights in the UN charter, a new terminology 
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was introduced, and “Non-Governmental Organisations” came into 
currency. (Web 17: summary) 
The term covers over such a large range of types of organisations and 
structural bodies that still today, no clear and single definition of the 
term NGO exists. Despite the lack of a generally accepted definition, 
NGOs are recognised through four characteristics funded on the 
conditions of recognition by the United Nations. First of all, as the 
name indicates, an NGO must be independent from any direct 
governmental control. Then, “An NGO will not be constituted as a 
political party; it will be non-profit-making and it will not be a 
criminal group, in particular it will be non-violent.” (Web 17: 
introduction). A possible and summarising definition of NGOs could 
then be Professor Peter Willett’s: “an NGO is defined as an 
independent voluntary association of people acting together on a 
continuous basis, for some common purpose, other than achieving 
government office, making money or illegal activities.” (Web 17: 
introduction). Another possible definition could be the UN’s 
description of such NGOs:  
 
“the United Nations now describe a Non-Governmental Organisation 
as a “not-for-profit, voluntary citizen’s group, which is organised on a 
local, national, or international level to address issues in support of the 
public good. Task oriented and made up of people with common 
interests, NGOs perform a variety of services and humanitarian 
functions, bring citizens’ concerns to governments, monitor policy 
and programme implementation, and encourage participation of Civil 
Society stakeholders at the community level.”  (Web 14:para. 1) 
 
In terms of types of organisations, society is often considered to be 
divided into three sectors: the government sector, for profit/private 
business sector, and the NGO/third sector (Peace Corps, 2003). In 
order for society to function as well as possible, these three sectors 
must cooperate with one another. The role of the NGO/third sector 
here is then to “[provide] services that the business and government 
sectors are unwilling or unable to provide, and (…) provide a venue 
for citizens to come together and be heard on issues that they feel are 
important.” (Web 12: 21). The Commonwealth Foundation  puts great 
emphasis on this role, as it formulates the fourth characteristic of 
NGOs as follows: “[NGOs are] Not self-serving in aims and related 
values. The aims of NGOs are to improve the circumstances and 
prospects of people and to act on concerns and issues detrimental to 
the well-being, circumstances, or prospects of people or society as a 
whole.”  (Web 1:19). 
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In this sense, it can be said that NGOs mostly operate within civil 
society, which they seek to strengthen and improve. Indeed, “Beyond 
providing services, a second and perhaps more important function of 
NGOs is as a facilitator of citizens’ participation in their societies. 
(…) NGOs contribute to a civil society by providing a means for 
expressing and actively addressing the varied and complex needs of 
society.” (Web 12: 21). 
All in all, NGOs are independent, voluntary, non-profit organisations 
which seek to improve life in society often through the strengthening 
of civil society, something done for example through cooperation with 
other sectors of society, and in other cases through the creation of - or 
participation in - social movements. 
As David Cope mentions, the task and mission of NGOs is hereby not 
merely to criticise and raise awareness around a specific issue or 
failure by the government, it is also to help, respond and participate in 
solving these issues:  
“NGOs are sometimes inclined to criticize government whatever it 
does. (…) There is a body of thought among some NGOs which sees 
such “permanent criticism” as the essence of NGO activity. Theirs is 
to point to the problems, not to attempt to identify, let alone help to 
bring about, the solutions. This perspective seems, however, to be in 
decline, and the future of NGOs as research agencies and pressure 
groups seems to be assured.” (Banister & Button, 2003:145) 
NGOs exist in many different forms and work in various ways. One of 
the distinguishing features between NGOs is whether they are an 
international organisation or a local/national one. As the present paper 
investigates the West’s relations to the Third World in terms of 
developmental work, the focus will now be turned towards Western 
NGOs’ work, aims and methods in the Third World. 
International NGOs working in the Third World 
Since the creation of the term and in particular during the past few 
decades, the number of NGOs has sky-rocketed on a global plan. This 
is not only the case for local/national NGOs, but also for international 
NGOs, which seem to be following the trend of an increasingly 
globalised world in which international treaties and associations come 
to be of more and more importance and influence (Held & McGrew, 
2007:27). To give a number, in 2001, there were around forty 
thousand internationally operating NGOs (these do not include 
national NGOs, of which there can be several hundred thousand in a 
single country), and this number does not cease to grow (Web 14). 
This gives NGOs a highly influential position when it comes to actual 
development of/in the Third World: “increasingly, NGOs are 
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recognized as important players in the formulation, design and 
application of development strategies.”(Web 12: 18).  
Their elevated number is not the only aspect leading to their important 
position. Since one of the aims of NGOs is to cover the government’s 
weaknesses or failures, and since governments in Third World 
countries have few resources to cover more than the absolute 
necessary, international NGOs become the promoters of change. They 
often work in areas which cannot be reached by the government often 
due to a lack of resources, but do not satisfy themselves with covering 
people’s basic needs (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002: 24). As 
mentioned previously, they seek to improve life in a sustainable and 
transforming way towards what is regarded as public good.  
In addition, since NGOs “contribute to a civil society by providing a 
means for expressing and actively addressing the varied and complex 
needs of society.” (Web 12: 21) and hereby as a goal must, to a certain 
extent, represent and be or give a voice to the ignored and voiceless in 
society, international NGOs detain an important position in the sense 
that they should have the capacity to be the bridge between North and 
South, between the West and the Third World: “NGOs work at the 
“community-level,” thus affecting social change where others cannot; 
NGOs can represent and catalyse “civil society,” an element many 
consider critical for sustainability and democratisation; and NGOs are 
simply more “efficient” than other partners”. 
 They should have the relevant and necessary information obtained in 
the work and cooperation with national NGOs, governments and 
locals, and act upon as well as influence other authority figures in the 
West to answer the needs of the Third World in the best possible way 
(including acting on the premises of the Third World countries and the 
peoples whom the West tries to help): “NGOs are […]the source and 
centre of social justice to the marginalised members of society in 
developing countries or failed states. NGOs are often left as the only 
ones that defend or promote the economic needs and requirements for 
developing states, often bringing cases to the International Monetary 
Fund, World Trade Organisation and World Bank.” (Web 14: para. 5).  
After a thorough international research, the Commonwealth 
Foundation could formulate as its new goal for its NGOs the 
following society to work towards:  
 
 “A good society should be characterised by: 
 - A strong state and a strong civil society 
 - A deepened and more participatory democracy and 
 democratic culture 
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 - An enlarged role for citizens in both democracy and 
  development and stronger connections between them 
            and their government.” (Web 1: 8)  
 
In order to provide the peoples, which NGOs try to help with the help 
they ask for themselves, namely a good society as described above, 
international NGOs must then work towards strengthening civil 
society, promoting democracy and increasing public participation in 
important decision-making. Indeed: “If the poor and the vulnerable 
are to be at the centre of development the process must be 
participatory, in which they have a voice… Good governance requires 
inclusive and participatory processes.” (8). In their work, the most 
important role for international NGOs then becomes to strengthen the 
“fabric of civil-societies in still-fragile, emerging democracies” (Web 
12: 25), hereby becoming essential partners for governments, the 
private sector, and development organisations in meeting people’s 
needs and shaping the country’s future. NGOs are “an expression of 
people’s belief that through their own initiative, they can better fulfil 
their potential by working together, and in so doing reduce the 
opportunity gap between the advantaged and disadvantaged in 
society.” (25) 
In this sense, NGOs detain a critical role in the development of a 
country. However, the international NGOs’ role as representatives of 
civil society and the peoples of these Third World countries, as well 
as their role as providers of good to these countries has been and still 
is often criticised as “many international experts estimate that much of 
the work done by NGOs is not harmonised or tailor-made to the 
countries’ preferences and peculiarities, causing the quality of aid to 
suffer.” (Web 17: para. 7) 
As it has been argued above one of the central domains in 
development is education. Here, this dilemma is clearly a heated topic 
of discussion due to its influential ability. 
 
2.3.2. NGOs in the Educational Sector 
As mentioned previously, most NGOs work in areas that the 
government for various reasons cannot or will not access (in the case 
of education, these areas are often geographical). In this regard, since 
NGOs provide education in areas where it would otherwise be 
impossible, this could be seen as a great service to the country. 
However, from the government’s side, a sustained tension exists first 
and foremost over the legitimacy of NGO interventions (Miller-
Grandvaux et al., 2002: 7).    
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According to Miller-Grandvaux et al., this tension has its roots in the 
methods used for this endeavour. Indeed, as explained earlier, most 
NGOs would often not limit themselves to for instance the education 
of children when working in a specific community. Their work would 
most likely go beyond school education to adult training or other 
forms of development of the civil society in the specific community: 
“Most educational systems run from the central MOE , through 
regional and district offices, to the school, but do not extend to the 
community beyond the school. Consequently, NGOs are almost 
always encouraged to engage in social mobilisation or “sensitisation” 
programs, an activity usually beyond the current scope of government 
responsibility” (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002:8). Miller-Grandvaux 
et al. present NGOs’ methods when it comes to developmental work 
within the educational sector as follows. NGOs have three central 
ways of working with and within a community. These can be 
separated as well as intensely interconnected. First of all, their mission 
can be to provide resources (disaster relief, salaries, etc.): “In all 
cases, NGOs bring their skills and experience into communities, 
shaping experiences of change in ways that can provide models for 
future community activities.” (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002:9). 
Furthermore, they work through mobilisation and sensitisation in 
order to activate and encourage community participation: “More 
participatory approaches, which include facilitating community 
discussions and negotiations to decide what their problems are, how 
they might be solved, and how to implement those solutions, are being 
used by NGOs, in part because they better support the double goal of 
most NGOs—improving education and strengthening civil society” 
(Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002:9). Finally, a mission which is often 
heard in these circumstances goes under the term capacity building: 
“NGOs also assist in creating or training school committees and/or 
parent-teacher associations (PTAs), organisations through which 
communities can gain control of their own schools” (Miller-
Grandvaux et al., 2002:9). In this sense, by their presence itself, 
NGOs will and do make an impact and have an influence on their 
surroundings. The question then is “no longer whether NGOs should 
play a role in the education sector, but how NGOs are most likely to 
fulfil their promise to improve the quality, equity, accountability, and 
pertinence of education in African countries ” (Miller-Grandvaux et 
al., 2002:3)  
The answer found by international NGOs to this “how” mirrors the 
principles of child-centred pedagogy outlined above. It is namely that 
NGOs seek to influence national education policy or the national 
education policy process by – once again – strengthening civil society 
and democracy in order to make the individual participate more in 
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decision processes affecting his own life (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 
2002:65). The NGOs approach highlights the role of the individual as 
an active participant in his/her own education and development and 
thus reminds of the earlier mentioned active  involvement within the 
learning process. 
 As Miller-Grandvaux et al. formulate it, this is where part of the 
government - international NGOs tension commences: “Is it a 
problem that international NGOs have taken the lead on education 
policy change? Many government authorities claim that it is, as it 
appears that “outside forces” are trying to shape priorities in the 
education sector” (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002:24). According to 
the extensive survey underlying the quoted text, for Third World 
Countries, international NGOs, besides bringing needed help in 
certain situations, also represent change. A change which is not 
always simply welcome by everyone in developing countries.  
For governments, the question resides in who is entitled to decide and 
have the greatest influence on a given country’s future (Miller-
Grandvaux et al., 2002:24). Indeed, if the state is considered as having 
failed in a specific area or domain, NGOs see it as their duty to 
intervene and try to make up for the government’s lacks (Miller-
Grandvaux et al., 2002:9). However, as seen above, most NGOs do 
not limit themselves to this, but also work on developing the entire 
community and transforming decision-making and policy processes. 
Processes which, when/if implemented, might lead to changes in the 
entire country, changes which cannot be controlled by the 
government.    
This question of control also represents part of the issue. If 
international NGOs are the forces behind (education) policy change, 
one must consider who originally decides these changes and the 
procedures to be undertaken. Do these transformations happen on the 
premises of locals and their wishes and needs, or are these led by 
demands from foreign authoritative figures, donors or consultants 
unfamiliar to the countries and conditions, which they seek to 
improve? “(…) much education reform is not successful because it is 
set by consultants hired by donors and the top officials in education 
and finance ministries without engaging the public.” (Miller-
Grandvaux et al., 2002:27), “The question posed by all is: to what 
extent do these processes truly engage the public in policy 
deliberations? Are the different mechanisms put in place really 
communicating the preferences of community members, and civil 
society to decision makers? Or are these positions really those of the 
NGOs that are sponsoring efforts to create this process?” (Miller-
Grandvaux et al., 2002:28). To give an example, in the light of these 
thoughts, a quote such as the above: “[…] how NGOs are most likely 
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to fulfil their promise to improve the quality, equity, accountability, 
and pertinence of education in African countries.” (Miller-Grandvaux 
et al., 2002:3) receives a different significance as one might consider 
who is to decide what level and form of “quality, equity, 
accountability and pertinence” should be strived for and acquired. In 
other words, one might consider who makes the decisions and 
judgements on what is to be defined as “public good” and the best in 
and for these countries. These seem to be the worries of governments 
and citizens in development countries, and these are not ungrounded: 
“Local stakeholders have not engaged in policy change efforts, and in 
most cases were unaware of policy change strategies implemented on 
their behalf, particularly at national levels. This lack of involvement is 
problematic as they are supposed to be the beneficiaries of policy 
change” (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002:64). 
In order to prevent risks linked to this, there is a tendency amongst 
international NGOs to increase cooperation with national and local 
NGOs with the aim of emphasising local knowledge and participatory 
development. (Web 12: 18). There is a renewed focus on the local and 
the importance of partnerships and dialogue in between international 
NGOs, local NGOs, citizens and governments. The question now 
remains of whether such procedures are sufficient to prevent any form 
of new “imperialism” or renewed dependency of the Third World to 
the West. Do they “tend[…] to colonise and destroy the imaginary of 
others” (Tucker 1999:7-8) and thus bring with them the risk of 
holding characteristics of the ‘colonialist move’? The question 
remains unresolved whether there is more that needs to be done: 
“NGOs and other observers remain perplexed by the fact that little 
progress has been made on “true” participation or empowerment, 
suspecting that they may have created a certain dependent relationship 
with these actors” (Miller-Grandvaux et al., 2002: 71).  
In order to answer this question, the detailed investigation of existing 
texts representing the fundament on which all developmental work is 
built, along with a further look into the actual work and perspectives 
of an NGO is needed. As already mentioned the analysis of three 
specific and relevant texts should provide an answer to the above 
raised doubts and arguments. The analysis should exemplify how the 
theory is linked to practical experience. But before having a closer 
look at these texts, a few words about the formal guidelines 
underlying the work of NGOs are necessary in order to grasp in what 
way IBIS’ work is determined. 
The following section will give an overview of these guidelines 
including the United Nation’s document ‘Education For All’ and the 
UN 2015 goals. Both are of significance in this respect as they 
function as a guideline for NGOs in the realm of educational 
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development.  As the focus will lie on a Danish NGO the role of the 
Danish International Development Agency and its principles will be 
touched upon. Linked to Danida is the organisation ‘Project Advice 
and Training Centre’ – PATC (Projektrådgivningen). Taken together 
these documents and agencies define and influence the work of IBIS 
and thus will be shortly portrayed in the following section.  
Moving from the overall basic principles established by the UN in 
favour of a  more narrowed down focus on the specific relevant 
Danish developmet policies is the purpose of the following section. 
Within all documents the term child-centred education is not literally 
advocated. Nonetheless, certain particular principles are valued that 
are inevitably part of the concept of child-centred education and thus 
it is assumed that these institutions promote this form of pedagogy. 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4. FROM UN’S OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS TO 
IBIS’ DEVELOPMENTAL WORK 
The United Nations’ document ‘Education for All’ was presented at 
the 1990 world conference in Jomtien, Thailand. The document 
addresses the need to ensure basic education in the least developed 
countries and presents a framework for action to meet these needs.  
The importance of primary education and necessary involvement on 
the part of the United Nations has been reaffirmed and carried on in 
the United Nations’ 2015 goals, in which Universal Primary 
Education is goal number two. 
The United Nations’ 2015 goals are the basic goals on which the 
member states base their development politics. The Danish ministry of 
Foreign Affairs has a subsidiary organisation, Danida (Danish 
International Development Agency), which handles the Danish 
development aid. Naturally, Danida also build their policies on the 
UN’s commitment to secure universal primary education for all, using 
them as a point of orientation. Danida’s official principles of 
development work are outlined in the strategy for Denmark’s 
development cooperation, “Freedom from Poverty – Freedom to 
Change”.  
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Most of Danida’s development aid is channeled directly to partner 
countries. Around 10 percent of the funds is channeled to partner 
countries via Danish civil society organisations, such as NGO’s.  
One of the main documents outlining Danida’s work with Danish 
NGO’s is the ‘Strategy for Danish support to the civil society in 
development countries - the Civil Society Strategy’ (Strategi for dansk 
støtte til civilsamfundet i udviklingslandene: 
Civilsamfundsstrategien). This document makes up the official over-
all framework, goals and principles of the part of Danish development 
funds that are channeled via NGO’s. The strategy has four main points 
that must be reflected in the NGO’s work: The first is that the work 
must tackle the issue of poverty; therefore, activities can only occur in 
countries that are below the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ official 
poverty line. The second point is that projects must aim at 
strengthening a democratic civil society, meaning that local NGO’s, 
CBO’s (Community-based Organisations), workers’ unions, and 
networks are to be very much included in the development projects, 
thereby always ensuring that the civil society in question remains the 
center of rotation. The third major point in the Civil Society Strategy 
is that projects can only be supported if their focus is on development 
and not emergency aid. Development is a means of creating a future 
independent of development aid. Emergency aid is handled through 
other channels. The fourth and very significant point is that each of 
the Danish relief organisations must work directly with a partner 
organisation in the developing country in question. This partner 
organisation must be part of the civil society, as elaborated in the 
second point. The funds will be given to the Danish relief 
organisation, but the daily responsibility of the development work 
must be managed by the local partnership organisation. 
In channeling the money from Danida to Danish NGO’s under the 
principles of the Civil Society Strategy, the organisation called 
‘Project Advice and Training Centre’ – PATC (Projektrådgivningen), 
is involved. The PATC is a union of 250 relief organisations, and it 
works under the guidelines of the Civic Society Strategy. The PATC 
are given the responsibility of administrating development funds from 
Danida –the so-called ‘Project Pool’ (Projektpuljen). All members of 
the PATC can apply for money from the Project Pool if they wish to 
receive financial support for their respective projects. However, only 
large organisations with great experience in development work are 
aligible for grants exceeding 5 million kr.  
The PATC also offers guidance and seminars, and support for the 
member organisations’ information campaigns and lobbyism. 
The NGO IBIS, which will be in the centre of attention in this project, 
is a member of the PATC and therefore has to base development work 
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supported by the PATC on the principles of Civil Society Strategy –
the four major points in particular.  
Having laid this background of methodologies, theories and 
guidelines that all constitute a part in educational development, the 
focus will now be turned towards the Danish NGO IBIS and its work. 
After a short presentation of IBIS, the discourse analysis will 
complete this part, which is intended to investigate the interface of 
theory and practical experience.  
The three texts relevant in this regard - the UN text ‘Education For 
All’ (1990), the IBIS draft concept paper ‘The Qualitative Imperative: 
Promoting and Advocating for the Right to Quality Education’ (2008), 
and the interview conducted with a member of IBIS (2012) - can be 
found in the appendix and should be pointed to here, as the acquisition 
of their content is necessary for the further understanding of this 
section. 
 
2.5. A PRESENTATION OF IBIS 
As mentioned above, to illustrate how UN development guidelines 
and requirements existing on the Danish national level are 
incorporated in a specific case, the Danish NGO IBIS will serve as a 
tangible example. Thus, to provide the reader with a more complete 
picture of IBIS the following will present the organisation, its aims 
and methods of working. As the discourse analysis restricts itself to 
the investigation of the construction of the four concepts, a separate 
look at IBIS can contribute to a better understanding of the overall 
educational developmental work. The concepts, however, will be 
further explained later on. 
 
“IBIS is a Danish member-based development organisation working 
at the global, national and local levels to create equal access to 
education, influence and resources for the poor and the marginalised 
people in Africa and Latin America” (Web 4) 
 
The organisation works within two main fields, namely Governance 
and Education. 
 
“Within the governance areas we seek to empower the impoverished 
to be representing themselves. Within the area of  Education we seek 
to empower poor and marginalised  adults  and children and their 
organisations to promote, claim and achieve their individual and 
collective rights to relevant  quality education“ (Web 4). 
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 To achieve their goals of equal access to education, influence and 
resources for the poor and marginalised people in Africa and Latin 
America, IBIS carries out programs that cooperate with popular civil 
society organisations and local national authorities. Today, IBIS is 
engaged in around 200 development projects. 
Since this project has education as its main focus, the following 
presentation will be delimited to the description of IBIS’ educational 
programs, which simultaneously represents the main area of IBIS' 
work. 
IBIS’ engagement comprises of work within both the formal and non-
formal sector of education.  The formal sector includes the state 
implementation of primary education and the following courses until 
the university. Programmes within the  non-formal sector deal with 
educative activities that are out of the formal educative process, which 
for example includes permanent education, education for adults, adult 
literacy, or professional formation. 
The educational programs IBIS works with are not focused only on 
providing resources. As described by the IBIS co-ordinator 
interviewed for the project, “education is not only about books and 
chairs is about building the values, building the attitudes, building the 
skills, building the abilities to become an active citizens as part of the 
education” (IBIS 2012). IBIS advocates Quality Education, which 
goes beyond the provision of learning material, and is according to the 
organisation a long-term process. 
According to the interviewed co-ordinator, IBIS has two distinct 
qualities: its flexibility and the organisation’s participatory nature. 
The former is characterised by its ability to alter certain strategies 
rather quickly and adapt them to changed or different contexts. While 
the overall aim of Quality Education remains the same in all projects 
and countries, its way of implementation may differ as local 
circumstances and possible changes are taken into account. 
The latter aspect, participation, is described as engaging staff, local 
partners, and global groups into the working processes. 
IBIS’ way of working is characterised by cooperation and 
partnerships within the respective country, as described by the 
interviewee. 
There is a country manager, who is an expatriate, and additionally two 
or three experts more in each project. The rest of the people involved 
in the programs are local civil and social partners, i.e.  local NGOs, 
local networks, teacher associations or the local government. 
Before the actual program is carried out, there is a so-called inception 
phase, which usually lasts one and a half years. 
The experts do the base line study to collect information about the 
political situation, power relationships, stakeholders within education 
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and their current way of working. In that phase IBIS identifies 
possible cooperation partners. Through a discussion round a common 
ground is established, based on shared visions and values, which 
provide the basis for cooperation between IBIS and its partner(s) in 
the future. 
IBIS’ manner of working is described by the interviewee as 
progressive: “seeing what is the practice right now: what are you 
doing yourself and analysing what you are doing and what is 
happening and what could you do differently”(IBIS 2012). 
An educational program lasts at least for around five years, as the 
achievement of Quality Education is perceived as a long-term process. 
The results achieved through such education programs are assessed, in 
order to refine future projects. 
As IBIS acknowledges, the organisation has to improve the evaluation 
phase “IBIS needs to become better in improving, in evaluating also, 
what the learners get out of it.”   
 
2.6. DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
2.6.1. INTRODUCTION 
To illustrate the discourse of development, a discourse analysis of 
three relevant texts is included. As the focus of this project is on 
education, which thereby serves as an exemplification of one domain 
within development, the analysis comprises the UN document 
‘Education for All’, IBIS' paper ‘The Qualitative Imperative: 
Promoting and Advocating for the Right to Quality Education’, and 
the conducted interview with a co-ordinator from IBIS.  
The main objective of the discourse analysis is to uncover the 
discursive construction of four concepts that are relevant to the 
project: Development, Education, Learning and Child.  
 
The first text is a document formulated by the United Nations. The 
UN represent the highest level of international development work. 
Consequently, their concept papers ‘Education for All’ and 
concomitantly the ‘Framework for Action to Meet Basic Learning 
Needs’ (1990) can be seen as an umbrella under which fundamental 
and commonly accepted perceptions of developmental work are 
established.  
The second text is constituted by the official IBIS document ‘The 
Quality Imperative: Promoting and Advocating for the Right to 
Quality Education’ (2008). This document stresses the importance of 
education within developmental work and defines IBIS’ 
understanding of qualitative education as a means to achieve 
successful and sustainable development. Additionally IBIS’ specific 
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strategies and ways of achieving their goals within educational 
development are outlined.  
Text three is an interview which has been conducted with a co-
ordinator from IBIS. Being an active member of IBIS, she provides an 
impression of the current work, perceptions, but also struggles IBIS 
has to deal with. The work of IBIS is to some extend determined by 
the guidelines ultimately stemming from the United Nation. A 
Discourse Analysis of IBIS’ understanding of the four concepts will 
therefore serve to uncover the possible dissemination of the United 
Nations’ understanding. 
Before the actual discourse analysis will be conducted, it is necessary 
to provide definitions of the four concepts used, in order to clarify 
how they are understood and worked with in this context.   
 
2.6.2. CENTRAL CONCEPTS OF THE ANALYSIS 
The main objective of the discourse analysis is to uncover the 
discursive construction of four concepts that are relevant to the 
project: Development, Education, Learning and Child. The distinction 
into the four separate concepts within the discourse analysis 
predominantly functions to provide a clarified and more tangible 
understanding of the general ‘development discourse’. As education 
serves as an exemplification of actual development, it seems natural to 
analyse how the secondary concepts of education and learning, and 
also the child as the subject of the two, are understood and constructed 
within the different texts. Jointly, the last three concepts make up and 
contribute to the overall concept of development. A seperated and 
distinct anlysis of each seeks to provide a more nuanced illustration of 
possible relations to the discourse of development. 
As the discourse analysis sets out to examine the discursive 
construction of the concepts of development, education, learning, and 
child, it seems prudent to clarify these concepts beforehand. However, 
it should be noted that these concepts do not represent fixed and 
bounded categories, as their meanings can overlap or be 
interdependent, which will become obvious in the analysis itself. The 
clarification merely serves as a point of orientation, so that the 
structure of the analysis may become more lucid to the reader. 
 
2.6.2.1. Development 
Development, rather than denoting a concrete entity or meaning, 
refers to the relationship between First and Third world, and 
according to Escobar and Tucker the concept inevitably implies an 
unequal distribution of power. 
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On a general level, development refers to processes of growth or 
advancement, and thus implies the change into a state that is 
considered preferable compared to the starting point. 
 The terms “developed” and “underdeveloped” are thus relational 
concepts. Development is seen as progress and advancement towards 
modernity (see Ferguson page?/title), whereby the West serves as the 
defining standard and point of reference, leading to the classification 
of superior and inferior (see Tucker and Escobar page/title?). 
Although the economic paradigm is rather dominant within 
development, it can also refer to processes and change in terms of 
culture and society. 
 
2.6.2.2. Education 
Generally speaking, the term education can be understood in two 
ways. Firstly, it denotes the process by which a society deliberately 
transmits its accumulated knowledge, skills, customs and values. 
Secondly, it refers to the actual outcome of education and implies the 
offered content to people for example by schools, family, or other 
institutions, and the thereby acquired result; the education of a person 
(Patterson and Kach, 2012). 
Education is about any experience that has a formative effect on the 
way one thinks, feels, or acts. In its narrow, technical sense, education 
is the process by which society transmits knowledge, skills, habits etc. 
from one generation to another. The right to education has been 
manifested and recognised by many jurisdictions: Since 1952, Article 
2 of the first Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights 
obliges all signatory parties to guarantee the right to education. 
 
2.6.2.3. Learning 
While education is located more on a structural, institutional level, 
learning takes place on a personal level and therefore presupposes a 
subject who learns. Education invokes the notion of teaching and 
learning. However, teaching here should be understood more in terms 
of experience and methods that could imply “teaching” in a school-
like environment, or any other “input” more generally speaking. 
Learning on the other hand is often defined as a change in behavior 
(Birkenholz, 1999). This could imply a change in the manner of doing 
things, attitudes, values, knowledge, skills, ideas, and the like.  
 
2.6.2.4. Child 
The concept of child here refers to the addressee of education and 
learning, the subject, so to speak. Though the goals implemented 
within the documents include the broader aim of providing access to 
education for all, it is significantly the provision of basic education to 
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children that forms the core. The concept child thus refers to the 
learner, who is affected by the policies and programs. In this sense, 
the word ‘learner’ sometimes not only includes children but also the 
young population and adults since they are involved in the educational 
programs as well. 
After a short introduction of the three texts consulted for the discourse 
analysis and the clarification of the meaning of the four relevant 
concepts, it is now possible to move on to the actual discourse 
analysis. 
 
 
2.6.3. DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF ‘EDUCATION 
FOR ALL’, 1990 (UNITED NATIONS) 
The following discourse analysis of the United Nations’ document 
‘Education for All’ seeks to uncover the discursive construction of the  
before outlined concepts: child, learning, education, and development.  
'Education for All' (EfA) is an initiative lead by UNESCO that aims at 
achieving access to quality basic education for children and adults 
before 2015.  It was launched in 1990 in Thailand, and was reaffirmed 
10 years later. Six mains goals have been outlined, which have been 
signed by 164 governments in Dakar in 2000. Their focus is the world 
wide expansion of free quality basic education, and eliminating 
gender inequalities and discrimination. While UNESCO has been 
assigned the role of the coordinator, partners involved in EfA include, 
among others, governments, development agencies, civil society, non-
government organisations and the media (Web 15). 
As EfA is a global movement, the discourse within the document be 
said to represent a “high” level within development aid. 
 
Development 
Within this document, development is significantly constructed as 
defining the relationship between First and Third World, with the 
former being ascribed a more valuable status. Thus, development as 
discursively presented here implies a hierarchical world order. For 
example, when the document refers to the countries that are in need of 
development, the term “least developed countries” is used several 
times throughout the document. The term can easily be said to create a 
hierarchy of ‘least’ developed and ‘most’ developed countries, even if 
this dichotomy is not clearly mentioned, since ‘least’ is a relative term 
that must be weighed against something else. The concept of  
industrialisation is constructed as intrinsically linked to the definition 
of ‘developed’ countries, for example when saying “[…] all countries, 
industrialised and developing”. The same gap between  ‘developed’ 
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countries and ‘developing’ countries is, arguably, also emphasised in 
the following piece of text where it is acknowledged that “ […] 
traditional knowledge and indigenous cultural heritage have a value 
and validity in their own right and a capacity to both define and 
promote development” (EfA 1990:2). When choosing to say 
‘traditional knowledge’, an opposition is constructed between new 
contemporary knowledge and ‘traditional’ knowledge, which arguably 
may connote outdatedness and even backwardness. Thereby, the 
hierarchically higher position of the more ‘developed’ countries is 
reaffirmed by insinuating that they are in possession of knowledge 
that is not ‘traditional’ and therefore more contemporary and modern. 
Much the same discursive construction is visible when stating that “ 
[…] the realisation of an enormous potential for human progress and 
empowerment is contingent upon whether people can be enabled to 
acquire the education and the start needed to tap into the ever-
expanding pool of relevant knowledge and the new means for sharing 
this knowledge” (EfA 1990:4). The choice to make an intrinsic 
connection between human progress and gaining access to the “pool 
of relevant knowledge” arguably displays a hierarchical discrepancy 
between ‘contemporary’ knowledge (relevant and key to progress and 
development), and the pre-existing knowledge (irrelevant and not 
facilitating any sort of progress or development). 
 
Education 
Taking the Human Rights as a point of departure, education is 
described as a right that must therefore be acknowledged all around 
the world, as is depicted in the following statement: “[…] education is 
a fundamental right for all people, women and men, of all ages, 
throughout our world” (EfA 1990: 2). The importance of education in 
general is stressed throughout the document, for example when saying 
“ […] education must be seen as a fundamental dimension of any 
social, cultural, and economic design” (EfA 1990: 8). 
 
Education as part of development is described as serving four main 
purposes. The first and second purposes constitute meeting the ‘basic 
learning needs’ and the advantageous result of those needs being met. 
These two purposes will be addressed in the section on ‘Learning’. 
The third purpose of education is that it is believed to help individuals 
and society to find their identity and worth since education facilitates 
a “transmission and enrichment of common cultural and moral 
values” (EfA 1990: 3). The last purpose is that basic education is “ 
[…] the foundation for lifelong learning and human development on 
which countries may build, systematically, further levels and types of 
education and training” (EfA 1990: 3). 
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Overall, education is described as the key to development; as a means 
that “[…] can help ensure a safer, healthier, more prosperous and 
environmentally sound world, while simultaneously contributing to 
social, economic, and cultural progress, tolerance, and international 
cooperation”. These manifold advantages of education are reasserted 
throughout the document, for example by naming education “[…]  an 
indispensable key to, though not a sufficient condition for, personal 
and social improvement”(EfA 1990: 2), or when describing education 
as the prerequisite for “ […] the realisation of an enormous potential 
for human progress and empowerment” (EfA 1990:4). Lastly, ‘sound 
basic education’ is also portrayed as fundamental to self-reliant 
development (EfA 1990: 2-3). 
 
Learning 
Learning is undoubtedly constructed as a human need, by the 
continuous use of the term ‘basic learning needs’. Covering these 
‘basic learning needs’, both in terms of essential learning tools 
(literacy, oral expression, numeracy and problem solving) and basic 
learning content (such as knowledge, skills , values and attitudes) is 
described as key in order for people to “be able to survive, to develop 
their full capacities, to live and work in dignity, to participate fully in 
development, to improve the quality of their lives, to make informed 
decisions, and to continue learning” (EfA 1990: 3) Thus, learning is 
describes as fundamental aspect of human well-being and as offering 
great opportunities for improvement on virtually all levels of everyday 
life. Moreover, in addition to constructing learning as beneficial to the 
individual's life quality, the description “be able to survive” even 
defines the concept as an essential need in life; i.e. learning is 
existential. 
Furthermore, the satisfaction of the ‘basic learning needs’   
 
“empowers individuals in any society and confers upon them a 
responsibility to respect and build upon their collective cultural, 
linguistic and spiritual heritage, to  promote the education of 
others, to further the cause of social justice, to achieve environmental 
protection, to be tolerant towards  social, political and religious 
systems which differ from their own, ensuring that commonly 
accepted humanistic values and human rights are upheld, and to work 
for international peace and solidarity in an interdependent world.” 
(EfA  1990: 3). 
 
‘Learning’ is thereby constructed as a universal source of social 
empowerment that is applicable in, apparently, any context. In the 
former quote it is also made use of aspects from a humanitarian 
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discourse to construct the concept. It is referred to “an interdependent 
world” in which learning is defined as furthering humanitarian values 
like tolerance, solidarity and social justice, and international peace. 
Also, it is acknowledged that “meeting basic learning needs 
constitutes a common and universal human responsibility. It requires 
international solidarity and equitable and fair economic relations in 
order to redress existing economic disparities” (EfA 1990:8). 
 The document also advocates that the strict focus upon ‘enrolment, 
continued participation in organised programmes and completion of 
certification requirements’ shift to a focus on actual learning 
acquisition and outcome, since only successful learning - the 
incorporation of useful knowledge, reasoning ability, skills, and 
values - will translate into meaningful development (EfA 1990:5).  
Thus, not every form of learning is considered appropriate. If learning 
is to enhance development (meaningful development), it has to 
include the aforementioned attributes.  
It is, however, acknowledged that “the scope of basic learning needs 
and how they should be met varies with individual countries and 
cultures, and inevitably, changes with the passage of time” (EfA 
1990:3) 
 
 
Child 
This document addresses not only the education of children, but also 
the education of youths and adults. It is, however, stated that learning 
begins at birth, and that early childhood care and initial education can 
be “provided through arrangements involving families, communities, 
or institutional programmes, as appropriate” (EfA 1990: 5-6). 
Obviously, only very small children are being referred to in this 
statement, since it continues saying that “the main delivery system for 
the basic education of children outside the family is primary 
schooling” (EfA 1990: 6). The limited access to primary schooling is 
where the problems arise, and it is stated that “more than 100 million 
children, including at least 60 million girls, have no access to primary 
schooling” (EfA 1990: 1). The choice of the words ‘have no access’ 
arguably connotes to these children having been cut off from the 
educational system and as not being of any fault of this having 
happened.  It may even be said that it connotes to them actually 
having a certain innate drive toward learning and education, since it is 
portrayed as if they have been cut off. 
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2.6.4. DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF ‘THE QUALITY 
IMPERATIVE: PROMOTING AND ADVOCATING 
FOR THE RIGHT TO QUALITY EDUCATION’, 2008 
(IBIS) 
The next part represents the analysis of the discursive construction of 
the four concepts within a document by IBIS from 2008; i.e. 'Quality 
Imperative: Promoting and Advocating for the Right to Quality 
Education'. The Quality Imperative outlines IBIS understanding of 
Quality Education and forms the backdrop for the organisation's 
strategy ('Education for Change') and specific programs. The 
document makes reference to the goals of EfA, which they describe as  
political tools of commitment, whereas Human Rights form the 
legally binding instruments (IBIS 2008); EfA and Human Rights 
taken together form the framework for the organisation’s Quality 
Imperative.  
 
Development 
IBIS refers to an “education gap between developed and 
underdeveloped countries”(IBIS 2008:1) and thus makes use of two 
contested categories. The classification of countries into developed 
and underdeveloped ones confirms the picture of a hierarchical world 
order measured against a Western idea of what it means to be 
advanced. The lower positioned or underdeveloped countries are seen 
as being in need of the help of the higher positioned or modern 
developed countries. 
IBIS sees development as a complex phenomenon embracing 
“economic, social, cultural and political process[es] of achieving the 
realisation of the individual and collective Educational rights”(IBIS 
20080:3) and assigns the modern developed countries the task to pass 
on their liberal and democratic values to the underdeveloped countries 
in order to create “active, dialoguing, democratic equal citisens, 
women and men, being able to make their own choices” (IBIS 
2008:5).  From this Western liberal and democratic perspective these 
newly developed active citizens are then perceived as being 
empowered to “gain political influence and social justice”(IBIS 
2008:3), hence being able to “defending their rights, exercising their 
responsibilities, applying the [new] knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes”(IBIS 2008:2). Development is thus linked to active citizens. 
 
Education 
IBIS’ idea of development is clearly linked to the concept of 
education, which finds expression in the term and strategy “Education 
for Change”. Education is presented as the leading and inevitable 
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principle within development and in this connection a process of 
transforming the child or leaner into a citizen equipped with Western 
values takes place. The ideal outcome would be a free, active, and 
self-responsible citizen. “The official aim of the actual education is to 
develop active citizens (citizenship)”(IBIS 2008:1), as the education 
system in many countries would serve as a powerful instrument, 
because it “maintains and reinforces social inequality, injustice and 
oppression and cultural, ethnic and gender exclusion”(IBIS 2008:1). 
Close to IBIS’ heart is the strife for quality education as a further 
elaboration of the general goal of increasing access to education 
defined within the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals. 
“Quality education […] supports the cognitive (intellectual), creative, 
emotional and practical skills development of all learners (women, 
men, girls and boys) through active participation in the learning 
processes”(IBIS 2008:3) in order to realise the underlying idea of 
Education for Change. IBIS’ concept of quality education includes not 
just the right to education, but also “the right in education and the 
right through education”(IBIS 2008: 3). The two latter aspects refer 
on the one hand to the “content, teaching methods, [and] the teaching” 
(IBIS 2008: 3) and on the other hand to “the enabling factors of 
achieving the right to free quality education” (IBIS 2008: 3). This 
multidimensional concept of quality education significantly stresses 
the importance of education as an enabling right, as this supports the 
idea of creating free and active citizens with power and self-esteem. 
The decisive paradigm or thread running through IBIS’ discourse of 
development and education is based on modern Western liberal values 
as the preconditions and enabling tools to create a society composed 
by equal and individual powerful citizens. Although criticising 
education being used as a powerful instrument, IBIS uses the concept 
in a similar way, having a clear type of citizen in mind that should 
result out of the transformation process. 
The importance of individuality and self-esteem is also mirrored in the 
call for child-centered education in order to prevent that “education 
becomes a tool of socialisation to subservience”(IBIS 2008:1). This 
discursive construction declares other methods than child-centered 
education as oppressive. 
 
Learning 
The preference of child-centered pedagogy leads to IBIS’ 
understanding of the concept of learning. In this regard, IBIS makes a 
clear distinction between teaching and learning with a major focus on 
the latter. “What the learner learns” or his/her “active learning 
processes” (IBIS 2008:5) are put as the centre of attention. This 
distinction stems from the dissociation of the opposite pedagogical 
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principle, the teacher-centered education, for this approach is 
perceived as being strongly linked to the reinforcement of inequalities 
and suppression. Whereas the teacher-centered method is seen as 
reproductive, and thereby a passive way of learning, the child-
centered method is regarded as a productive and active way of 
learning. The learner is positioned at the center of attention and 
concomitantly his/her context and characteristics are included and 
considered part of the learning process (“Quality Education is based 
on active learning processes in the single learner (child, youth or 
adult) seen in its social context” IBIS 2008:5). In this regard, practical 
skills should gain more significance within the mainly intellectual 
educational framework. The salient esteem for intellectual skills and 
the disregard of practical skills is seen as leading to the 
marginalisation of many children and adults, because practical skills 
would “constitute an important part of the learning process”(IBIS 
2008:4). 
 
Child 
Within IBIS’ concept paper the child or learner is perceived as being 
equipped with valuable characteristics. The overall aim of 
transformative education, interlinked with the concept of quality 
education, is the creation of independent active citizens. IBIS works 
towards this aim whilst assigning the child or learner certain “rights, 
responsibilities”(IBIS 2008:2), which he/she has to defend. The idea 
of quality education is thus portrayed as a means in order to enable the 
children to actively apply these prior existing characteristics. The 
child or learner is perceived as having “cognitive (intellectual), 
creative, emotional and practical skills”(IBIS 2008:3). These are taken 
into consideration and should find expression “through active 
participation in the learning processes”(IBIS 2008:3).The teaching 
methods that are valued construct the child as someone with his/her 
own rights and responsibilities that should be expressed during the 
educational process by means of active engagement. 
 
 
2.6.5. DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW, 2012 
(CO-ORDINATOR FROM IBIS) 
In addition to the Qualitative Imperative document the conducted 
interview with an IBIS coordinator (2012) gives further 
exemplification of IBIS discursive construction of development, 
education, learning, and child. Due to the interviewee's high position 
within the organisation, and his/her representative role the statements 
will be considered as expressing IBIS' and its principles as such. 
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Development 
Within the interview IBIS constructs development as processes 
directed at independence.  Development is conceived of as a long-
term process, changing the structures of the respective society into a 
self-reliant apparatus. While the analysis of the “Quality Imperative” 
has already outlined the organisation’s construction of development as 
a highly complex phenomenon, the discourse within the interview 
stresses the perceived need for external help in order for the country to 
develop. 
IBIS describes its task as aiding the development of the country, “to 
make countr[ies] strong enough on their own” (IBIS 2012:12). Thus, 
the  verb  “to make”  suggests that an external actor, i.e. IBIS, is 
needed to achieve such independence (“on their own”). The country 
itself, on the other hand, is ascribed a passive role, since it is 
constructed as the receiver of an action; the country is made strong. 
Development, understood as the process of becoming independent is 
therefore conditioned by obtaining help or input from the 
outside. Moreover, by expressing the incentive to make the country 
strong, the country is implicitly characterised as weak and dependent. 
“Country” arguably refers to both the political and structural 
dimension, i.e. the state,  and the people inhabiting the country. IBIS 
believes that there is a need to aid the people in the process of 
becoming citizens by means of their educational programs. Again, the 
way it is constructed underlies the indispensable role of IBIS as 
actively guiding the process: The organisation characterises itself as 
helping “building the values, building the attitudes, building the skills, 
building the abilities to become an active citizens”(IBIS 2012:1). 
Furthermore, the need for external help, though merely referring to 
local NGOs here, can be seen in the following statement: “so they get 
more self-sufficient, in terms of being able to solve their own 
problems, hopefully” (IBIS 2012: 12). Arguably, that suggests that 
without the aid of IBIS, local NGOs  would not be able to cope with 
difficult situations. Development constructed in that way is only 
possible by means of external help.  The word “hopefully” implies the 
wish, and thus not a certain prospect that IBIS’ efforts will have 
enduring effects in the specific context.  “A lot of people have gained 
new competences and capacities”(IBIS 2012 :12) which represents the 
desired effects and furthermore presents a hierarchy in the value of 
knowledge since, apparently, it was only with foreign help that said 
local people gained new skills. This also becomes visible in the 
following two statements: “lets say so you're having a dialogue that in 
every country you need an opposition in order for things to improve” 
and “there is a need to be a critical voice and kind of try to challenge 
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the governments”(IBIS 2012 16). Here, the western idea of 
democracy is represented in the demand for an opposition and 
freedom of speech. “There is a need” mirrors the supposed universal 
value of democracy, and therefore implies the assumption that IBIS  is 
in the position to judge which path the country should take in order to 
develop.   
 
Education 
As explained in the introduction to IBIS, education constitutes one of 
their main working areas. In their understanding, education is the most 
important tool to development. Thus, these two concepts, education 
and development, are intertwined and dependent on one another. 
 According to IBIS, education has a political purpose, namely “to 
change societies”(IBIS 2012:1), which, as mentioned earlier, finds 
expression in their strategy “Education for Change”. By means of 
education, people are “building the values, building the attitudes, 
building the skills, building the abilities to become an active citizens 
as part of the education, then that is very central to make these change 
processes happen” (IBIS 2012:1); “education contributes highly to the 
development of the society”(IBIS 2012:2).   A special feature of 
Quality Education is thus the aim of creating active citizens, which 
goes beyond the transmission of knowledge ( “It is not only about 
books” IBIS 2012:1), and includes “skills development, attitudes 
development, [...] opinion sharing or having opinion”(IBIS 2012:1-2). 
According to IBIS, as already mentioned in the foregoing section, 
mere access to education is not sufficient (“ So it is about education, 
the goal of education first of all, but also on how you do it and what 
you include” IBIS 2012:1). Only Qualitative education can lead to 
active citizens who reflect on their context and thus make society alter 
(“being able to making analysis and critical analysis of the reality you 
live and what it is needed in the society you live in order to make it a 
better place” IBIS 2012: 2).  And according to IBIS, equal access to 
Quality education is a right ( “the link of quality to the right of 
everyone to education and the rights, the non discriminatory aspects 
of education” IBIS 2012:9). To ensure the “right”, i.e. qualitative, 
education, IBIS highlights the importance of the teacher's role, in how 
education is realised:”[the]teacher is very central to quality education 
and the teacher-learner relationship it is very important to quality 
education”(IBIS 2012: 9). Qualitative Education is thus both about 
content and methodology. Child-centred education is equated with 
“child-friendly“ (“they are not doing completely child-friendly, you 
know or child-centred education” IBIS 2012:18), implicitly 
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categorising other methods than learner-centred as working against 
the child.  Besides stressing the political dimension of education in 
terms of changing the society, IBIS also constructs education as a tool 
to the achievement of gains on a personal level, namely to improve 
the lives of the people. In order to assess if IBIS' Qualitative 
Education programs have been successful, guiding questions like 
“how did this education improve their lives?”(IBIS 2012:13) and 
“how does it actually support their lives?”(IBIS 2012:14) are posed. 
 
Learning 
IBIS constructs learning as an active process. The analysis of the 
Quality Imperative should already have made clear that IBIS 
advocates child-centred teaching as an adequate method for the child 
to learn: “in general, it’s about taking the child - putting the child in 
the centre. So it should be learning of that child that is in the centre, 
not the teaching of the teacher” (IBIS 2012:17).  However, though 
IBIS' intentions are arguably directed at serving the child's needs, it is 
nevertheless a view that has its origin in the West. Child-centred 
teaching is considered to be the best way of ensuring a good learning 
of the child, and this judgment is imposed onto those taking part in 
their program.   The statement “so if your child needs, wants to be 
active, should be active” (IBIS 2012: 17) represents the perception 
that it is the child's wish and in the name of his/her needs to actively 
participate in the learning. However, on this way it is spoken on 
behalf of the child, and the auxiliary verb “should” adds a normative 
flavor. 
 
Child 
During the interview, IBIS keeps on stating their developmental aim 
to be focused on the child in education, thus in a broader context to 
explicitly focus on the learner in the educational processes. In 
connection to their aim to make the people active citizens, the 
organisation focuses on supporting the learners to actively engage in 
schooling: “The child should be active in participating in different 
parts of the education, for example through asking questions, or 
through themes, doing an investigation to know more about things, or 
through using the knowledge he or she already has- before coming to 
class” (IBIS 2012:17). Children/ learners should develop a critical 
point of view, think independently and be able to use their background 
knowledge to solve upcoming problems.  The urge to activity also 
becomes visible in the following quote of IBIS: “So if your child 
needs, wants to be active, should be active” (IBIS 2012:17). It again 
stresses the drive to activity and at the same time emphasises child- 
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centred teaching which forms a fundamental aspect of IBIS’ work. In 
regard to the people who receive educational aid, IBIS presents them 
as being thankful for the support: ”Learners and parents and local 
authorities in district and so on and so forth, they are usually always 
very enthusiastic. You know, they are so motivated to learn and to be 
part of projects and put a lot of efforts and resources into those.”(IBIS 
2012:15). 
 
2.6.6. CONCLUSION 
As has been established previously, IBIS’ method of approach is to 
some extent determined by official Danish guidelines that completely 
reflect the objectives of the United Nations. 
By analysing texts from a “high”, arguably global, level (EfA) the 
translation of the UN guidelines into a national, i.e. Danish context, 
and the objectives of a concrete NGO (IBIS), the discourse analysis 
has shown that discursive constructions on the high level (UN) find 
also expression on the low (NGO) level. 
As a result of this ultimate connection between the UN and IBIS, it 
can be argued that the three texts included in the discourse analysis 
form a part of the ‘development discourse’ focused on education; the 
generalised articulation of the need for development and the 
commonly acknowledged approaches to the task.  
Several examples in the three texts arguably support this claim; for 
example, the discursive construction of education as the imperative 
premise for social progress is common to the texts. Education and 
learning have been constructed as furthering development, both on a 
social and individual, but also economic and cultural level. It is 
considered as leading to progress and advancement by means of its 
transformative character. It has been argued within the texts that mere 
access to education is not sufficient, but that an appropriate content 
(skills, values, knowledge) and method (focusing on the learner) are 
inevitable to make progressive change possible. 
All three texts share the perception of a hierarchical world order. The 
West (“developed countries”), though implicitly, is constructed as a 
defining reference point. Western knowledge, values and skills have 
been discursively constructed as most valuable, and necessary for 
development. Though the consideration of local circumstances has 
been acknowledged and even demanded, the initial input for 
development is perceived as coming from outside. Thus, the Third 
World is constructed as being in need of help and guidance from the 
First World.  
 
The next chapter will present a discussion of the results of the 
discourse analysis from the two theoretical perspectives introduced 
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earlier in the project; i.e. critical theory and poststructuralism. As said 
before, from now on the discursive construction identified within the 
different texts will be treated as forming part of the overall 
development discourse. Therefore, the discussion will not make 
reference to the specific texts, but regard the results as a common 
discourse of development. It will provide a basis for moving on to an 
open discussion of the development discourse, reconciling and 
bringing together all findings of this project in order to move towards 
an answer to the question that has been raised in the problem 
formulation. 
 
CHAPTER 3: DISCUSSION AND 
REFLECTION 
 
3.1. CRITICAL THEORY - DISCUSSION 
 
Much like in poststructuralism, critical theory would agree that there 
is a realm of discourse constructing ‘development’. But critical theory 
would also maintain that ‘development’ as a concept is possible – that 
development activities can be successful. That being said, it does not, 
however, mean that today’s development work would go by 
unquestioned. While poststructuralism solely focuses on development 
discourse, critical theory is also concerned with empirical matters; i.e. 
the well-being of the individual which is affected by societal 
structures. Development, if to be meaningful, is about the 
empowerment of the individual. With this in mind, the concept of 
development can be criticized on various points; the most significant 
would be whether the voices of the locals are fully included when 
development is initiated from the outside – whether the process is 
democratic and controlled by the subjects it affects. The following 
will now discuss the results of the discourse analysis from the 
perspective of critical theory. 
 
As is argued in the discourse analysis, the concepts of modernity and 
industrialization are discursively constructed as intrinsically tied to the 
definition of being ‘developed’. The validity of the claim that the 
dominant ‘development discourse’ is based on this exact tie is heavily 
supported by James Ferguson. He argues that modernity consists of 
two interrelated variables: time and status, and that a country’s level 
in the world order depends on its level of modernity. A very 
straightforward example of this discursive construction is the sentence 
“all countries – industrialized and developing”. In this connection, 
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Ferguson argues that the Western ideal of modernity 
(industrialization, economic wealth and technology) becomes a non-
questioned universal aim in any context. In contrast to 
poststrcuturalists, critical theorists believe in the existence of 
modernity. However, they oppose any universal value attributed to 
modernity; modernity can be criticized. Adorno and Horkheimer, 
though of course writing in a different historical context and not 
having in mind the constructed opposition between “modern” and 
“developing” countries, believed modernity to be entangled with 
domination: “Technical rationality today is the rationality of 
domination”. Technical rationality made possible the efficient spread 
of the dominant group's ideology throughout society via the 
production of cultural products. On this way it becomes a question of 
power and ownership of means within the cultural production, and 
arguably ownership within the production of knowledge, as put 
forward by Tucker (which will be taken up again later on). 
Development discourse is and has been shaped more or less 
exclusively by the West; it is the representation of a Western 
ideology. Unequal global power structures have made this possible, 
and through the identified discourse within the analysis these are 
reproduced. Though development has changed, e.g. an increase of 
“local” development actors, the West still has the power to influence 
what path of development is considered the right one and how it is 
implemented. Thus, it remains the West's concept of modernity 
signified by industrialization, economic growth and democracy that 
characterizes the dominant paradigm within development which 
according to the critical theorists should not be taken for granted as 
something desirable. Vincent Tucker agrees that Western ideals (of 
modernity, industry and technology) are naturalized as universal 
standards and that they are used as a measure for the ‘development’ of 
a given society. With ‘development’ portrayed as a ‘natural process’ 
or a ‘scale of progress’ an implicit belief is portrayed saying that all 
peoples share the same destiny, essentially oriented towards the 
maximisation of material and social goods. This belief ultimately 
leads to the construction of false polarities of ‘traditional’ societies –
those that deviate from the European techno-economic standards - and 
‘modern’ societies –those that rank highly on the scale of modernity 
(techno-economic standards). The discourse analysis has provided 
tangible evidence of these polarities indeed being at play in the 
development discourse. For example, the term ‘traditional knowledge’ 
is used to describe the pre-existing knowledge in a developing society 
and the term ‘relevant knowledge’ is used to describe the knowledge 
that is available through education. Clearly, Western knowledge is 
discursively constructed as superior and universal. If following the 
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thoughts of Jürgen Habermas, it could be argued that the West is 
“implicitly connecting a claim to universality with its Occidental 
understanding of the world”. This claim is very much supported both 
when the UN text labels Western knowledge “relevant” but also on 
the more general level of the ‘development discourse’ uncovered in 
the project: the discourse of education as leading to development.The 
title and content of the IBIS document used in the discourse analysis 
also reflects what Habermas would call ‘a claim to universality’:  
‘Quality Imperative’ and the quest for ‘quality education’.  The 
premise of using the term ‘quality’ is the implicit belief that, naturally, 
the West knows what ‘quality’ is – no matter the context. It can be 
argued that simply by entering a country with the intention of creating 
‘development’ one reflects the ‘claim to universality’: knowing what 
is best in any context.  James Ferguson supports the claim that there is 
tendency to take for granted Western liberal ideas of how a society 
ought to be organized.  As it should have become clear in the 
introduction to critical theory, critical theorists take a skeptical stance 
towards claims of universal knowledge, since for example Habermas 
maintains that knowledge is contestable and by that undermines the 
discursively constructed notion that Western knowledge is superior.  
Adorno and Horkheimer have argued that social facts are never value-
free. The created knowledge is always located within a context that 
embeds values, and is therefore knowledge from a specific 
perspective. Within Habermas Theory of Communicative Action he 
maintains that the creation of knowledge is affected by three spheres, 
as outlined earlier. The second sphere comprises the social world with 
its shared values. Thus, arguably the fact that “Quality education” is a 
concept designed by the West reflects Western values and norms. To 
arrive at a mutual understanding of “quality” that is shared by both 
‘First’ and ‘Third’ world the latter's voices and values have to be 
included in the process of knowledge creation. “For both parties the 
interpretive task consists in incorporating the other’s interpretation of 
the situation into one’s own in such a way that in the revised version 
“his” external world and “my” external world can- against the 
background of “our” lifeworld- be relativized in relation to “the” 
world, and the diverged situation definitions can be brought to 
coincide sufficiently” (Habermas 1984:100). Critical theory would 
therefore strongly object the claim that the “quality” education has 
any universal validity.  Any definition of “quality” from the outside is, 
according to the perspective of Tucker, the imposition of meaning; 
quality according to Western standards might be empty of meaning of 
those affected by IBIS' educational programs. Another discursive 
example of this supposed universal and superior knowledge is the 
construction of child-centered education as child-friendly (IBIS 2012). 
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In the discourse analysis it has been argued that implicitly deviating 
forms of education are constructed as being adverse to the child. 
 
The discourse analysis has also shown examples of the Western 
perception of own values as universal and superior, for example when 
saying that “the official aim of the actual education is to develop 
active citizen” (IBIS 2008), or when claiming that education 
facilitates “active, dialoguing, democratic equal citizens, women and 
men, being able to make their own choices” that enables them to “gain 
political influence and social justice“ (EfA, 1990). 
Clearly, one would not contest these admirable ideas, but there is no 
doubt, however, that they reflect Western liberal ideas of democracy, 
active citizenship, and social equality of opportunities. Quite 
interesting is the discursive construction of especially the term ‘active 
citizen’ which is described as being the result of education (and 
development) reflecting the Western ideal of democracy. Also, IBIS’ 
aim (as presented in the interview) is to “try to make them [the locals] 
citizens”.  The striking premise of this discursive construction is that 
the people in question can only be considered ‘citizens’/‘active 
citizens’ if they qualify as ‘educated’ by Western standards. Naturally, 
this is a strong interpretation that neither the UN or IBIS would agree 
with, but it can, however, be argued that the underlying idea is that the 
Western ideal of a certain type of education is the only thing that can 
be acknowledged. 
However, critical theory would welcome the fact that the intent with 
education is to empower individuals and encourage individuals to 
“defend their rights, exercise their responsibilities, apply the 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes”. 
Within the ‘development discourse’ unveiled in the discourse 
analysis, the concept of ‘empowerment’ is portrayed as at the heart of 
the efforts of the West, in principal representing a critical theoretical 
incentive. For example, education is constructed as facilitating 
empowerment and human progress when stating that “[…] the 
realization of an enormous potential for human progress and 
empowerment is contingent upon whether people can be enabled to 
acquire the education […]” (EfA,1990). An interesting aspect of this 
statement is the implication that human progress is portrayed as being 
facilitated by education, implicitly it is suggesting that non-educated 
people do not progress. Also, the locals are portrayed as in need of 
help from the outside in order to ‘be enabled’. Thus, in addition to the 
purported need that the societies in question have for the Western way 
of education, the people are even perceived to be in need of help to 
appropriate such education. The mere provision of Western education 
is not sufficient; the locals need guidance how to obtain it. Progress 
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constructed in this way becomes dependent on Western help. The 
locals are constructed as rather passive objects; the receiver of 
external help in order to make them active. IBIS as well constructs 
development as a process directed at empowering and creating 
independence, and the title of their program ‘Education for Change’ is 
a great indicator of the ideological purpose they expect to see from 
education. Development is conceived of as a long-term process aimed 
at changing the structures of the respective society. This represents an 
incentive in close alignment with critical theory. As said before, 
critical theory is devoted to the intended change of structures within 
society to ensure an environment in which individuals can live in 
freedom. 
Thus, the aim of creating independence by means of education would 
be conceived of as a positive objective by critical theorists, who 
emphasize the emancipation of the individual, as described within 
Adorno and Horkheimer’s cinsiderations. 
 
However,  as  it is described in the interview with IBIS, the purpose of 
development is to make countries “ […] more self-sufficient, in terms 
of being able to solve their own problems, hopefully” and  “to make 
countr[ies] strong enough on their own”. The premise of these 
statements is that said countries at their current stage are not strong 
enough on their own. They are dependent on the incessant support 
from the West., and that education is the appropriate tool to terminate 
this dependence. But as has previously been argued, the measure for 
when a country is fully developed – and thereby ‘strong enough on its 
own’ – is a Western construction that is tied to the Western ideals of 
industry, technology, democracy and active citizenship. With this in 
mind it therefore follows that the construction of a country as not fully 
‘developed’ – not ‘strong enough on its own’ – is also a Western 
construction. This poses the question of why many countries 
categorized as ‘underdeveloped’ or ‘developing’ accept this label and 
sign the UN document ‘Education for All’, when it is arguably a 
significantly Western construction? This is where the concept of 
hegemony enters the discussion. As has previously been established, 
hegemony refers to the domination of one group over another, this 
domination being exerted with the consent of the dominated group, 
since their interests are being articulated (to a minimum). With this in 
mind, it can be argued that the interests of ‘developing’ countries are 
being articulated with the West’s good intentions of wanting to help 
bring ‘developing’ countries to the same high level of modernity. As a 
result, when seeing their interests being incorporated ‘developing’ 
countries arguably enter the development discourse which constructs 
the West as benevolent ‘developers’, even if this means giving their 
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consent to being discursively constructed as backward compared to 
the West. 
Vincent Tucker also argues that development aid displays the one-
sidedness of the Western knowledge system; as he describes there is 
“[…] this tendency towards monologue rather than dialogue”. He 
explains that this is possible because the West has “ownership and 
control of the whole infrastructure of the production of knowledge”. 
Once again, the hegemony of the West is what ensures that this 
monopoly upon the knowledge system goes by rather unquestioned. 
According to critical theory this monologue is problematic as the 
knowledge representing Western ideology affects the freedom of the 
individuals in the “developing” countries. Due to hegemonic 
processes the individuals in “developing” countries are embedded in 
the discourse of development, accepting “modern” (Western) 
development as a goal. Thus, as a consequence of the unequal form of 
knowledge production, the West holds power to shape the life 
destinies of the affected individuals. 
 
In regard to Tucker’s critique of development, it must be noted that it 
was put forward in his 1999 book and therefore addressed 
development aid as it functioned up until 1999.  With IBIS as a 
contemporary example of an NGO working with development, it 
becomes clear that Tucker’s critique may not be fully justified in 
regard to IBIS's work. IBIS is very much focused on taking into 
consideration the societal context of their development projects and 
they work with local NGOs as partner organizations, (which is also 
required in order to receive money from Danida). Therefore, this 
could be said to already incorporate aspects into the direction of 
“dialogue” instead of a Western “monologue”. According to 
Habermas exchanging views is an inevitable precondition for at 
arriving at mutual understanding. Cooperation with local NGOs 
contributes to a decentralization of our understanding of the world 
(Habermas 1984:75). While this represents an improvement from the 
perspective of critical theory, the discourse analysis has shown a 
nevertheless constructed opposition between “developed” and 
“developing” countries. Habermas' Theory of Communicative Action 
suggests that processes of communication within which the 
participants' validity claims are reciprocally challenged happens 
among equals. Only on this way knowledge can be freed from any 
top-down character, as outlined earlier. The results of the discourse 
analysis however do not support the idea that “developed” and 
“developing” countries are perceived as equals. Another important 
aspect which critical theory would consider an improvement is the 
focus on child-centered education, since, ideally, this approach to 
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education focused on the competencies of each individual child and 
thus facilitates the best possible ‘development’ of that child. Also, the 
UN document - which ultimately functions as the overall guidelines 
for Danish NGO’s receiving financial support from Danida - 
recognizes that the scope of basic learning needs and the way in which 
they should be met “varies with individual countries and cultures, and 
inevitably, changes with the passage of time” and also advocates the 
incorporation of ‘prior knowledge’ into the new form of education. So 
from the viewpoint of Vincent Tucker (and other critical 
theoreticians), the way in which the UN and IBIS approach the task of 
development must be seen as a great improvement compared to the 
way development was approached for example 50 years ago. Tucker 
has argued for the need to include the “local's” perspectives, which 
can be seen in IBIS' “Quality imperative” arguing for the necessity to 
include the child's background into the processes of teaching and 
learning. However,  as the section on child-centered education has 
shown, this concept derives from Western values, and is linked for 
example to the ideal of democracy. Any imposition of meaning from 
the outside, i.e.Western ideas of education would be critized in 
principal, as it bears the danger of limiting the opportunity for the 
child to write his/her own history. It is a question of power over life-
destinies. Thus, critical theory would arguably perceive of the UN and 
IBIS' strategy as a positive alteration within the development 
strategies, as it acknowledges the need to include the individual's 
background, but it would nevertheless remain suspicious about the 
ideological background it inheres. 
 
Additionally, though critical theory would acknowledge these 
improvements of including to a greater extent the perspectives of 
those affected, it would still maintain that the voices of the affected 
local people cannot be said to be fully included – that the individual is 
not able to shape his/her own destiny freely, since the individual is 
still constructed as a receiver of education and development, and 
ideals advocated by UN and IBIS reflecting Western values. For 
example, even though child-centered education is directed at 
ultimately empowering the individual, it is still a Western construction 
that may entail unexpected consequences. Also, development is 
initiated by actors outside the context and brings with it an imposition 
of values that may not correspond with those of the context. Moving 
beyond the discursive construction identified within the discourse 
analysis, one could argue that there is an intrinsic tie between 
development and economics and politics. Financial aid within 
development largely comes from the West. Financial aid for Danish 
NGO's, for which IBIS has served as an example is tied to 
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requirements formulated by Danida, (i.e. guidelines of the Danish 
national government) and the United Nations, which arguably reflect 
Western values. This tie between development, economics, and 
politics results in and reproduces unequal power structures between 
“developed” and “developing” countries, and in this regard the West 
will always have a position higher in the hierarchy.  Thus, global 
unequal power structures pose the question if the voices of those 
affected by development can ever be fully included, as the hegemonic 
position of the West makes “development” overall always reflect 
Western ideas, values, and arguably also interests. More generally 
then, can development ever be successful or meaningful if it is 
initiated from outside as it will always imply to a greater or lesser 
extent values from the external actor(s)? Critical theory would 
probably argue that although current unequal power structures within 
development, economics and politics makes the project of meaningful 
development, i.e. meaningful to the affected subjects, difficult, one 
should not disengage from attempts to change development into a 
more “just” direction. Critical theory advocates that the incentive 
underlying critique should be directed at the intended change of 
structures in order to provide the individual with an environment to 
develop freely; or at least as freely as possible within said limitations. 
 
3.2. POSTSTRUCTURALISM - DISCUSSION 
 
As stated throughout the project, we assume that there exists a 
‘development discourse’ which creates a dichotomy between the West 
and non-West. The discourse analysis was the tool for investigating 
whether or not this discourse exists in contemporary development 
work. The following section will explain and discuss this development 
discourse seen from a poststructuralist perspective.  
Whereas critical theory has at its core the intended change of societal 
structures, poststructuralism seeks to dismantle the dimension of 
power inherent in any discourse. By means of deconstruction and 
genealogy, the study of the roots of a discursive construction of 
“truth”, poststructuralists seek to unveil the dimension of power and 
politics within taken-for-granted assumptions. In this way, the sacred 
notion of development, meaning the representation of development as 
desirable and needed, is challenged and is more adequately described 
as a regime of truth which functions as a meta-narrative providing a 
framework for the construction of all other discourses concerning this 
subject.  
The discourse analysis has shown that the West and non-West are 
constructed in a hierarchical manner. The two contested categories 
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“developed” and “underdeveloped” or “developing” countries 
(“education gap between developed and underdeveloped countries” 
IBIS 2008) represent a binary opposition. Poststructuralism maintains 
that “developed” does not have any inherent meaning, but only 
derives its meaning from the relation of difference constructed within 
the contrast between “developed” and “underdeveloped”. However, 
“developed” and “underdeveloped” countries clearly do not represent 
two categories of equal worth. It is the Western standard that serves as 
a measurement to define what counts as developed and hence as 
desirable, and therefore also what is defined as “underdeveloped”. 
The sentence ”all countries, industrialised and developing” (UN 1990) 
implicitly supposes that all countries possess an inner striving towards 
development. That development and thereby Western standards are a 
global goal and are universally valid remains unquestioned which 
turns it into a regime of truth. To recall Foucault's concept of regime 
of truth: “'Truth' is linked in a circular relation with systems of power, 
which produces and sustains it, and to effects of power, which it 
introduces and which extends it.” (Foucault in Rabinow 1984:74). 
Therefore, postsructuralism seeks to challenge all that is taken-for-
granted in order to unravel the underlying power structures of the 
construction of “truth”, facilitating a continuous reproduction of this 
regime of truth. 
The discourse analysis has shown that development is constructed as 
being attached to industrialisation and modernisation: “...all countries, 
industrialised and developing” (UN: 1990). To briefly rearticulate a 
central part of the theory, the idea, presented by James Ferguson, 
stating that time is the direct line to development and therefore 
modernisation, is the premise for development work. This, however, 
is not an essentialist and objective truth. Quite on the contrary, 
Foucault would argue that it is a constructed truth. Poststructuralists 
would maintain that modernity just as development merely is a 
discourse (Ulla Ambrosius, supervisor meeting 2012). The naturalised 
relation between development and modernity is hence undermined. 
Applying poststructuralism, it is a discourse which has its origin in the 
West. The western standard of industrialisation and modernisation is 
constructed as being the natural path of development. However, this 
claim of universal validity is deconstructed, as poststructuralist 
identify the context of such notion; a Western context which reflects 
its specific values. Poststructuralists would thus rather refer to the 
naturalised link between development and modernity as a regime of 
truth; i.e. a truth, which by means of power and knowledge became 
the dominant, supposedly objective truth in the social world as 
understood by Foucault.  
By constructing modernity as a natural standard, the West indicates 
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that countries must be, or try to become, modern. As mentioned 
previously, becoming modern here must happen by implementing 
western standpoints and premises. Being ‘modern’ then means being 
modern in the way defined by the West. The fact that one of the two 
“poles” is able to define what ‘ought to be’ clearly depicts an unequal 
distribution of power. This is, according to the poststructuralists, the 
effect of the 'development' discourse. It is a power formation initiated 
by the institution of development connected to ‘the regime of truth’ 
because it is a formation of power that dictates the truth about what 
states ‘ought to be’. Thus, according to the poststructuralists, it 
represents a normative discourse through which the institution of 
development affects and shapes the individual. Recalling Foucault's 
concept of disciplines, disciplines are power formations acting 
through a normative discourse. Disciplines define what is considered 
to be normal or abnormal, here referring to becoming developed and 
modern, and through this subjugate and shape the individual – in this 
context being Third World countries exposed to the normative 
discourse. 
Regarding power formation, as mentioned in chapter one on 
poststructuralism, the three prevailing axes of poststructuralism are 
power, knowledge and truth. Power is not seen as a negative 
formation but as something existing in every discourse, the will to 
power being the driving force of any discourse. Neither is power static 
since it changes alongside the discursive encounters and formations. 
Discourses, as mentioned, are not static either; they are continuously 
produced and reproduced as they are affected by other discourses. 
This means that power, as well as discourses, are connected to the 
discursive setting in which they are placed and (re)produced. In the 
context of this project, the ’development discourse’ discursively 
produces and reproduces the West as ’developed’ and ’industrialised’, 
and as holding the key to developing other areas of the world. Also, it 
produces and reproduces the Third World as  ’developing’ or ’under-
developed’, meaning not on the same industrialised level as the West. 
So how come these discursive constructions seemingly go by 
unnoticed? 
As explained in the introduction to Foucault, the cocktail of power 
and knowledge makes up a very strong power formation; in fact, it is 
strong to the extent that it renders a monopoly on the creation of the 
perceived ‘truths’ possible. Hereby, a discourse defining ‘truth’ - for 
example in the regime of truth saying that development is an altruistic 
concept - is created, and as a consequence the exact same discourse 
also defines what can not be considered ‘true’. Thus, the discourse 
emanating from a position of power and knowledge, becomes a 
dominant and leading discourse. In the context of this project, the 
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discourse in question is what is referred to as the ‘development 
discourse’ built from the aforementioned regime of truth, which 
emanates from the “much powerful and knowledgeable West”. As 
revealed and argued in the discourse analysis, the ‘development 
discourse’ disseminates from the global level of the “powerful” UN to 
even a local level such as seen in the case of the Danish NGO IBIS. It 
can therefore be argued that the discourse of the UN presumably 
outlines the conditions under which discourses on many other official 
and unofficial levels can operate. This follows very well the 
poststructuralist assumption that the regime of truth functions as a 
meta-narrative for all other discourses within the same field (see page 
36 in this paper). Thus, as has been established throughout this 
discussion, the regime of truth functions as a meta-narrative, which 
determines the entire discourse on development – the “development 
discourse”. 
From a poststructuralist perspective, the power formation under which 
this regime of truth is created (recalling the connection between 
power, knowledge, and truth) can be referred to as an institution.  
Thus, the institution of development can be said to subjugate 
individuals globally, via the deployment of the ‘development 
discourse’. Based on this point of view, the discourse analysis has 
provided tangible evidence for the subjugation of Western individuals 
to the normative ‘development discourse’, which defines the ethical 
responsibility to help develop the Third World. In much the same 
way, individuals in the Third World are subjugated to the 
’development discourse’  constructing them as ’non-developed’, 
describing their predetermined quest for development and modernity, 
and prescribing that development will be achieved. However, this 
achievement is conditioned by following programmes initiated by the 
West; the West having already discursively asserted themselves as 
modern and developed. Poststructuralism would therefore identify 
development as a discourse that inevitably brings with it an unequal 
distribution of power between the participants.  
In addition to the Western construction of development as equated to 
being “industrialised” or “modern” -standards against which the non-
West is measured - the discourse analysis has shown that child-
centred education is advocated as the “correct” way of conducting 
education, especially with its equation to being “child-friendly” (IBIS: 
2012). Therefore, using poststructuralist theory it becomes possible to 
argue that types of education differing from the Western standard are 
implicitly constructed as working against the child and are thus 
perceived as being “wrong”.  Moreover, the discursive construction of 
these two oppositions as either “right” or “wrong” relates to the 
truisms presented in a ‘development discourse’; here, it is constructed 
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as a truth that child-centred education is the best possible way to 
educate children. Education, arguably child-centred education, is 
constructed as a key to“[…]  ensure a safer, healthier, more 
prosperous and environmentally sound world, while simultaneously 
contributing to social, economic, and cultural progress, tolerance, and 
international cooperation” (UN: 1990). Education therefore becomes 
equipped with positive values; it is presented as inherently good, and 
thereby claims saying the opposite are established as untrue.  
Though poststructuralists would not necessarily contest that education 
indeed has positive effects, they would strongly maintain the necessity 
to unveil that the ‘development discourse’ concerning education  
entails certain formations of power. As has been outlined earlier, 
child-centered education has Western origins, and is therefore not 
value-free. These normative judgements categorising e.g. 
“industrialised”, “developed”, “child-centred education” as good and 
right, carries the weight of power. As has been outlined within the 
theoretical chapter, poststructuralism maintains that normalising 
judgements become means of control and hence tools of power. The 
said normative dimension of the discourse of development would then 
according to the poststructualists serve as a justification and a means 
of reproduction for the West to remain at the top of the global 
hierarchy. 
The discourse analysis has revealed that in the process of 
“development”, Third World countries are constructed as being in 
need of external, i.e. Western help, which for instance is indicated 
here: “to make countr[ies] strong enough on their own (IBIS: 2012). 
As stated previously, Western standards are constructed as universally 
desirable, which also is the case for Western knowledge.  
Moreover, within the analysis a constructed opposition between 
“traditional” and “contemporary” knowledge has been identified as 
implying a hierarchical relationship between the West and Non-West. 
Again, poststructuralism would maintain that it is this exact 
relationship that ascribes meaning to “traditional” and 
“contemporary” knowledge respectively. Western knowledge is 
constructed as “relevant” and put in opposition to the “traditional” 
knowledge of developing countries (UN: 1990). 
Moreover, this quote portrays the power to claim monopoly on the 
evaluation of proper knowledge - on what can be considered “true”. 
Consequently, the West is again positioned highest in the hierarchy as 
a direct consequence of the regime of truth, which claims that only 
modern knowledge can be considered “true” knowledge. According to 
poststructuralist theory it is only due to an unequal distribution of 
power that Western knowledge is naturalised as being “proper” or 
“true”. As explained in Chapter One, poststructuralists highly contest 
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any claims to universal meaning or knowledge. “Truth”, here referring 
to Western knowledge being “proper” knowledge, would therefore be 
deconstructed as a mere representation of Western values. In this 
sense, such a “truth” is relative, since it depends on the context 
whether it can be considered true or not, and may therefore simply be 
a representation of Western reality and “truth”.  
IBIS describes its role as actively guiding the development processes 
of the respective societies. By means of their educational programs 
IBIS “tr[ies] to make them citizens”, “so they get more self-sufficient, 
in terms of being able to solve their own problems, hopefully” (IBIS 
2012). This fact that locals are discursively constructed as being in 
need of help from the West, is very much supported by Escobar. This 
theorist argues that the West constructs the “underdeveloped 
subjectivity [as] endowed with features such as powerlessness, 
passivity, poverty” and that ‘underdeveloped’ locals thereby are 
constructed as “helpless, needy, and oppressed by the [subjectivity’s] 
stubbornness, lack of initiative and traditions” (Escobar: 1995). 
Education is described as a means to achieve change (cf. “Education 
for change” in IBIS: 2008). Poststructuralism would not condemn the 
positive incentive IBIS has in its work as such, or suppose that IBIS' 
work is aimed at dominating the developing countries. However, 
poststructuralism would deem this as being a too simplistic 
description. IBIS in fact enters the discourse constructing education as 
indispensable and as the so-to-say “holy” way to achieve a better 
world. Poststructuralism would not deny that education can change 
current structures and improve the situation for the affected people; 
however, the concept of education also creates implicit power 
structures and facilitates a covert dissemination of Western values. 
Therefore, even though the discourse analysis presented the fact that 
IBIS' strategies strongly uphold the principles of participation and 
inclusion of the local context in the implementation of programmes, 
the critical analysis of their strategies would reveal underlying power 
structures.  
In general, the 'development discourse' portrays education as central 
and important in the achievement of development. In a poststructural 
perspective, however, education is additionally seen as necessary in 
order to institutionalise subjects into specific regimes of truth, for 
example the superiority of the West. Individuals must be part of an 
institution in order to be manufactured as subjects. In this project the 
institution of education has served as an example of development, and 
the discourse analysis has revealed that the Western concept of child-
centred education in particular is advocated as the key to 
development. From a poststructuralist point of view, however, child-
centred education would be conceptualised as an institution that 
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serves to reproduce the hierarchical relationship between the First and 
Third World, since, as explained previously, it reasserts the Western 
claim to superior knowledge and its position to define the “truth”.  
Child-centred education as the “correct” approach to education makes 
up a normative aspect of the 'development' discourse. Furthermore, 
the section on child-centred education in Chapter Two argued that it is 
based on Western values; therefore poststructuralists would also 
maintain that it serves as an effective way to institutionalise third 
world subjects into the Western value system. 
 
To sum up, it can be said that poststructuralists would argue that 
power is omnipresent. They are interested in depicting the ever-
present power structures in any given discourse, maintaining that in 
spite of the seemingly neutral or objective nature of things, nothing is 
ever free from power. Nor is the ‘development discourse’, something 
which has been revealed through the discourse analysis. This 
discourse depicted education as a central key to development. 
However, development is argued to be constructed as closely linked to 
modernity and industrialisation; concepts that are portrayed as 
universal and desirable in any context. The poststructuralist 
perspective is of significant importance in a critical investigation of 
the sacred notion of development; a notion which takes for granted 
development as inherently benevolent and as leading towards 
universal goals modernity and industrialisation. However, this goal is 
defined by the West. Combining this with the fact that development is 
also carried out by the West, in ways defined by the West, the 
concept, it is argued, is inextricably infiltrated with unequal power 
structures. From a poststructuralist perspective, development 
functions as a discursively constructed power formation between the 
sender and receiver of ‘development’, since only one side arguably is 
in possession of the necessary power and knowledge to establish the 
normative which defines what becomes naturalised as the “truth”.  
 
3.3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO 
THEORIES 
 
The discussion of the results of the conducted discourse analysis from 
the perspectives of the two theoretical perspectives have shown that 
the critique of the dominant development discourse share significant 
aspects. However, critical theory and poststructuralism differ in their 
general stand and understanding towards development. 
Both theories critique the prevailing discourse of development, which 
inheres a constructed hierarchy between “developed” and 
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“developing” countries. Critical theory and poststructuralism oppose 
claims of universal knowledge as the production of “knowledge” or 
“truth” is shaped by the unequal power structures signifying the 
relation between the First and Third world. Therefore, both theoretical 
perspectives maintain that it is Western standards that serve as a point 
of reference when mapping the world into categories of “developed” 
and “developing” countries. 
While they both agree in their critique that the development discourse 
reproduces the classification of the West as superior, their overall 
perception of development stands in sharp contrast to each other due 
to their different theoretical premises. 
Critical theory believes in the possibility of development. Overall, it is 
the incentive of change that characterises this theoretical school. 
Taken-for-granted assumptions, i.e. that Western values are 
universally superior are challenged in order to be rectified and bring 
about societal, economical, and political structures that ensure the 
well-being of the individual free from oppression. The analysed 
discourse of development to a large extent is Western, and therefore 
suppresses voices and limits opportunities of those affected. The West 
holds the hegemonic position within the domain of development. 
However, as we have seen with regard to Tucker's critique from the 
90s development has already changed and IBIS's work incorporates 
aspects that can be said to represent a critical theoretical perspective. 
The background of those affected by development programs are more 
and more included. In this respect a clear move away from the 
perceptions that dominated the early 1950s has taken place. Whereas 
Truman arguably spoke in favour of a mere implementation of 
Western standards into the Third world within his famous doctrine 
IBIS’ developmental work here  mirrors an improvement from the 
angle of critical theory. Poststructuralism, however, would understand 
this alteration within development as just another discourse. 
This represents the ultimate dividing line between the two theories. 
Poststructuralism and their critique of development does not really 
seek to change current approaches to development. Their critique 
operates on a more abstract level in comparison to critical theory, so 
to speak. Poststructuralism aims to uncover the hidden dimensions of 
power within the development discourse by means of deconstruction. 
On this way naturalized oppositions between good/bad, right /wrong, 
i.e. the supposed universal value of Western standards and norms are 
uncovered. Poststructuralism aims at de-constructing the regime of 
truth behind development, namely that development is conceived as 
“good” and “needed”. Whereas critical theory maintains the necessity 
to look into current societal structures and having especially the 
individual at its focus - meaning also the empirical effects of the 
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development discourse - poststructuralism investigates how power 
operates through language and remains on this discursive level. 
Even if development altered into being participatory in terms of 
dialogue between “developed” and “developing” countries (which 
would be seen as a successful form of development in the eyes of 
critical theorists), poststructuralists would still question the very 
notion and desirability of development as such. 
This raises the question of how one can “use” the perspective of 
poststructuralism. If poststructuralists desire to suggest a solution to 
the problem of development, i.e. a change in the current discourse of 
development, they would consequently contradict themselves by just 
creating another discourse. 
Arturo Escobar has maintained that instead of development, meaning 
the external aid from the West, social movements coming from within 
the “developing” countries present an alternative form of 
development. However, arguably, the claim of social movements as a 
“better” form of development represents the creation of a different 
discourse. It thus seems, that poststructuralists either have to 
disengage from any attempt to present alternative approaches to 
development and remain on the level of critique and deconstruction, 
which is nevertheless a valuable and necessary step, or accept that 
possible solutions would inevitably end in contradicting their own 
theoretical premises. 
Having discussed the unraveled discursive constructions of 
development it will now be possible to move on to a general 
discussion including all different perspectives that have been 
presented throughout this project. 
 
 
3.4. REFLECTION 
 
The present paper has shown and argued that despite its fundamental 
claim considering development as an altruistic notion, unequal power 
structures are reproduced through the development discourse. On one 
side, critical theory criticizes the dominant perception of development 
and developmental work as being a sacred and ever-positive notion, 
whereas poststructuralism moves directly to what it regards as the root 
and core of the problem, namely the discursive construction of 
development. Both theories are built upon the central claim that 
developmental aid is, despite its proclaimed values and principles1, 
founded and carried out on Western premises. The question left to be 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Which we will return to in the present section 
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answered is then how development has come to be founded on such 
premises and why the West set out to “develop” the Third world in the 
first place. After the previous significant amount of pages approaching 
development from a critical perspective, one might furthermore be 
inclined to ask whether development not simply truly could be 
founded on altruistic values and intentions. If so, the theories applied 
in this project, might simply represent a highly exaggerated and rather 
useless interpretation of genuine human help given by one or several 
countries to one or several others with no additional underlying 
thoughts or (un)conscious intentions.  
 
As explained in the beginning of this paper, the history of the concept 
of development can be traced back to a few centuries ago as its 
emergence is related to events such as the French Revolution, the 
Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution (see The Historical 
Emergence of Development, p….). Here, ideas – equality, democracy, 
rationality, technological, industrial and economic progress -  which 
would later provide the fundament for development first in the West 
itself, and then for development of the Third world, were shaped. 
Regarding developmental work by the West in Third world countries 
and arguments thereof, the example of 1919 could be mentioned, as 
the League of Nations was shaped and Western “and advanced 
nations” (Web 6: article 22) were given the mission and responsibility 
as civilized nations to help “those colonies and territories […] not yet 
able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the 
modern world” (Web 6: article 22). This responsibility was bestowed 
on Empires as a sacred duty and as a service both to the League and 
to the countries “in need”. Members of the league, whose central aims 
were peace and prosperity through international cooperation2, 
considered it to be a sacred responsibility for civilized and enlightened 
nations having achieved modernity, economic, industrial and 
technological prosperity and peace3, to share and spread this 
knowledge to underdeveloped and uncivilised countries in order to 
attain peace and prosperity not only in the Western part of the world, 
but also around the entire globe: “there should be applied the principle 
that the well-being and development of [indigenuous] peoples form a 
sacred trust of civilisation and that securities for the performance of 
this trust should be embodied in this Covenant” (Web 6: article 22).  
However altruistic this mission and responsibility might have been 
formulated, it nevertheless remains easily criticisable through several 
aspects. The most striking is the fact that this “mission” was aimed at 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 The creation of the League of Nations marked the end of World War 1 and the 
hope for continuous peace in the future. 
3 i.e. themselves 
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newly freed colonies by countries who by then already ruled over 
various colonies and which following the covenant, became colonisers 
of the said “underdeveloped” countries. Therefore it is hardly 
contestable that this “sacred responsibility” might simply represent a 
pure excuse or justification for members of the League to take over 
colonies and territories in a peaceful and discrete manner (Kirkpatrick 
et al. 2002:17). Little was left to say by the former colonies as 
authority, control, administration and laws implanted by the 
mandatories4 were “in the interests of the indigenuous people”, who 
were perceived as suffering under the consequences of not possessing 
sufficient “resources [and] experience” to independently achieve 
“well-being and development” (Web 6: article 22).  
In 1949, with the Truman doctrine, an additional dimension was 
attributed to this argumentation for, and method of, developing the 
world; namely economic growth. The main objective was still 
“prosperity and peace”, however, the method to accomplish this had 
shifted. Democracy and freedom were formulated as the fundament 
for a capitalist economic structure, which turned its focus towards 
production, science and technological prosperity based on a 
“democratic fair dealing system” (Escobar 1995:3). However, once 
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more, this argumentation has, as explained previously, been criticised 
as leading to another sort of control over other countries. Indeed, the 
doctrine is considered as marking the beginning of the Cold War. 
Therefore, the suspicion that Truman might have wished to spread 
capitalism and democracy under the name of freedom in order to 
oppose and combat communism could hardly be considered as being 
entirely unreasonable. In the same way, motivations regarding the 
spread of the capitalist economic model and the emphasis on material 
and technological production could also be argued as lying in the 
United States’ interests, as most of the success of this system is 
dependent on and can be improved by international commerce and 
business relations (Tucker 1999:4).  
By the end of the Cold War, however, the situation had changed. 
Whether the cause was what seemed to be the failure of capitalist, 
liberal economy after the recession of the 1980s (Stubbs & Underhill, 
2000: 446-448), the fall of the communist block, the end of colonies, 
the rising wave of postcolonialism and other critical theories similar to 
the ones studied in the present project, or the increasing amount of 
development agents besides governmental actors, can be discussed. 
Regardless of what the underlying reasons were, as explained 
previously in the project, in the 1990s development shifted from 
having a declared focus on economy and technological and industrial 
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progress, towards having a human basic needs approach.(see The 
Historical Emergence of Development, p….). Here, the aim no longer 
seemed to consist in achieving absolute equality and material wealth 
and prosperity in the entire world as a sole result of economic and 
political models. Instead of development as leading up to a better 
position in the global hierarchy (see Ferguson’s model p….?), 
attention was turned towards ensuring basic security and opportunities 
for every human being on the planet: “[...] in 1990, a series of annual 
Human Development Reports defined development as ‘a process of 
widening choices and strengthening human capabilities’” (Kirkpatrick 
et al. 2002:19). It seemed like development had centrally become 
about saving lives, rather than directly aiming at attaining global 
political, economic and industrial equality (Ferguson, 2003: 15). 
Moreover, as concluded in discussion part of critical theory more 
participatory measures had been put in place in order to hear the 
voices and opinions of the countries sought to be developed. A simple 
example of this could be the number and diversity of members in the 
UN today (193 countries) - countries participating in global decision-
making processes – compared to members of the League of Nations in 
1919, which made decisions on behalf of unrepresented 
“underdeveloped” countries.  
 
Considering the two first mentioned dates along with the approaches 
to development these represent, it is now possible to conclude that 
development in these periods hardly was founded and motivated on 
sole altruism. Had this been the case, it is very likely that the first 
talks about answering basic human needs would have been initiated 
significantly before the only recent 1990s.  
However, can the same be said about the period of the 1990s and 
onwards? Is it possible that altruism “finally” has taken over the 
domain of development? This question must necessarily remain 
unanswered as a certain and always valid answer would be impossible 
to acquire due to the variety of work and agents, as well as the 
immenseness of the field. It can only be stated that, at least from the 
perspective of critical theory, there has been some progress since 
1919.  
Attention can nevertheless be turned towards a different aspect of this 
question. Indeed, altruistic intentions or not, the important 
interrogation regarding this issue is whether effects of the dominant 
discourse of development as well as intervention in Third World 
countries might or do cause unintentional suffering or a worsening of 
a country’s situation. The answer to this question is to be found in the 
previously applied theories. Indeed, critical theory expresses that even 
with the best intentions of helping other countries and peoples towards 
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a better life, when and if developmental activities are not performed in 
an adequate manner5, the results of the intervention might not only 
prove entirely inefficient, but also cause a worsening of the situation: 
“As a result, some cultures find themselves overdetermined by 
Western representations” and “saturated with imposed meanings, 
ambitions and projects” (Tucker 1999:13). 
An illustration of this can be the implementation of the new Chinese 
Curriculum for Basic Education in Tibetan schools as described by 
Professor Stephen Carney (Carney, 2008). This curriculum, based on 
child-centred teaching methods, was intended to create stronger, more 
innovative, active and international pupils and future citizens centrally 
by making processes of institutional learning more participatory6. As 
has been explained earlier, this is the described aim of most 
educational programmes within international NGOs or developmental 
work in general, and hardly seems contestable as such procedures are 
likely to entice democracy and lead to more developmental 
participation by local groups. Theoretically, the latter might prove to 
be a rather satisfactory goal from the perspective of critical theory. 
However, reality turned out differently. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 According to critical theory through dialogue, participatory methods, and generally 
giving a voice to recipients of the help. 
6 for instance through the establishment of group work 
Despite the use of Child-Centered Education, where the focus lies on 
the child in its context and individuality, and even in the event that the 
West would purely perceive its developmental work as a help and try 
to do the best possible, the following case evoked that this ‘mission’ 
might not constantly have the designated effects.   
The goal of the curriculum, which had a deadline for implementation 
in 2005 (Carney 2008:43), was to “embed in students the skills of 
innovative, creativity and cooperation” (Carney 2008:40). Despite the 
deadline, due to the characteristic composition of political, social and 
cultural phenomena making the application of child-centred education 
difficult, Tibet stayed behind schedule (Carney 2008: 40). What’s 
more, in spite of this new system, rates of illiteracy stayed very high; 
“with approximately 44% of the population aged 15 and over 
registered as illiterate and semi-literate” (NBSC 2005 in Carney 2008: 
47). Carney shows that this was centrally caused by a 
misunderstanding of this western concept, and an inability on several 
layers to adapt this system to the Tibetan context. First of all, Chinese 
was dominantly utilized as language of instruction and therewith 
hindered the learning for those who did not speak the language 
because they could not follow the lessons (Carney 2008:50). In the 
case of the premier school in Lhasa, it was “simply impossible to 
judge levels of individual progress and understanding” (Carney 
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2008:48) and there was rather a use of technologies than a dialogue 
between the teacher and the pupil. Also individual work/work in 
groups, which otherwise intentionally should enjoy an essential 
position in teaching (see Development through education from a 
Western perspective p. …?) were only touched upon superficially “At 
seven strategic moments, children are asked to work in groups, but 
never for more than three minutes”, Carney states about his local 
research (Carney 2008:49).   
 
 “What seems missing, though, are the types of opportunities 
 for genuinely differentiating between the children, or for 
 varying the pace of the teaching, that might make it possible to 
 engage with and take seriously these learners’ own ways of 
 perceiving and making sense of knowledge” (Carney 2008:49). 
 
In this sense, answering Western “standards” in education had failed 
due to misunderstanding and a lack of adjustment and adaptation to 
the context. Western otherwise well-intentioned ideals were 
unsuccessful in this context and in fact seemed to cause more 
confusion and frustration than help. This was a single example of the 
Tibetan case, but the failure of the implementation of Western well-
intentioned aid can and has been retrieved in several additional 
contexts. This indicates the unwished consequences which 
development might have, even when the point of departure is altruism 
(Web 16). 
Poststructuralism also indicates the above danger, which for theorists 
of this school not only represents a danger but also reality, by 
evincing how discourse (un)consciously might instigate unwished 
results. The nearest example to understate this claim would be to 
consider expressions used in this paper. Indeed, simply through the 
use of the terms “First” and “Third World”, the paper took part in a 
discourse dividing the world into hierarchical categories based on the 
same measuring standards as the ones underlying the concept of 
development as defined in the project. Through this, the very same 
understanding of the world, which has been criticised throughout the 
numerous previous pages, has nevertheless still been reproduced. This 
simple example proves the seemingly inescapable nature of discourses 
and the immense challenge residing in the task of accomplishing what 
everyone would consider “proper development”.   
Summing up, both theories point in the direction that regardless of the 
purity of the motivational intentions behind development and 
developmental work, there will always be great dangers connected to 
its practice. These are dangers which often turn into reality due to the 
way in which development is and has been perceived and conducted 
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up till current days. It is however striking that despite these failures, 
there is a continuing and even rising wish from the West to help 
“develop” the Third world.7 When this is the case, and if development 
so rapidly can be followed by a shade of critique, one might come to 
wonder what is to happen with the concept and everything that it 
represents. Development has already changed a lot in the past century. 
Could poststructuralism and critical theory help us find out how 
development could be further developed in order to retreat itself from 
the dangers and harms that it might inflict? Or do these theories in 
reality show us that it is time to understand that development8 is a lost 
cause, and that it does not and should not have a future in this world?  
 
After a critical project like the present in which development has been 
painted as a an overall negative concept and following the previous 
arguments regarding the danger related to this domain, it would not 
seem entirely unreasonable to conclude that development is so-to-say 
a “dead end” and that it should belong to the past. It is however 
important to bear in mind that this paper opposes development as a 
result of the group’s doubts towards an ever-dominant global positive 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 This is revealed in the increasing amount of NGOs as well as in focus points of 
certain international treaties such as EFA. 
8 Understood as a North-South relation 
and almost “sacred” perception of the term. It cannot be avoided to 
admit that had such a powerful discursive construction not had the 
slightest relation to reality, the task to construct and uphold it for so 
many years would have been an immense difficulty. Therefore, 
overlooking and ignoring the many also existing positive results of 
development and developmental work over the past decades in order 
to argue for a purely critical standpoint towards these concepts would 
be a mistake (Web 16). Even if development might not always be 
founded on altruistic grounds and even if critical theory and 
poststructuralism demonstrate how development is faced with great 
challenges, one might then wonder whether it is worth rejecting the 
concept on the background of purely ethical reasons. Put simply, if a 
community has no school due to a lack of resources, should a Western 
country or NGO refrain from helping by for instance building one, 
since this would, according to poststructuralism, imply the higher 
status of the Western country on a global hierarchical level?        
“Satisfying” postructuralists in the domain of development would 
require an entirely equal world on all economic, political, social and 
cultural plans. It would require a world in which hierarchical 
categorisation exemplified by expressions such as “First” and “Third 
world” ceased to exist. It would require a global perception of today’s 
“Third world countries” as being worthy and able to contribute just as 
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much to other countries’ development (herein also “Western” 
countries’ development) as the West is considered as being able to 
contribute with in the current world.  
However, as indicated in the following quote: “man's self-preservation 
is inevitably attached to domination; the domination over nature, and 
self-domination and social domination are entangled (Jarvis 1998: 
27)”. An entirely equal world does not sound possible or realistic. If 
not for any other reasons, the simple fact that the standards according 
to which countries’ “equality” or position in the world order are 
measured is based on Western standards, makes this objective almost 
certainly unachievable: 
 
 “[Social sciences] seems to start with (…) a bunch of 
 assumptions – a kind of Western liberal common sense – that 
 we know how countries ought to be organized. They ought to 
 be democracies; they ought to respect human rights; 
 they ought to guarantee the rule of law; they ought to be at 
 peace with their neighbors. And then you look at, say, a 
 country in Africa and all you’re able to see is a series of lacks 
 – of things that should be there but aren’t. (…) it leads to a 
 kind of impoverished understanding” (Web 5). 
 
This dilemma also occupies Ferguson as he expresses the dangers and 
consequences, which most likely would result from a change 
concerning the axes representing the standards according to which a 
country’s level of development is measured in contemporary society 
(see part on Ferguson, p….). In his opinion, such changes would 
centrally provoke cultural relativism, which in turn eventually would 
result in an increased sense of hopelessness amongst “developing 
countries”9 – hardly an evolution to strive for. From this, we would 
dare to deduce that an improved world situation – in other words a 
world in which all countries were considered and truly were equal – 
would demand a completely different understanding of the 
compositional and hierarchical structure of the world. It would not 
simply demand a shift towards the increased emphasis of one of the 
two axes, but entirely new axes, if axes at all. As explained, this 
would represent a ground-shaking transformation and complete 
renewal of structures upon which all contemporary international 
relations are built. Regardless of the positive results such a plan might 
bring about, its achievement and realisation (at least within a 
relatively near future) once again seems extremely improbable. 
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importance of finding other solutions. 
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So if a “perfect” world in which equality and peace reign is 
impossible, and if completely eradicating “development” on ethical 
grounds cannot be considered as being conducive to life-improvement 
around the globe, the remaining option is to investigate the way in 
which the concept could be perceived and materialized in a way that 
would encourage more equal relations and reduce dangers as well as 
harmful consequences related to it.  
As mentioned previously, the concept of development and the 
methods in which it has been carried out have greatly evolved 
throughout the past century. This development has seemingly taken a 
turn in the direction which has been suggested by critical theorists. 
Along with the human basic needs approach, more participatory and 
communicatory methods10 have been taken in use. Hereby, the focus 
has been moved away from economically, technologically and 
politically unachievable goals, to instead placing the human being and 
its primary well-being at the centre. Put roughly, it has been turned 
from what might appear as a “business” to what supposedly should be 
“social work”, which presumably better could accomplish its self-
determined goals than previous structures have. This could imply that 
critical theory has achieved its mission so-to-say since methods of 
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development seemingly have shifted in a rather drastic and what 
would be regarded as a positive manner – this proving a growing 
“healthy” critical thinking towards development amongst decision-
makers. When this is the case, it is relevant to consider whether or not 
these theories can still be of use and contribute with new insights 
when development has evolved so greatly and come to look as it does 
today11, and if so, which role they are to intake in the present 
situation.     
The most sensible response to this consideration would be that as long 
as development continuously can be related to failures caused by 
problematic methods - or in poststructuralism’s perspective to a 
discourse of power and hierarchy – these theories still have a role to 
play. This is for example formulated in Escobar’s previously 
mentioned aim regarding his approach to development:  
 
“contribute to the liberation of the discursive field so that the task of 
imagining alternatives can be commenced (or perceived by 
researchers in a new light) in those spaces where the production of 
scholarly and expert knowledge for development purposes continue to 
take place” (Escobar 1995:14). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Here it is necessary to bear in mind the earlier conclusions regarding 
poststructuralism’s inachievable objectives. 
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In fact, the more a concept of this importance appears altruistic, well-
managed and well-functioning and the more praise it receives, the 
more essential it becomes to turn attention to possibly unspoken or 
overseen negative impacts and consequences it might inflict. The 
more a discourse is accepted and spread, the harder it becomes to 
distinguish it from a possibly differing reality:  “one wants to 
approach the things that we value (politically or socially) in that kind 
of spirit: being attentive to the way that they can lead us astray, to the 
way that we can end up producing effects that are not the ones that we 
had in mind” (Web 5). The present project and in particular the 
discourse analysis has indicated yet existing contemporary challenges 
in the domain of development, and hereby also the continual need for 
using and applying critical theories regarding this concept.    
Changes in development during the past few decades might represent 
a move away from rather easily criticisable methods and proclaimed 
goals, but this does not exclude the possibility and – as this project has 
pointed to – the plausibility of their extended presence in a different 
framework. This new framework might even make negative impacts 
harder to recognise as development now instead of dealing directly 
with countries’ financial, industrial and political structures and 
resources, more often intervenes directly into people’s daily lives and 
socio-cultural conditions (Web 1). The capacity to distinguish 
between hierarchical hegemony and “real” personal and local opinion 
which might truly be conducive to the community’s development 
hereby becomes increasingly relevant to possess. What’s more, if 
Third world countries are in fact, as Ferguson fears it, slowly moving 
towards hopelessness due to a growing consciousness of the 
impossibility of achieving the level of development dreamt about for 
so long, aiming to transform the hegemonic perception regarding the 
West as better and more advanced than the rest of the planet would 
seem more relevant than ever. Indeed, as Ferguson explains it, 
hopelessness would lead to developmental immobility, which is the 
aim of neither of the theories presented in the project. It therefore 
appears that these theories still have a central role to play in the 
transformation of inherent structures and perceptions before the page 
can be turned on negative effects of development.     
 
 
 
3.5. CONCLUSION 
The project took its point of departure in the assumed dominant 
perception of development as being an ever-positive notion. With the 
help of critical theory and poststructuralism, this perception was 
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challenged based on both its underlying discourse, and its work in 
practice. Through a discourse analysis of central developmental texts, 
the theories were applied to reality and revealed aspects of 
development and developmental discourse, which still arguably can 
be criticized today. For this reason, regardless of whether motivations 
and intentions behind development and developmental aid truly are 
altruistic or not, the present project has argued that there continually 
are unequal power distributions connected to this endeavour. 
Development has led to an important amount of positive results, 
however, this paper has expressed how essential it is not to overlook 
the said power structures as well as the consequences they might give 
rise to. In conclusion, it seems that there is a persistent reason to 
involve critical perspectives in processes and considerations revolving 
around development in order to further develop and improve this 
concept and its implementation. 
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